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1

One night during the early stages of my ethnographic research, I stood out-

side a school auditorium before an African dance per for mance. Tino playfully 

accused Samah of “freestylin’ it,” in reference to her speaking Dinka and Swa-

hili dialects merged with En glish. Samah was wearing what she described as “tra-

ditional African clothing” and listening to American hip hop  music. A dif fer ent 

day, same school, Vic teased Elijah that she would “hit him up African style” if 

he  didn’t get out of her seat. Elijah responded by pointing out how “annoying” it 

is when Vic speaks in her “West African language mixed with En glish.” “I under-

stand her, but it’s annoying,” he said, “she  doesn’t even know the history of her 

own  people.” Vic looked down. “If  you’re from dif fer ent countries  you’re still Afri-

can. That’s OK, right?” she said.

In another part of town, while I sat with them in the waiting room of their 

doctor’s office, three siblings of Karen descent discussed how best to characterize 

their own sense of national and cultural belonging. The eldest, Catalina, 

explained, “I just call myself Karen. I am not white  people.” Her younger  brother, 

Thakin, answered, “I’m Australian. I wanna be Aussie!” And Jessica, the youn-

gest, offered, “I have both. We like both foods now, we like Aussie food too,  don’t 

we?” They went back and forth in this way for some time. Each sibling was chal-

lenging one another’s perspective on what establishes belonging— what ele ments 

of a person’s experience or background constitute a sense of identity.

The subtle complexity expressed in  these exchanges presented itself again 

and again throughout the course of my research among young  people from ref-

ugee backgrounds in Brisbane, Australia. It was certainly apparent that a range 

of cultural, ethnic, and racial influences coalesced in the formulations of  these 

young  people’s sense of themselves. However, they oscillated in their expres-

sions of identity between emphasizing their ability to pick and choose from such 

influences—to “freestyle,” as some of them described it— and downplaying this 

Introduction
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flexibility in  favor of presenting their racial and ethnic identity as fixed and 

binding. The contradiction this represented, whereby young  people demonstrated 

both reluctance and enthusiasm in their acknowl edgment of certain aspects of 

their background, surprised me.

I’ll confess that I came to my research not devoid of the naive assumption 

that young  people, and particularly young  people of mi grant and refugee 

backgrounds,  were somehow color- blind and without national and cultural 

bias or allegiance. That with the frequency and intensity of their “multicul-

tural” encounters and with the broad range of cultural influences that may be 

pre sent in their peer groups alone, I mistakenly believed, racial, ethnic and 

national background would become increasingly less significant. It’s not that I 

thought, exactly, that  these young  people  were just too hip and broad- minded 

for race to achieve any level of significance in their mind- set, it’s just that I 

thought something  else would dominate. Other  things would  matter more. A 

“culture” among them, less clearly divided along racial and ethnic lines, would 

reveal itself.

To a degree, this notion played out. Young  people living in contexts of 

heightened diversity have been shown to “work the hyphens” of their identities 

(Fine , quoted in Harris ). Strict par ameters around racial and ethnic 

lines appear to have dissipated and been redrawn as young  people create net-

works across division and through overlapping connections to class, culture, gen-

der, language, religion, sexuality, interests, and the list goes on (Harris , ). 

My in for mants  were no exception. They identified as African- Australian, 

Australian- Sudanese, Karen- Australian, Karen- Karen, and a number of other 

ever- evolving combinations, though perhaps the most pointed example was the 

young Sudanese man who identified himself as “Blackanese.”

As the term “Blackanese” suggests, and as I also came to understand in the 

time I spent with them, despite the sophistication of their refusal to fit neatly 

within ethnic and racial categories, “race” for  these young  people, was a big deal. 

They talked about race; they talked about skin color; they engaged with and 

made fun of racism; they critiqued one another’s repre sen ta tions of racialized 

selves— and they did so, on a near constant basis, with humor in playful 

exchanges between one another. As the course of my research unfolded it became 

harder and harder to deny that, indeed, to  these young  people it kind of was 

about race—at least in large part.

The nature of my inquiry began to shift—if race is a dominant theme among 

 these young  people, why? And what do I do with this understanding? How does 

it fit within the current body of youth scholarship which seeks to demonstrate 

young  people at the forefront of multicultural success in forging connections 

across ethnic and racial divides? And more critically, what does a preoccupation 

with race and ethnicity say about the ideas this most recent scholarship drives 

 toward countering— ideas that posit the multicultural proj ect is doomed to 
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failure as evidenced by racial conflict and vio lence erupting the world over 

and often with young  people placed squarely in the crux of the crisis (Thomas 

)?

As I muddled through  these questions, and in describing my research to 

 others,  people would sometimes fixate on the degree to which  these young  people 

 were “integrating” into what was broadly conceived as Australian culture, or 

instead, preserving and honoring their ethnic heritage. I began to see how my 

research in for mants encountered this fixation, or variations of it, in small but 

incessant ways in their everyday environments. Also, I saw how, imbedded in 

this preoccupation with integration versus preservation, young  people  were 

implicitly framed by their racial and ethnic background. What I found was that 

not only did skin color and ethnic background  matter to  these young  people, 

but that it mattered in part  because they encountered it so frequently in the 

framing of “multiculturalism” that loomed large in the terrain of their daily lives. 

In their foregrounding and alternate denial of race and ethnicity as central to 

their own sense of identity,  these refugee youths  were demonstrating a degree 

of sociopo liti cal savvy. Their identity work demonstrates what I describe as a 

dynamic responsiveness to social context, through which they reformulate the 

expectations of  those aspects of the broader culture that intimately affect their 

daily lives.

In the social landscape of Australian multiculturalism, young  people from 

refugee and mi grant backgrounds are exposed to a range of competing messages 

and expectations. On one hand,  there are ongoing pressures to rapidly absorb 

and integrate into Australian society, and at the same time, young  people per-

ceive and experience a sometimes celebratory and overt racialization of their 

identities in accordance with an ethic of tolerance (Garner ). In response, 

young  people’s repre sen ta tions of identity surfaced in relationship to  these mes-

sages of integration and tolerance which underlie the broad moral agenda of 

Australian multiculturalism. Young  people from refugee backgrounds, living in 

the nitty- gritty of multicultural context, perceive the management of their diver-

sity in a way that infiltrates their identity making practices. They absorb, 

reframe, work within, and reach beyond the sometimes binding framework of 

the Australian multicultural message as they forge a sense of themselves. And 

they do it together by bouncing off one another in exchanges, sometimes play-

ful and teasing, and sometimes tense and heated.

Moments such as  those described in the opening vignettes emerged as cen-

tral, in my observations, to young  people’s self- representations through which a 

sense of cultural location and social belonging was approached. Tino and Samah, 

Vic and Santino, Catalina, Thakin and Jessica, through their friendly jabs, casual 

observations, and varied references to symbolic cultural resources and influ-

ences, revealed much about the wide- ranging social contexts in which their 

lives unfolded and their sense of their own place within  those contexts. One of 
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the primary aims of this book is to understand the significance of such formu-

lations and examine how they relate to the making of identities and the broader 

social environments in which they transpire.

Youth in the World

This book is a youth- centered ethnography. It’s about young  people. It’s about 

multiculturalism and the refugee experience. It’s about race and ethnicity. But 

at its core, this book is about identity. Over the course of my research, it became 

apparent that in their framing of how they see and represent themselves, young 

 people  were in part responding to the messages with which they  were most reg-

ularly confronted in their social environments. With this observation, I acknowl-

edge also that this is what we all do. We formulate opinions, ideas, and a sense of 

ourselves against the backdrop of the sociopo liti cal context of our lives and the 

issues and questions that frame them.

In other words, our sense of ourselves in not formulated exclusively by our 

experiences, but also by our interpretation of the way  those experiences are 

framed by  others. As we filter and interpret the vari ous ways in which our lives 

are framed, our sense of identity— how we conceive of and portray ourselves— 

ultimately allows us to cultivate and foster a sense of belonging. And not only 

does a par tic u lar social and po liti cal landscape impact upon the varied ways in 

which we develop a sense of identity, but the reciprocal effect— how our sense of 

who we are can affect the nature of that landscape—is also revealing. At its ulti-

mate extension, exploring the identity- making practices of a group of  people 

helps us to understand what is experienced as significant, prominent, or perva-

sive in social context. The identity- making practices of refugee youth in Austra-

lia have an impor tant story to tell. They shed light upon barriers to inclusion in 

multicultural context, the impact of race and nationalism, and the significance 

of both the refugee experience and global networks in young  people’s lives.

 These are inarguably issues worthy of our critical consideration in the cur-

rent Western social and po liti cal landscape. With numbers of refugees and asy-

lum seekers in the world surpassing  million,  million of whom are young 

 people (UNHCR ), and a post- Trump, post- Brexit sociopo liti cal landscape to 

which issues of migration and race are central, the refugee crisis is one of grave 

and global consequence. We need not look far on our news and social media 

feeds— which abound with gut- wrenching images and audio soundtracks of 

 children being torn from their parents at the U.S. border;  children, usually boys, 

held in grim jail- like detention facilities; and young Syrian refuges crossing the 

dessert alone or left dust and blood covered on an ambulance chair—to see how 

central and how profoundly politicized  children are to this crisis (Kelly ; 

Sherwood and Malik ; Tharoor ; Whyte ).
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Moreover, the notion of youth agency, the circumstances in which this 

agency emerges, and the ways in which it is enacted, most recently highlighted 

in the uprising and po liti cal mobilization of youth in response to gun vio lence 

in the United States, is a demonstrated barometer of the culturally significant 

moments and vital social issues with which we are faced (Heim, Truong and 

St. George ). The book speaks to  these two increasingly impor tant global 

debates; the upswing of youth as social actors and the mass migration and reset-

tlement of refugees.

Book Overview

In this book, I explore the everyday lives of young refugees, predominantly from 

North East Africa and South East Asia. I pre sent material exploring their daily 

interactions in the locations where they most regularly hung out, such as at 

school, home, shopping centers, bus and train stops, and parties. I explore young 

 people’s exchanges with one another, as well as a range of interactions and expe-

riences that unfolded within their broader social environments. This explora-

tion of the dynamics of their identity making pro cess is set against an analy sis 

of the Australian multicultural agenda and its increasingly contested po liti cal 

and broad moral framework.

My ethnographic research was collected over a four- year period, during 

which I lived and conducted fieldwork in the metropolitan area of the northern 

and central suburbs of Brisbane, Australia. I first met a number of the young 

 people with whom I conducted research through my employment as an after- 

school program coordinator at a nonprofit community center in the northern 

suburbs of Brisbane. Through this role, I gained access to a number of schools 

and met the core group of young  people whose opinions and experiences pro-

vide the material for this book.

The observations I collected focused on the dynamics and tensions of 

belonging that  were evident in how young  people defined themselves and their 

sense of social place in the context of living with diversity. In par tic u lar, I explore 

young  people’s racialized and ethnic self- representations and how they are both 

emphasized and denied as young  people seek belonging within friendship 

groups, through wider networks, and against the background of the pushes and 

pulls of Australian multiculturalism.

My principal aim in presenting this material is twofold. First, I hope to shed 

light upon the complex dynamics through which young  people of refugee and 

mi grant backgrounds cultivate a sense of self and belonging. I am interested in 

how they engage and respond to the treatment of their racial, ethnic, and cul-

tural difference through dynamic responsiveness to a multicultural frame-

work that purports to foster their inclusion. Second, I examine young  people’s 
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identity- making practices and the tensions that emerge in their pursuit of belong-

ing in terms of how such dynamics speak to and reflect upon cultural pluralism 

in the Australian context. What does it mean for the potential of inclusion in 

the Australian national space? And beyond this, what might such dynamics mean 

for the  future lives of  these young  people, or  others who must similarly build 

lives out of uncertainty and displacement in the context of articulations of 

national belonging?

The theoretical thrust of the book focuses on the ways in which youth iden-

tity is formulated through dynamic responsiveness to sociopo liti cal context. I 

demonstrate this dynamic in the ethnographic chapters of the book, which detail 

what I’ll describe as young  people’s hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions 

of identity.  Those repre sen ta tions emerge as a form of “symbolic capital” (Bour-

dieu ) in dialogue with the messages of integration and tolerance inherent 

to multicultural discourse. In par tic u lar, I explore how race and ethnicity might 

be mobilized by research participants in their alignments with and against one 

another as they seek belonging to both national and diasporic contexts.

In chapter  I  will further detail the ethnographic context and methods that 

led to the book and introduce the theoretical foundations through which I inter-

pret and analyze the research. Chapter  approaches the Australian context in 

greater depth.  Here I detail Australian immigration policy and its culmination 

in  today’s modern, multicultural framework and speak to the particulars of Aus-

tralian multiculturalism in comparison to other relatively new, settler socie ties. 

It is  here that I locate the ethnographic setting and the Australian multicultural 

agenda, within the context of critical debates around immigration, race, and 

resettlement throughout the Western world. Through this discussion, I  will detail 

what I refer to as key discourses of Australian multiculturalism— integration and 

tolerance— and how young  people encounter  these discourses in their everyday 

lives. I go on to look at the backgrounds of the majority of participants and what 

it might mean for them to be of refugee backgrounds in Australia. In chapter  

I provide the theoretical framework of the book and engage with the relevant 

lit er a ture on youth and identity to which the analy sis of my ethnographic mate-

rial responds. I argue that through their engagement with the central multicul-

tural ideals of integration and tolerance, young  people draw upon their racial 

and ethnic identity to articulate a sense of themselves that responds to the dis-

courses of multiculturalism they encounter in social context.

 These foundational chapters provide the background to make meaning out 

of my research participants’ everyday practices and the negotiations of belong-

ing in which they engage. Throughout the ensuing ethnographic chapters of the 

book, I demonstrate how young  people answer the competing calls to both inte-

grate with the white Australian population and to enshrine their ethnic and 

racial heritage, through what I describe as their hybridized and essentialized 
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repre sen ta tions of identity. Chapter  considers young  people’s identity work in 

multicultural context through their everyday practices of making and describ-

ing their social relationships. I explore the role of choice in friendship making 

and choosing romantic partners as a pro cess by which young  people emphasize 

and downplay a sense of racialized, ethnic identity in engagement with the dis-

courses of multiculturalism they encounter in their everyday lives.

In chapter  I depart from the everyday practices of identity making and 

explore the more exceptional and explic itly self- conscious practice of perform-

ing identity. I examine how young  people adapt vari ous cultural resources, con-

cepts, and associations, both locally and globally, in ways that are not obvious 

or straightforward for cultivating ethnic and racial affiliations and engaging with 

the complexity of multiculturalism in their own lives. Chapter  takes a broad 

view of  these young  people’s identity practices in the po liti cal realm of national 

context as they engage with issues of race and citizenship. In this chapter I 

explore the complexities of young  people’s negotiation, interpretation, and adap-

tation of experiences with race and racism, as well as the flexibility they dem-

onstrated and allowed one another in their engagement with citizenship. In 

chapter  I conclude by presenting the major themes of the book and their impli-

cations for both deepening our understanding of identity formation among 

transnational diasporas and refugee youth, and for the potential of inclusion in 

the context of modern, multicultural socie ties. My focus on what I describe as 

dynamic responsiveness allows for a wider lens that considers, not only what 

 these young  people are  doing as they cultivate a sense of identity and belong-

ing, but also the often overlooked reasons as to why.

If we push beyond identity, we garner understanding about both the expe-

rience of racial, ethnic and national belonging and inclusion among young 

 people of minority backgrounds, and about the social and po liti cal back-

drop of the places from which such experiences emerge. In all, and through a 

broader lens, I seek to explore and illuminate the varied and complex ways 

 people, and young  people especially, may engage with and respond to the con-

temporary world in pursuit of social belonging. This book offers one depiction 

of how that happens among a community of refugee young  people in Brisbane, 

Australia.

Layered with complexity, this a story about how young refugees define them-

selves within their new lives in Australia. Australia endorses multiculturalism—

a multiculturalism that contains a central and complex paradox. It promotes 

integration on one hand, while si mul ta neously celebrating tolerance for dif-

ference on the other. This book takes up the practices of identity making with 

a new theoretical emphasis on young  people’s dynamic responsiveness to that 

multicultural context, as they alternatively emphasize their fluid, open or hybrid-

ized qualities, and their fixed or essentialized ones. Dynamic responsiveness 
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builds upon current research on young  people’s everyday pro cesses of making 

and unmaking identities by establishing, not only that such pro cesses occur, 

but how lived context and youth engagement with sociopo liti cal messages moti-

vates  those pro cesses. In  doing so, it helps us to understand how the mecha-

nisms designed to foster inclusion can work in unanticipated ways as young 

 people forge their own pathways to belonging and becoming.
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Early in ,  after having lived in Brisbane and volunteered extensively with 

the refugee community for approximately two years, I was hired to coordinate 

and run an after- school tutoring and mentoring ser vice for high school– aged 

young  people from refugee backgrounds. At approximately the same time I 

embarked on a doctoral program in which I planned to conduct research among 

young  people from refugee backgrounds. In the not uncommonly serendipitous 

unfolding of ethnographic research, my work in the after- school program coin-

cided with what  were the early stages of my doctoral research. This allowed me 

to get to know a number of young  people who would eventually act as key in for-

mants when I formally began my fieldwork one year  later.

Over the course of my fieldwork, I conducted participant observation at this 

after- school program as well as at a local high school.  After getting to know the 

young  people in  these formal settings, I began spending time with them in their 

homes and at the places where they regularly hung out, such as local shopping 

malls, the city center, parks, community halls, train and bus stations,  family 

gatherings, and parties or ga nized by and for young  people. In Chapter  I detail 

the Australian context and its significance for conducting this research.  Here, I 

introduce Brisbane, the key sites in which my research unfolded, and the young 

 people I came to know in the pro cess.

Research Setting and Methods

Brisbane, the capital city of Queensland, on the eastern coast of Australia, has a 

population of approximately  million. Like most of Australia’s urban centers, 

Brisbane can be described as a diverse multicultural hub (Brisbane City Council 

). According to Brisbane City Council’s Multicultural Communities Program, 

approximately ,  people from refugee backgrounds arrive in Brisbane each 

Fieldwork and 
Research Foundations

1
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year; the number of  people from refugee backgrounds residing in Brisbane at 

the time of writing the report was , (Community Life Program ). This 

included  people from recently arrived refugee populations in Africa, the  Middle 

East, and Asia, as well as an aging population of  people who arrived from Con-

tinental Eu rope as refugees following World War II and Viet nam ese  people who 

have continued to arrive in Brisbane as refugees since the Vietnam War (Com-

munity Life Program ). Approximately   percent of Brisbane’s population 

was born overseas, and   percent of  house holds speak a language other than 

En glish (Brisbane City Council ). The number of  people from refugee back-

grounds settling in Brisbane continues to increase.

Despite its increasing diversity however, in comparison to Australia’s larger 

urban centers such as Melbourne and Sydney, Brisbane has a relatively small ref-

ugee population. For my purposes, this made Brisbane an optimal fieldwork con-

text. Areas of lesser cultural diversity reveal the complexities of social cohesion 

that emerge less directly through national discourses, broad ste reo types, and 

media repre sen ta tions (Forrest and Dunn , ). When I embarked on my 

doctoral research, Brisbane had experienced a relatively recent influx of non- 

English- speaking refugees. Since , Brisbane has seen a surge in Sudanese ref-

ugees entering Australia as humanitarian entrants (Shakespeare- Finch and 

Wickham , ). More recently, since approximately  Brisbane began 

receiving rapidly increasing numbers of Karen refugees, from Burma, who have 

been settled in large numbers on the Northside of the city (Queensland Health 

). The majority of the young  people represented in this book are of Sudanese 

and Karen refugee backgrounds.

As in many “river cities,” Brisbane is roughly broken into the “Northside” 

and “Southside,” based upon the Brisbane River, which bisects the city. The time 

I spent with young  people at the after- school program, the school, their homes, 

and vari ous other places was spread across a range of suburbs.  There was mini-

mal variance between  these suburbs in terms of the socioeconomic status in 

which the schools and homes of young  people  were located. The families of my 

research participants had low incomes and generally lived in government- 

subsidized housing with large numbers of extended  family members and friends 

rotating in and out of the homes (see Department of Immigration and Citizen-

ship [DIAC] b, ; see also Australian Government ). The after- school 

program was located only a few suburbs away from where I was living at the 

time. Many of the young  people whom I met  there lived close by. As a result, 

impromptu visits  were frequent, and our families came to be close over the 

course of my research.

I initially came to know the majority of the young  people I discuss  here 

through an after- school program and a local high school. What I refer to through-

out the book by the pseudonym “Paddington High” is a Catholic coeducational 

secondary school located in Brisbane city with approximately thirty students 
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from refugee backgrounds enrolled. Paddington High offers both academic and 

vocational training, and it emphasizes social justice in access policy and pro-

motion of the school. Nineteen of the young  people represented  here  were 

enrolled in this school. Of  these, eigh teen  were African— fifteen from Sudan, two 

from Uganda, one from Sierra Leone— and one was Anglo- Celtic Australian.

The after- school program, which I refer to as “Kedron Club,” was located at 

a community center on the Northside of Brisbane. It was originally designed to 

provide homework support to students from refugee backgrounds and evolved 

to additionally provide mentoring and social support. It was a voluntary pro-

gram that young  people would regularly attend with their friends, where they 

sometimes made new connections. Anywhere between four and thirty young 

 people attended during a typical session. Twenty of my research in for mants 

participated in this program; they came from Burma, Thailand, Sudan, and 

Papua New Guinea.

Research Methods

The primary methods I employed in my “hanging out” research (see also Ngo 

, ), or more formally, ethnographic fieldwork,  were participant observation 

and semi structured individual and group interviews. The ethnographic perspec-

tive is fundamentally an attempt to understand the world from the point of view 

of social actors, rather than the a priori categories of the researcher. My approach 

to the field research was designed to provide a win dow into young  people’s 

lives and their interactions with one another in the places where they most 

regularly spent time together.

I designed and implemented the after- school program and was formally 

employed as its coordinator. Balancing my role as researcher with one of explicit 

authority as Kedron Club coordinator presented a unique set of ethnographic 

challenges (see also Back , ; Madden ). While Kedron Club provided 

entry into the lives of a number of young  people in the initial stages of my 

research,  those young  people knew me and regarded me as an authority figure. 

I worried that this might make them more reluctant to share aspects of their 

lives or feel pressure to participate.  Because of this, rather than targeting indi-

viduals, I explained my research to the group as a  whole and assured them that 

their participation was voluntary and not in any way required. And then I waited. 

As I had coordinated the after- school club for a year before beginning fieldwork 

meant that time was on my side. Over the course of that year, my relationship 

with many of the young  people became mutually familiar and comfortable.

My official role in Kedron Club also meant that I had to pay par tic u lar atten-

tion to how I constructed fieldwork so as not to traverse the bound aries between 

a place where students came to relax, get advice, and get assistance with their 

schoolwork, and a place where I was seeking to extract insights and informa-

tion.  Because of this, I spent the majority of my fieldwork with the young  people 
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I knew from Kedron Club outside of this program setting. While group interac-

tions  were observed, and recorded with participant permission during program 

hours, the bulk of the more in- depth exploration of vari ous themes, including 

asking clarifying questions and conducting interviews, was undertaken in less 

formal atmospheres. In other words, I had to make a concerted effort to carve 

out time where my only role was as a researcher and I was not also undertaking 

the task of imposing order.

Of course, my role in Kedron Club was not the only power dynamic at play 

in this research. While  there is always an implicit power differential between 

researcher and participant, it is markedly exacerbated when the participant is 

a young person. While I was initially regarded as a teacher by the young  people, I 

was regarded as a “young” teacher, which helped in building trust and rapport. 

I was sometimes challenged when I told young  people that I was not a teacher 

to “prove it” by  doing  things that they  didn’t think a teacher would do, like 

swearing at other students or calling them derogatory names (usually based on 

skin color, which I  will discuss  later). I did not do  these  things. But I did con-

sciously attempt to establish myself as a researcher rather than a teacher.

In a final note on the power dynamics that impacted upon my study, as an 

American, I enjoyed some privileged status among  these young  people— they 

 were intrigued by Amer i ca generally and they expressed some affinity  toward 

me for also being from “somewhere  else.” However, my position as a Western, 

Anglo, female researcher inevitably established an immediate division between 

myself and my in for mants. I sought to compensate for  these dynamics during 

fieldwork as much as I could, but my principal strategy was to maintain aware-

ness of  these reflexive concerns and how they influenced my time spent with 

the young  people conducting fieldwork, as well as my interpretation and analy sis 

throughout the research pro cess (see Denzin and Lincoln , ).

Despite  these challenges, which are inherent in the nature of ethnographic 

research, hanging out in Paddington High, in Kedron Club and in the “spaces 

between home and school” (Noble, Poynting, and Tabar , ) proved that 

 these  were revealing sites through which to explore the dynamics of creating 

belonging in the everyday lives of young  people from refugee backgrounds. At 

Paddington High, I was pre sent for the daily routine of the lunch hour, attended 

some classes, and lingered with students in both formal and informal after- 

school activities. Throughout much of the day, outside of the lunch hour and 

when not attending a class, I positioned myself at a picnic  table in the  middle of 

the courtyard. Students would come to this area to receive extra help from the 

ELL (En glish language learner) teacher, who was also positioned  there for set por-

tions of the day, or to chat with each other, possibly avoid class, and generally 

pass the time.

 After school, I would attend the dance practice that most of the young  people 

attended at certain times during the school year, and which was located in a 
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back wing of the school and largely unsupervised; or wander with them into the 

city or to the train station, where they would linger for a time before  going 

home. I spent time with participants in the relatively informal setting of Kedron 

Club as they worked on homework— and where they gossiped, teased, and hung 

out  under the guise of  doing homework. Thus, through my initial introduction 

to young  people in  these formal settings, I also came to spend time with them in 

more informal spaces like shopping centers, inner- city public recreation spaces, 

and train and bus stations, as well as in the homes and at private gatherings 

of the young  people.

It was during  these in- between spaces and times that I was able to be  there as 

the undercurrent of conflict between Tino and Nine slowly escalated and intensely 

erupted; as Samah and Lauren gossiped about the boys they had crushes on; as 

Santino attempted to get “hugs” from girls; as Vic experienced setbacks and frus-

trations in the pro cess of bringing her  mother to Australia; and as Lisa experi-

enced ongoing conflict with her  father and shared her sadness over having to 

switch schools. Hanging out and sharing in  these experiences of the young 

 people allowed me to observe as the negotiations and tensions of belonging 

unfolded and as identity was constituted and represented in complex and often 

contradictory ways.

Twenty- seven young  people participated in interviews through which I 

could tease out some of the issues observed in other fieldwork settings. At the 

start of the interviews, I urged the young  people to only discuss  those  things that 

they saw as essential to their life experience and that they  were comfortable dis-

cussing. I also reminded them that the research would be anonymous and con-

fidential and gave them the opportunity, in which many took im mense plea sure, 

to select the name they would like to use to protect their anonymity. Many of 

the young  people carefully selected an alias, while  others claimed not to mind 

if the name by which I knew them was used in my research. Nonetheless, all per-

sonal names are pseudonyms.

It was my methodological imperative not to delve into the life history of my 

in for mants in terms of their refugee status or journey to Australia beyond what 

they offered in casual conversation or in initial interview questions. This choice 

was based upon the vulnerabilities of my research participants as young  people, 

the general research saturation they experienced regarding this aspect of their 

lives, and indeed,  because I was most interested in learning how they defined 

themselves and created a sense of belonging with one another in the social land-

scape of the Australian context in which they currently lived. The  things they 

highlighted and the  things they left out  were equally revealing to me in the inter-

view pro cess. Beyond this, I felt that allowing the young  people to define for 

themselves what was significant in their lives helped to foster rapport.

As a result, however— and while I recognize the massive impact of the rup-

tures they have experienced on their sense of self and belonging— the breadth 
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of information I provide  here on their life histories and the pre- migration con-

texts of their lives is not extensive. For example, I do not detail many of the  things 

generally associated with research among refugee populations, such as their 

socioeconomic status in their countries of origin or their experiences with war, 

torture, and trauma. Moreover, as it was my express purpose to explore the ways 

in which young  people defined and presented themselves in the pursuit of 

belonging, it was outside the scope of this book to interview  family members. 

The experiences of home and  family life, as well as the tensions of parental 

expectations and familial conflicts, are engaged in my analy sis insofar as they 

 were discussed and addressed by the young  people. Consequently, the perspec-

tives of  family members throughout my research findings are filtered through 

the interpretations of the young  people themselves.

It is also worth noting at the outset that I do not interpret my ethnographic 

data through a gendered lens. This is primarily  because gender was not a theme 

that emerged significantly in participants’ accounts and repre sen ta tions of them-

selves during fieldwork. Gender is indeed of consequence when considering 

issues of race and ethnicity in young  people’s lives, as the hierarchical dynamics 

and language of race intersect with other social relations such as gender, class, 

and sexuality (Carroll ). Moreover, migration, displacement, and even mul-

ticulturalism are gendered in ways that intersect with age (Pruitt, Berents and 

Munro ). I therefore incorporate some theorizing of gender and intersection-

ality subsequently and in Chapter  and also expound on this analy sis where 

appropriate in the ethnographic chapters.

However, I chose not to focus on gender as central to my analy sis of the eth-

nographic data presented out of fidelity to my participants’ concerns, of which 

race and ethnicity took pre ce dence. While significant  factors such as  family life 

and familial roles, age, gender, and cultural background certainly influence the 

self- understanding and social location of  these young  people in significant ways, 

the precise focus and contribution of this study is to demonstrate the everyday 

ways in which young  people, with one another, represent a multiplicity of identi-

fications in the pursuit of belonging— and in the pro cess, they may unsettle the 

perceived influence of  these categories or draw upon them in unexpected ways.

While the  whole of their lived histories no doubt affects the complex ways 

in which  these young refugees make sense of their pre sent social worlds, my 

focus is instead on the everyday practices through which they represented their 

identities in ways that attempted to foster a sense of place and belonging in Aus-

tralia. It was this endeavor that seemed to lie at the heart of the interactions 

between the young  people as well as their interpretations of their experiences 

as portrayed in interviews. And it was largely through this filter that young 

 people evoked (or in some cases, deemphasized) other ele ments of their indi-

vidual experiences such as aspects of life in their country of origin or their expe-

riences as refugees.
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The Participants

My key research in for mants comprise thirty- nine young  people, thirty- seven of 

whom  were from refugee backgrounds, who  were aged nine to twenty years and 

residing in Brisbane.1 It was through my relationships with  those key in for mants 

that connections developed with a broader range of young  people who also came 

to influence my research. While it was  those key in for mants with whom I con-

ducted interviews and was able to most directly pursue my research agenda, 

through this snowball effect, I also consider a wider group of siblings,  family 

members, friends, and friends of friends as participants in my research.

Thirty- eight of my key in for mants had been living in Brisbane for between 

two and six years at the time they participated in the study (apart from the 

Anglo- Celtic Australian participant, who had lived in Brisbane for most of her 

life). The young  people  were aged between  and  years old, but the majority 

 were aged between  and  years. One was  years of age; ten  were between  

and  years of age; twenty- one  were between  and  years of age; six  were 

between  and  years of age; and one was  years of age. The wide range in 

participants’ age is mainly due to participation in the research by siblings. It was 

often the case that while spending time in the home of a young person I met 

through Paddington High or Kedron Club, a sibling would join in the interview 

or express an interest in contributing their experiences to my research. In addi-

tion, at both Paddington High and Kedron Club, young  people hung out with 

siblings and friends of siblings, creating a wide age range within friendship 

groups.

Fifteen of my key in for mants  were female and twenty- four  were male. They 

came from the following countries: twenty- three from Sudan; two from Uganda; 

one from Sierra Leone; eleven from Thailand who had previously lived in Burma 

(eight identified as Karen, one as Chin, and two as Burmese); one from Australia; 

and one from Papua New Guinea. Of the twenty- three from Sudan, three partici-

pants came to Australia via Uganda, twelve came via  Kenya, and eight came via 

Egypt. Of the eleven participants who came from Burma and Thailand, all came 

to Australia via the Tham Hin refugee camp in Thailand. The participant from 

Papua New Guinea came to Australia directly as a mi grant.

The route they took to Australia proved significant for the young  people. For 

example, the few Sudanese young  people who came to Australia via Cairo would 

describe the  others who came via  Kenya and Uganda and, most likely, spent the 

majority of their time  there living in the Kakuma and Kiryandongo refugee 

camps, respectively, as “a  little  behind us,” in terms of markers of sophistica-

tion in  things like taste in fashion and  music. The young  people from Burma and 

Thailand often referenced the refugee camps where they lived before coming to 

Australia and distinguished their current friends whom they had known from 

the camp before arriving in Australia from friends they had made in Australia.
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Thirty- seven of the thirty- nine key in for mants had refugee status in 

 Australia (one was a mi grant and one was from Australia). During my research, 

twenty confirmed that they had Australian citizenship. Of  these, twelve  were 

from Africa, seven  were from Burma, and one was born an Australian citizen. 

Six in for mants stated that they did not yet have Australian citizenship. Of  these, 

four  were from Africa and two  were from Burma. Thirteen in for mants  were not 

sure  whether they had Australian citizenship.

My research participants  were, of course, chosen in part due to access, avail-

ability, and the logistical unfolding of my fieldwork (e.g., central members of 

friendship groups  were included regardless of ethnic background or status in the 

Australian context). However, I was deliberate in the decision to explore my 

research questions among young  people from a range of backgrounds, as this 

approach allowed for me to explore the pro cesses of identity making among 

young  people with a broad lens and the aim of moving beyond constructions 

based on ethnicities, nationalities, or experiences as refugees.

Similarly, my deliberate focus on a small cohort of participants allows for a 

nuanced investigation into the lived impact of multiculturalism on young 

 people’s lives that is more broadly generalizable than a focus on a larger cohort. 

It enables an emphasis on everyday articulations of belonging and a multiplicity 

of cultural resources upon which young  people may draw to assert a sense of 

belonging and participation in the po liti cal context of their lives outside of their 

explicit ethnic or national alignments.  Because of the relatively small core group 

of research participants and the logistical, ethnographic skew  toward young 

 people of Sudanese backgrounds, it was outside of the scope of my research to 

take a comparative approach to the ways in which diverse groups of young  people 

approached identity based on national or ethnic background.

While in the ethnographic chapters I make some comparative assertions 

between the identity practices of dif fer ent friendship groups (which, in some 

instances,  were divided along national and ethnic lines), I steer clear of broad 

comparisons between ethnic groups. Without a larger cohort of research par-

ticipants, I felt a comparative approach would risk stereotyping. Instead, the aim 

of my research design allows for an exploration of the fluidity in young  people’s 

emphasis on all sorts of markers of identity.

I have provided an overview of statistical data such as age, gender, coun-

try of origin, route to Australia, refugee status, and citizenship  here to pro-

vide the reader at the outset with some basic facts about  these young  people 

and the circumstances  under which they arrived in Australia. In the thick of 

my research and as I sought to understand something of the lives and experi-

ences of  these young  people, however, such facts  were of value only to the 

extent that they  were emphasized as impor tant by the young  people them-

selves. The ethnographic pro cess, one of hanging out and immersing myself in 

the daily lives of my in for mants, was about being pre sent to the emotion and 
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routines of their lived experience, which came alive below the surface of  these 

objective facts.

This book seeks to distil the relationship between youth pro cesses of iden-

tity making and the multicultural context in which they unfolded in my field-

work. In the concluding section of the chapter, I outline the core concepts and 

theoretical foundations of the book as they emerged in my research and are 

approached in the scholarly lit er a ture.

Identity and Dynamic Responsiveness in Multicultural Context

My fundamental concern is with the ways in which young  people exhibit a kind 

of dynamic responsiveness in their engagement with an under lying ethos 

emerging from the broad social fabric of Australian multiculturalism. Messages 

emerging from the Australian multicultural context inform  these young  people’s 

identities and impact upon their sense of displacement and belonging. As I dem-

onstrate, it is not only the experience of racism or exclusion that can fuel young 

 people’s highly racialized identity work, but also their engagement with the very 

ideals designed to address that experience. It is  here, in a kind of subconscious 

dialogue with the continual and abstracted messages about who they are and 

how they fit in, that the work of identification occurs. As such, I view young 

 people’s identity- making practices through the conceptual lens of dynamic 

responsiveness.

Their dynamic responsiveness, made apparent in  these young  people’s inter-

active exchanges with one another, informs a core of agency through which 

they engage with the expectations and demands imposed upon them. The con-

ceptual architecture of dynamic responsiveness allows for a nuanced elabora-

tion of young  people’s agency as they grapple with sometimes conflicting social 

phenomena such as peer cultures,  family, multiculturalism, and national dis-

courses concerning citizenship. The identity work of young  people from refugee 

and mi grant backgrounds is certainly self- conscious, and it is sometimes fueled 

by under lying perceptions and motivations, but it is always responding to some 

level of awareness of the larger sociopo liti cal context that frames their lives. I 

hope to illuminate such dynamic responsiveness by demonstrating young 

 people’s engagement with the rhe toric surrounding multiculturalism that they 

encounter in their everyday environments. From this perspective, I critically 

analyze the notion of the modern “hybrid” or “plural” youth identity.

Responsiveness, in the making and unmaking of identities, is ultimately 

about the cultivation of belonging. I am interested in  those moments when 

participants negotiated and asserted notions of nationality, race, and ethnicity 

in the pursuit of social place and belonging. Belonging, as a scholarly concept 

related to identity politics, is often associated with nationalism and nationalist 

movements (Skrbis, Baldassar, and Poynting , ). In a given social context, 
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it may be fiercely asserted by some while it is si mul ta neously denied to  others. 

In practical terms this means that the ways in which  people cultivate and 

assert a sense of belonging is constantly shifting. The fluid nature of cultivating 

belonging is particularly evident in the lives of young  people who are immersed 

in complex relations of power and for whom a sense of self and belonging are 

deeply significant pursuits.

I argue that  these young  people’s negotiations of identity and belonging are 

undertaken at the interface of experiences and perceptions of racism and in 

response to the discourses that emerge to confront it. By critically exploring their 

identity- making pro cesses, I hope to reveal both how young  people pursue a 

sense of belonging in a dynamic, responsive relationship to social context, and 

the extent to which such being, or belonging, is made available to them. Pierre 

Bourdieu’s theories (, , , ) relating to the reproduction of social 

power and its effect on social agents, which I explore in greater depth in Chap-

ter , underpin this central concern and have informed my understandings of 

the social context in which I recorded and interpreted ethnographic data.

The theoretical foundations that I take as a starting point from which to 

explore refugee youth identity in response to the Australian multicultural con-

text rest upon the following scholarly positions: () that the making of identities 

is a continually evolving pro cess of asserting sameness and difference in relation 

to  others in dynamic interaction with existing power structures; and () that 

the dominant Australian Anglo- Celtic identity may constitute a form of capital 

through which the terrain of Australian multiculturalism is overdetermined. 

Fundamentally, I seek to demonstrate how young refugees in Australia intuitively 

sense and respond to the racialized power dynamics of Australian multicultur-

alism in their formulations of identity.

Let me further unpack the theoretical under pinnings of my research and 

locate them within the scholarly lit er a ture on youth, identity, and multicultur-

alism. First, in order to anchor my approach within the context of similar 

research and outline key theoretical concepts, I  will provide a brief historical 

overview of the scholarly lit er a ture on youth and the emergence of a focus on 

the broad concept of identity within the field.

Anthropological Approaches to the Study of Youth

The terms childhood and youth are context- dependent and highly contested cat-

egories in the con temporary world. The United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organ ization (UNESCO) defines youth as the period of time between 

fifteen and twenty- four years of age, and the term is more broadly understood 

as a “period of transition from the dependence of childhood to adulthood’s in de-

pen dence” (UNESCO ). Childhood is defined in similarly flexible terms by 

the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child as a “separated and 

safe space” from adulthood, occurring up to eigh teen years of age, and also refers 
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to the conditions of one’s life during this time (UNICEF ). Furthermore, the 

categories of childhood and youth are defined in gendered terms; while child-

hood is often depicted as feminized, with  children seen as vulnerable and in 

need of protection, youth is often depicted as masculine and threatening (Pruitt 

et al. ).

As  these definitions highlight, both childhood and youth represent fluid cat-

egories, rather than fixed, age- based groups, and must be considered with critical 

attention to social context and the overlapping categories of class, ethnicity, 

gender, and disparities of access to material goods and po liti cal advantage. While 

the young  people represented  here fit largely within the defined category of 

“youth,” some also fit within the category of “ children.” I predominantly use the 

term “young  people” to refer to my research participants who identify themselves 

and are identified by their peers as broadly falling within the category of youth.

The study of youth has drawn increasing recognition from social scientists 

in recent de cades and has come to focus heavi ly on the pro cesses of identity 

making undertaken by young  people (e.g., Bucholtz ; Jenks ; Quijada 

; Wulff b). This attention suggests that the ways in which young  people 

negotiate a sense of self and belonging have much to reveal, not only about the 

making of identities more generally, but also about the broader socie ties in which 

they live and about larger global pro cesses. Examining practices of identifica-

tion among young  people can provide rich and significant insights into the pro-

cesses of cultivating a sense of belonging and how that occurs in response to 

social contexts. In  doing so it can also provide an impor tant win dow into the 

specific manifestations of social issues on local and global scales.

Indeed, as Fass (, ) and  others have pointed out,  children and young 

 people may be regarded as a driving force in the pro cesses of globalization (see 

also Appadurai ; Katz ). Among the central means through which young 

 people may influence globalization are the inventive ways they express them-

selves in terms of consumer habits, rejecting and embracing vari ous forms of 

authority, and making strategic choices about style,  music, and language. My 

research on identity and belonging among young  people from refugee back-

grounds in Brisbane speaks to pressing issues in Australia  today, such as immi-

gration policy and race relations, as well as to a broader world context, wherein 

the diasporic communities to which many of  these young  people ascribe are of 

relevance to their sense of themselves.

The study of youth provides a particularly power ful analytic lens within the 

anthropological landscape. As a category of analy sis that represents a contested 

space that is lacking a clear, universal definition, youth acts, as Deborah Dur-

ham () first termed it, as a “social shifter.” As society determines who is to 

be considered youth and what that label entails, culturally specific determina-

tions about social relationships, fields of power, and codes of morality emerge. 

In the contested and shifting space they inhabit, youth have been theorized as 
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both victims of society and creative agents of social change (Abdullah ; De 

Bock and Honwana ).  These opposing analytic positions get to the heart of 

one of the key issues anthropologists are trying to work out—do cultures make 

 people or do  people make cultures?

What the study of youth has the potential to highlight includes both the 

structural forces that impinge upon  people’s lives and their potential for inno-

vation in confronting them. Issues of broad anthropological interest from media 

consumption to migration have been viewed through the prism of youth. Most 

recently, the field of youth studies has examined issues of identity and ethnicity 

among young  people in increasingly globalized local contexts. Of par tic u lar rel-

evance  here, youth have been considered at the forefront, both literally and 

figuratively, of negotiating inclusion in modern multicultural contexts. The 

wide trends within the field of youth studies can serve as a kind of barometer 

mea sur ing the importance of social issues over time.

Marking the earliest incarnation of youth studies in anthropology, Marga-

ret Mead studied the phenomenon of coming of age among Samoan girls (Mead 

). Following Mead, other anthropological works considered youth in terms 

of liminality, or a developmental life stage through which one would transition, 

rather than as a cultural category worthy of investigation (Evans- Pritchard ; 

Turner ). So cio log i cal studies of youth have historically taken a problem- 

centered approach, focusing on sensationalized topics such as vio lence and 

sexuality and portraying young  people as deviants, prob lems, or victims.

For example, Albert Cohen’s Delinquent Boys (), a classic work that emerged 

from the Chicago School of Sociology, took an ethnographic approach to the 

study of deviant subcultures. This work influenced research emerging from the 

Birmingham School, established in the mid-s at the University of Birmingham 

in the United Kingdom, and is viewed as foundational to the fields of youth and 

cultural studies (Valentine, Skelton and Chambers ). The Birmingham School, 

working from a Marxist and post- structuralist take on working- class youth, 

focused heavi ly on class as the basis for youth culture (Bucholtz ). Some 

members replaced the term “youth culture” with the term “subculture,” which 

they felt better captured the class dynamic of the cultural pro cesses they  were 

observing among young  people (Hall and Jefferson ; Hebdige ). The 

concept of subculture helped to elucidate the emergent nature of culture as a 

pro cess of becoming through highlighting the conscious and performative pro-

duction of cultural forms. Early works of the Chicago and the Birmingham 

Schools demonstrated how subcultures served to facilitate a sense of commu-

nity and commonality in response to challenges faced by young  people, such as 

in equality, unemployment, and cultural conflict (Willis ).

Work out of the Chicago and Birmingham Schools on subcultural forms, 

which  were extremely influential in early studies of youth cultures, provides 

peripheral insights into my work on young  people from refugee and mi grant 
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backgrounds in Australia: it demonstrates youth re sis tance to adult narratives, 

as well as the multiplicity of self- conscious repre sen ta tions of identity that I reg-

ularly observed in my fieldwork. With its well- developed theorization of class, 

however,  these early studies  were widely criticized for depicting youth cultures 

as too deeply dependent on highly vis i ble image markers such as  music and fash-

ion, at the expense of other defining ele ments of identification such as gender, 

sexuality, race, and ethnicity (Bucholtz , ).

With the shift of focus to  these  later categories of self- understanding and 

repre sen ta tion, scholarly studies of youth became more meaningfully aligned 

with questions of identification related to dominant national discourses of 

belonging. This disciplinary shift also marks the emergence of a reinvigorated 

anthropology of youth, which considers young  people as social agents in the pro-

cess of negotiating identity and belonging at the complex nexus of transnation-

alism and local cultures, where discourses of national belonging meet with 

individualized repre sen ta tions of race and ethnicity among young  people. This 

is where youth studies scholarship is most relevant to my research.

Cultivating Ethnicity: Hybridity and Essentialism in Practice

As Stuart Hall’s influential work, New Ethnicities (), helped to distil, ethnic-

ity, as well as race, is socially constructed. It is negotiated in the context of com-

munity as  people articulate similarities and differences between themselves and 

other groups of  people. In the context of globalization, where dif fer ent regional 

and national groups are drawn both together and apart in local settings, the 

bound aries of  these articulations become increasingly unstable (Noble et al. 

, ). While ethnic affiliation may be presented on the surface as bounded 

and cohesive, as it often was by the young  people involved in this study, it is 

indeed constituted out of fluid bound aries and strategic choices.

Such fluidity is the hallmark of the notion of hybrid identities. The concept 

of hybridity, also of key consideration in the identity- making practices of young 

refugees, has been conceptualized as the pro cess by which new subjectivities are 

constructed through the overlapping and interweaving of dif fer ent cultural 

forms (Bhabha , ; Papastergiadis ). While  these new ethnicities may 

emerge out of some degree of agency or strategic overlap, they are also  shaped 

by the perceptions of  others and the structural forces inherent in social, eco-

nomic, and po liti cal pro cesses. As Noble and colleagues (, ) argue, “The 

cele bration of fluidity is often made at the expense of registering the determin-

ing force of social relations and the role identity plays in responding to  these.”

The often criticized notion of essentialism is also crucial for the repre sen-

ta tion of ethnicity. While the concept of hybridity helps to demonstrate the 

ways in which  people highlight the shifting and permeable aspect of their eth-

nicities (Werbner b, ), it is the use of self- essentialism in everyday circum-

stances that allows  people to formulate and represent their ethnicities as 
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fixed and immutable in dif fer ent ways in dif fer ent contexts and in response to 

the structural forces that frame their lives (Noble et al. , ; Spivak , 

). I use the terms hybridity and essentialism advisedly and engage in depth 

with the theoretical limitations of using this language in Chapter . However, as 

they have emerged out of the social theory relevant to identity, and more specifi-

cally in relation to the study of youth, hybridity and essentialism are useful 

concepts for examining the multiple ways in which ethnic identity may be rep-

resented in dif fer ent contexts.

The mobilization of ethnicity is particularly evident in the imperative, sen-

sitive, and often tense identity- making practices engaged in by young  people. 

Through their avid consumption of style, commodities, and ideas and their 

creative interpretation of racial signifiers from resources and symbols that tra-

verse national borders in their origin, many studies of youth and ethnicity locate 

young  people and their hybridizing strategies at the forefront of the pro cesses of 

globalization (Back ; Abner Cohen ; Nayak , ; Wulff a). 

While such studies of youth culture are certainly relevant to my study, the 

ways in which they depict young  people constituting new ethnic identities by 

merging vari ous cultural signifiers do not precisely fit, nor theoretically cap-

ture, my experience.

Rather than merging symbolic references in the formation of new ethnici-

ties, I observed young  people actively emphasizing and deemphasizing ethnic 

identity in a creative engagement with the broad messages of multiculturalism 

that sought to address their ethnic difference. Moreover, in my observations, 

while young  people may speak back to structural constraints and reflect the 

experiences that frame their lives in their complex and often self- conscious 

repre sen ta tions of themselves, the ways in which they do so can be described at 

times as strategic, but at other times as a much more subtle and even subcon-

scious positioning— reliant, in  these moments, more on the kind of unconscious 

engagement and internalization of  those structural constraints than a direct 

confrontation with them (Moore , ).

As I explore further in Chapter , to emphasize the dynamic relationship 

between  these young  people’s sense of identity and the multicultural discourses 

that frame their lives, I utilize the notion of responsiveness. The lit er a ture on 

“everyday multiculturalism” and “multicultural drift” has established how daily 

interethnic encounters in multicultural spaces foster the capacity and habits for 

 people of diverse backgrounds to live in relative harmony (Harris ; Werbner 

; Wise and Velayutham ). The concept of “conviviality” in relation to 

“everyday multiculturalism” highlights the vari ous national, cultural, and 

embodied structures that help to foster harmonious coexistence in multicultural 

settings (Wise and Velayutham ). Similarly, the concept of “everyday cosmo-

politanism” highlights the “strategic practices of transaction in specific 
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contexts,” which create a sense of civic engagement and the possibilities for mul-

tiple forms of ethnic and national belonging to coexist together (Noble ).

In the context of everyday multiculturalism, youth are considered  adept at 

developing “multiple identities,” from which they have been theorized as “hybrid,” 

“in- between,” “fluid” (Bhabha ; Goffman ; Hall , , ), and 

“ambivalent” (Ngo ). I  favor the notion of responsiveness, in a step back from 

the accepted notion of the hybrid and fractured nature of mi grant youth identi-

ties. The notion of dynamic responsiveness in youth identity making provides 

scope to look beyond the prevalence of their multicultural encounters to under-

score and unpack a level of engagement with the broader multicultural context 

through which such hybrid identities also emerge.

Having migrated to Australia, the young  people with whom I worked have 

become part of a vast and contentious immigration context historically linked 

to articulations of whiteness and racial and ethnic division. Throughout the 

course of my fieldwork, a dynamic relationship between the fluctuating ways 

young  people treated and defined their sense of racial and ethnic identity and 

the messages they regularly encountered, broadly framed in relation to multi-

culturalism, began to emerge. It is to this multicultural context, and the chal-

lenges of identity and inclusion it pre sents for young refugees, that I  will now 

turn before concluding the chapter.

Multiculturalism, Youth, and the Refugee Experience

The management of diversity, which multiculturalism in its vari ous manifesta-

tions has been implemented to address, is now the subject of widespread moral 

panic and po liti cal debate in Western settler nation- states. In Australia, the 

United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, and Eu rope, concerns regarding 

national identity, immigration, citizenship, and borders are ever pre sent and 

growing. As I explore further in Chapter , concerns in  these contexts are rooted 

in a fear of the cultural loss of Eu ro pean heritage and tradition and in po liti cal 

conflict over expanding populations due to both chosen and forced migration. 

Central to  these debates is the proposed need for strategies designed to ease inte-

gration, to help  people to live together with difference— difference that is often 

implicitly, but always undeniably, tied to race and ethnicity.

Youth scholars have argued that young  people are at the forefront of nego-

tiating inclusion in  these modern multicultural contexts (Fass ; Gow ). 

Young  people’s lives, which unfold within the thick of difference and diversity 

in the schools and public spaces of multicultural cities, are regarded, in both 

popu lar understanding and scholarly discourse, as central to assessing the fate 

of multicultural living. From youth- driven race riots, of which the  Cronulla 

riots in Australia are a primary example, to the sunnier and perhaps less fre-

quent depictions of youth using diversity as a creative agent of cultural change, 
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the lives of young  people have been regarded as indicative of both promise and 

skepticism regarding the multicultural proj ect (Harris , ).2

Despite their exposure to multicultural contexts, however, young  people 

may be no more open or resistant to the ideals of inclusion than anyone  else 

(Harris ). For young  people, as Harris notes, within the diversity of their 

everyday landscape, “racism and prejudice sit alongside care and recognition” 

(, ). The ways in which young  people grapple with multiculturalism in their 

everyday encounters challenge profoundly the common portrayals of their incli-

nation to embrace and consume diversity, on the one hand, and to incite rac-

ism, riots, and vio lence. on the other (Butcher and Harris , ; Herron ).

What has emerged as significant in my work with young  people is, not only 

that they are formulating a sense of self and belonging in the context of racial, 

ethnic, and cultural diversity, but also that they are  doing so in response to 

vari ous approaches to manage that diversity. Their responsiveness to the implicit, 

but pervasive, messages that influence their lives in terms of how they negotiate 

their own sense of themselves highlights identity making as an attempt to create 

connection, affinity, and understanding. The ways in which young  people align 

themselves with or position themselves against one another in accordance with, 

and against, broad social expectations allows them to forge connections with 

one another, with the broader Australian population, and with the transnational 

diasporas with which they also identify.

Young  people from mi grant and refugee backgrounds face the heightened 

complexity of defining a sense of self and of place at the intersections of national, 

ethnic, and cultural identity. As relative outsiders to the broad context in which 

their daily lives unfold, the dynamics of constituting a sense of self and belonging 

are, for  these young  people, especially challenging. Young  people with refugee 

backgrounds must not only contend with the complexities of ethnic, national, 

and cultural identity, but must do so also in the context of rupture, trauma, loss, 

and the challenges of the resettlement experience.

Moreover, the fact of their migration effectively disrupts their perceived role 

as youth in need of protection, and the fact of this mold breaking creates the 

counterperception that they are risky. Their displacement, as well as their capac-

ity to deal with diversity in a multicultural context, is also gendered; young men 

are more likely to be viewed as volatile and threatening in the society of their 

resettlement and young  women more likely to be perceived instead as vulnerable. 

In what are often presented as crises of migration, media coverage centers around 

hordes of young refugees as a threat to the moral and social order and depicts 

young men in par tic u lar as welfare parasites at best, and terrorists at worst 

(Pruitt et al. ). In terms of both their lived experience and the ways in 

which they are more broadly represented and perceived, for  these young  people 

“belonging—to  family, community and country—is always at risk” (Correa- Velez, 

Gifford and Barnett , ; see also Jackson , ).
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However,  counter to the trauma- centered approach that is so prevalent in 

the lit er a ture, the impact of past experience is not the main  factor in determin-

ing the psychological well- being of young  people from refugee backgrounds (Gif-

ford, Correa- Velez and Sampson ; McMichael, Nunn, Correa- Velez, and 

Gifford ). Among the most significant “indicators of belonging” put forward 

in Gifford’s () “Good Starts” study on the health and well- being of refugee 

youth in the initial stages of resettlement are perceptions of social status and a 

sense of belonging in their place of resettlement.

I take this perspective as a starting point for my research. For young  people 

from refugee backgrounds, the pursuit of belonging is undertaken in relation to 

the national context in which they currently live and is influenced by a range of 

other  factors related to the  whole of their life experiences. The lives of the young 

 people represented in this book  were quite overtly politicized through their 

resettlement in Australia. In the Australian context, young  people are confronted 

with vari ous expectations and pressures which, like the anthropologist Ghas-

san Hage (, ; see also Povinelli ), I locate in the current policy frame-

work of multiculturalism. As I explore in depth in Chapter , the social values of 

integration and tolerance have emerged to confront ongoing tensions over 

immigration at vari ous points in Australia’s history and provide the basis for 

 those expectations that young  people, in turn, perceive, engage with, and 

manipulate in their everyday practices. It is at this juncture between broad 

social influences and the everyday practices of cultivating a sense of belonging 

that I locate the study and where both are rendered meaningful.
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Let me begin the task of contextualizing my research on refugee youth identity 

in Australia by briefly explaining how I came to do this research, in this place. 

Immediately before having moved to Australia, I completed a master’s degree at 

Oxford University on what I broadly described as the anthropology of childhood. 

I examined the notion of agency in  children’s lives; how the pro cesses of social-

ization that draw them into the dominant culture are counterbalanced by the 

decisions and awareness they draw upon to affect that culture.

Early in , with a freshly awarded degree in hand, I found myself living 

in Brisbane with my now husband, an Australian, born and raised in Brisbane. 

Brisbane at that time had seen a recent influx of Sudanese refugees, particularly 

in the suburb in which we lived. It was noticeable enough so that a relative, also 

living in Brisbane, and aware of my recently completed research on young  people, 

suggested to me that I might next do some kind of work with the very tall, very 

black young  people who suddenly appeared on her suburban streets amid the 

very white population already living  there. I liked the idea, and so I began to vol-

unteer extensively in the refugee community, tutoring school- aged  children 

and working in an agency that provided settlement ser vices to newly arrived ref-

ugees. I thought about the young  people I was working with in  those capacities 

as my mind started to drift back  toward embarking upon more study and pur-

suing a doctoral degree in anthropology.

Eventually, I married my newfound interest in the young refugee commu-

nities of Brisbane with my master’s research and submitted a proposal to my 

soon to be doctoral committee. My research question centered on how  these 

young  people from dif fer ent backgrounds form a culture among themselves that 

stands apart from the many social organ izing categories— their race and ethnic-

ity, their nation of origin, their status as refugees— that frame their lives. As I 
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came to realize, and as I briefly touched upon in the previous chapter, they  don’t. 

As the core premise of this book suggests, in fact quite the opposite is true.

Young  people develop a sense of who they are and how they fit in social 

place, at least in large part, by responding to the vari ous ways in which their 

lives are framed in social context; which was made apparent to me through my 

observations of their interactions with each other that  were heavi ly focused on 

issues of race and belonging. Their sense of identity and vari ous paths to belong-

ing  were certainly influenced by a range of  factors encompassing the  whole of 

their life experiences, including their countries of origin, their  family lives, and 

their experiences as refugees, all of which I explore in this chapter. What I came to 

understand as most relevant to their identity- making pro cesses in my research, 

however, and what is consequently at the core of the book’s findings, was the 

sociopo liti cal context of  these young  people’s place of resettlement and how their 

lives  were treated, managed and framed in that context.

Australia proved to be an ideal place in which to study the dynamics of iden-

tity formation among young  people from refugee backgrounds. Its unique com-

bination of demographics (over half the population are born overseas or have a 

parent who was), and recent social history (multiculturalism emerged in the 

s as a formal po liti cal policy related to immigration) established a set of 

sociopo liti cal ideals that markedly surfaced in the lives of  these young  people. 

The social and po liti cal context of Australian multiculturalism forms the back-

drop against which  these young  people engage with one another in the pushes 

and pulls of belonging.

Before delving into the ethnography, let me first detail the emergence of the 

Australian sociopo liti cal context which figured so prominently in the identity 

practices of  these young  people. I begin by examining Australia’s fraught immi-

gration history and politics from which the current system of multiculturalism 

has emerged. In  doing so, I seek to demonstrate how current multicultural pol-

icy in Australia rests upon a set of discursive and institutional norms which are 

implicitly tied, not only to national and ethnic heritage, but to race. The power 

dynamics of this po liti cal framework reveal multiculturalism as a kind of nation- 

building exercise that is deeply rooted in whiteness (Hage , ). I argue 

that messages, reflective of the ideals of integration and tolerance, emerge from 

the broad moral backdrop of Australian multiculturalism and that young refu-

gees intuitively perceive and express this in their identity formation.

Following this, I explore some relevant background information about the 

national context from which the young  people in this study have migrated to 

Australia. I seek  here to demonstrate the ways and degree to which social, po liti-

cal, and familial tensions related to and emerging within  these young  people’s 

everyday lives manifest and are reflected in the shaping of their identities and 

in their pursuit of social belonging.
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Australian Immigration History and Politics

Australia’s population is reported to be approximately . million, according 

to the  census, and includes a broad diversity of cultural, national and eth-

nic groups (Australian Bureau of Statistics [ABS] ).  There are over three hun-

dred languages and over three hundred ancestries represented in Australia 

 today (ABS ; Australian Department of Home Affairs ). It is among the 

world’s most diverse socie ties, considered “a nation of immigrants” to a greater 

degree than any country other than Israel (Hollinsworth , ). One in four 

Australians is an immigrant and an additional one fifth of the population has 

at least one immigrant parent ( Castles, Hugo and Vasta ).

Since the Second World War, Australia has had one of the largest and most 

diverse immigration programs in the Western world (Collins, Noble, Poynting, 

and Tabar ). Approximately  million  people have migrated to Australia 

since  (Australian Department of Immigration and Citizenship [DIAC] a). 

Of  those  million permanent residents who have migrated to Australia since 

, , are considered refugees or displaced persons ( Castles et al. ). 

As in many Western settler nations, immigration, while crucial to transforma-

tions in Australia’s economic and social welfare systems, has been the source of 

much po liti cal and social controversy.

White Australia Policy

In detailing the evolution of Australia’s immigration programs and policy, it 

must first be noted that Australia’s current wealth and position as a Western 

nation was built upon the systematic breakdown of its Indigenous population 

through colonization and subsequent immigration (Hage ). This is rele-

vant  because it has arguably contributed to what Ghassan Hage () 

describes as “White colonial paranoia”— a national vulnerability and fear of 

loss, rooted in the nation’s emergence through conquest. According to Hage’s 

conceptualization, being Australian has to a large degree, relied upon expres-

sions of “Eu ro pe anness” or “Whiteness” (Hage , ). As such, throughout 

the nation’s history issues of race and ethnicity have played a central role in 

Australia’s immigration policy (Collins et al. ; Hage , ; Hollinsworth 

, ).

The pervasiveness of racial and ethnic based rhe toric regarding nonwhite 

immigration may be traced back to the White Australia Policy, a Commonwealth 

of Australia Constitution Act passed by the Parliament of the United Kingdom 

in July  and implemented at the time of Australia’s federation in January  

(McMaster , ). It was designed to prevent the immigration of nonwhite 

 people and meant that the “Commonwealth Parliament could pass laws to ensure 

that, with few exceptions, nonwhites would not be permitted to  settle, work, or 

live (temporarily or permanently) in Australia” (McMaster , ).
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 After the Second World War, while still  under the White Australia Policy, 

Australia implemented a broad immigration program through which immi-

grants  were actively sought  under the social mandate to “populate or perish” 

(Tsolidis and Pollard , ). Waves of Eu ro pean immigrants predominantly 

from Western Eu ro pean countries such as Britain and Ireland arrived  under this 

program in the twenty years following the war. When the desired numbers did 

not arrive from  these preferred countries, immigrants then arrived from south-

ern Eu ro pean countries such as Greece, Italy, and the former Yugo slavia. Dur-

ing the postwar period, immigrants  were mainly of Eu ro pean descent, and issues 

of race and ethnicity continued to play a role in attitudes  toward them. Discrim-

ination was aimed at Greek and Italian mi grants, who  were considered “not 

completely white” but sufficiently white to be accepted as second- choice mi grants 

 after the Western Eu ro pe ans (Tsolidis and Pollard , ).

The White Australia Policy served particularly to assuage anxiety over Aus-

tralia’s proximity to Asia, and to attempt to prevent it from becoming a preferred 

destination for Chinese immigrants who might “dilute” the Australian culture 

and lifestyle in relationship to its British heritage (Tsolidis and Pollard , ; 

see also Jupp , ). Australia’s immigration history has long been plagued 

by a fear of being overtaken by Asian countries in what has been popularly 

referred to as an “Asian invasion.” The pervasiveness of this racial and ethnic 

based rhe toric regarding nonwhite immigration rooted in the White Australia 

Policy, and a sense of national vulnerability or fear from which it emerged, is 

widely evident as it has regularly resurfaced in po liti cal policy and debate in 

more recent times.

For example, in this continued po liti cal climate even  after the White Aus-

tralia Policy was dismantled, conservative Australian historian Geoffrey Blainey 

asked the question, “Should Australia continue to be dominated by Anglo- Celtic 

 peoples and the En glish language and institutions? Or should it become a new 

Eurasia?” (Blainey , cited in Hollinsworth , ).  Later, the One Austra-

lia Policy (beginning in the late s), mandated mi grants to fully “assimilate” 

into what was perceived of as mainstream Australian culture. Taking an even 

stronger stance, Pauline Hanson’s One Nation Party (beginning in the late s), 

was premised upon Hanson’s segregation of Aboriginal  people, Torres Strait 

Islanders, and  people of Asian backgrounds from her constituency  because of 

their perceived lack of ability or willingness to assimilate into a Western Eu ro-

pean cultural norm (Hollinsworth , ).

The White Australia Policy was officially dismantled  under the Whitlam 

 Labor government in the early s. This was precipitated by Viet nam ese “boat- 

people” traveling south following the fall of Saigon (Hollinsworth , ). 

Viet nam ese migration to Australia was the nation’s first significant experience 

with asylum seekers and refugee claimants deemed to be entering Australian 

territory illegally (Crock :). During this time, the task of limiting nonwhite 
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mi grants shifted to restricting the number of refugee arrivals in Australia. Aus-

tralia began to develop what Crock () refers to as a “culture of control.” This 

control is manifested in the strict guidelines and policy developed to determine 

who is permitted to enter Australia and  settle as a refugee claimant or asylum 

seeker through policies such as temporary protection visas, mandatory deten-

tion, and the offshore pro cessing of refugee claims (Crock ; Thompson ). 

Such mea sures around refugee intake continue to be highly controversial in Aus-

tralian politics. By way of background, I  will provide some detail  here on what it 

means to be a refugee in in the international context, and on Australia’s evolv-

ing and contentious policy  toward refugee intake.

Refugees in Australia

The international definition of a refugee, as outlined in the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)  Convention Relating to the Status of 

Refugees, to which Australia is a signatory, Art A(), states that the term refers 

to all  people for whom: “owing to a well- founded fear of being persecuted for 

reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a par tic u lar social group 

or po liti cal opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, 

owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that coun-

try; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former 

habitual residence, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.” 

(UNHCR, cited in Crock , , see also Fiddian- Qasmiyeh, Loescher, Long and 

Sigona )

The term refugee, as it is broadly defined and used in public policy contexts, 

is neither neutral nor comprehensive in spite of this seemingly straightforward 

definition. It carries with it a range of meanings, expectations, and connotations, 

and it is continually amended in both a national and international framework 

in terms of the rights it entails for, or excludes from,  those who are deemed to 

fall within its par ameters. While in previous centuries migration may have 

occurred on a larger scale,  today  there are fewer places to which “extra”  people 

may move (Harrell- Bond and Voutira ; see also Bauman ; Gatrell ; 

Gemie ; Maley ; Ong ; Taylor ). The UNHCR was established in 

response to mass movements of Eastern Eu ro pe ans during the Cold War and caries 

the under lying assumptions of humanitarian regimes, that refugees represent 

a situation of disorder which is transitory and temporary (Harrell- Bond and 

Voutira , ).

The validity of the category of refugee and the question of who may be con-

sidered to be one is of  great relevance in a global context through which con-

cerns over national borders are emerging with increasing intensity. Moreover, 

an understanding of the refugee experience as distinct from general migration 

is of  great anthropological concern in the context of modernity. As Harrell- 

Bond and Voutira argue, “in anthropological terms refugees are  people who 
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have under gone a violent ‘rite’ of separation and  unless or  until they are ‘incor-

porated’ as citizens into their host state (or returned to a state of origin) find 

themselves in ‘transition’ or ‘liminality’ ” (, ). The work of incorporation 

involves adapting to radically new conditions both socially and materially and 

has a strong impact on international power dynamics (Harrell- Bond and Voutira 

, ).

A person officially defined as a refugee claimant or asylum seeker in the cur-

rent formulation is someone in the pro cess of applying for protection as a refu-

gee  under the UNHCR  Refugee Convention. If their application for such status 

in Australia is successful, they  will be deemed a refugee and gain permanent 

residence  after the completion of health and character checks. If refugee status 

is not confirmed,  these  people have  limited options but may seek protection 

 under other international agreements (Fiddian- Qasmiyeh et al. ). All but two 

of the young  people who participated in my study (one born in Australia and 

one a mi grant from Papua New Guinea) had confirmed refugee status.

Australia’s refugee intake currently averages around , humanitarian 

entrants per year (Refugee Council of Australia a), approximately one quar-

ter of whom are young  people aged between ten and nineteen years (Correa- Velez 

et al. , ). Australia recognized , asylum seekers as refugees in ; 

.  percent of the global total (Refugee Council of Australia b). Despite rela-

tively modest numbers Australia’s refugee intake has been the source of much 

public debate and po liti cal controversy. In recent years refugees to Australia have 

primarily been settled from Africa, Asia, and the  Middle East (Refugee Council 

of Australia b).

Sudanese refugees represent one of Australia’s fastest growing refugee pop-

ulations (Marlowe ), and at  constituted   percent of Australia’s human-

itarian entrants (Australian Bureau of Statistics ). Since  over , 

Sudanese refugees have immigrated to Australia  under the Humanitarian Pro-

gram visa system (DIAC ; Marlowe ). Additionally, Australia hosts a 

steadily growing number of Karen and Chin— persecuted ethnic groups previ-

ously residing primarily in Burma, Thailand, and Malaysia—as well as an estab-

lished number of refugees who identify as Burmese (STARTTS ).1

The majority of refugees from Northeast Africa and Burma, including my 

research participants, currently come to Australia  under the Humanitarian Pro-

gram. The Humanitarian Program issues visas  under two classes: () onshore 

applicants— those applying for visas  after they have arrived in Australia; and () 

offshore applicants— those applying for visas from the source country (DIAC 

b). All of the young  people with confirmed refugee status who participated 

in my study  were classified as offshore applicants.

The most fraught po liti cal debate and controversy over Australia’s Human-

itarian Program emerges in relation to onshore visa applicants, and particularly 

 those who make the journey to Australia “illegally” on asylum seeker boats 
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controlled through  those commonly referred to as “ people smugglers” (Bau-

man ). During the course of my fieldwork, in June of  alone, two boats of 

asylum seekers attempting to arrive on Australian shores capsized in a danger-

ous stretch of sea between Indonesia and Christmas Island, a common route for 

asylum seekers transiting to Australia through Indonesia. A number of asylum 

seekers  were rescued and close to one hundred  were estimated to have died on 

 these two boat journeys (Gartrell ; Matt Johnston and Maley ).

Such tragedies continue to occur and fuel ongoing debate about how to 

pro cess asylum seekers arriving on Australian shores without visas in order 

to most effectively deter  these dangerous boat journeys. A number of controver-

sial mea sures have been implemented in recent de cades in order to curtail illegal 

entrants onto Austrian shores. Such mea sures include temporary protection 

visas, which severely restricted the rights, entitlements, and ser vices available 

to asylum seekers to aid in the pro cess of resettlement, as well as a number of 

strategies for pro cessing asylum seekers in offshore detention centers, rather 

than allowing them to enter mainland Australia upon arrival.

Two of the most notable mea sures to implement offshore pro cessing of ref-

ugee claims are the Pacific Solution, implemented from  to , which 

used detention centers in Papua New Guinea and on the island nation of Nauru 

to pro cess refugees; and the Malaysia Solution, which proposed, in , to send 

 unpro cessed refugees arriving in Australia to Malaysia for pro cessing, in 

exchange for receiving , “genuine” refugees awaiting resettlement in Malay-

sia (Crock ; Dao ; Thompson ).

Although neither of  these solutions are currently implemented, this remains 

a live debate  under the conservative government at the time of writing. Ele ments 

of both the Pacific Solution and the Malaysian Solution are still in place, and 

variations of  those solutions as well as temporary protection visas are regularly 

proposed. For example, deals with other countries, including, at the time of writ-

ing, the United States (which has agreed to the terms of resettlement), are being 

considered for the exchange of refugees and refugee claimants (Innis ). Addi-

tionally, fining and banning undocumented asylum seekers arriving by boat 

from  future reentry to Australia was recently proposed (Doherty ), and 

detention centers for the offshore pro cessing of refugee claims are still opened 

on Nauru and in Papua New Guinea, in addition to a number of refugee deten-

tion centers on mainland Australia.

The offshore pro cessing of refugees and the use of detention centers and 

temporary protection visas are highly controversial practices, which are argued 

to be detrimental to the psychological well- being of asylum seekers as well as 

in effec tive in their goal of deterring illegal entrants (Onselen ; Vasek ). 

At the time I conducted this research and following the asylum seeker boat trag-

edies and vari ous incarnations of potential mitigating solutions described pre-

viously, the UN  Human Rights commissioner, Navi Pillay, expressed deep concern 
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and condemnation in regard to Australia’s temporary protection visa scheme 

and offshore detention centers. She argued that such strategies express “a strong 

undercurrent of racism in the country” (“UN Rights Chief Slams Racist Austra-

lia” May , ).

Intense po liti cal debate regarding refugee intake in Australia, despite its 

relatively small numbers of humanitarian entrants, is indicative of Australia’s 

contentious relationship with refugees in par tic u lar, and immigration more 

broadly. Dandy () argues that despite the public-  versus policy- related dif-

ferentiation between the terms immigrant, refugee, and asylum seeker, the broad 

attitudes of Australian society demonstrate  little of this differentiation in terms 

of perceived threat. Congruent to this lack of differentiation (and while it may 

be significant that research participants with refugee status  were, in all cases, 

offshore applicants), the young  people in my study did not appear to make a dis-

tinction between a perceived stigma related to being a refugee and that related 

to the broader categories of being a mi grant or ethnic minority.

While the vast majority of my participants came to Australia  under official 

refugee status, it is the po liti cal and moral implications designed to address 

immigration more broadly from which the messages I analyze in relation to  these 

young  people’s identity practices emerged. In the course of my research with 

them, I did not find  these young  people to be reflecting the negative stigma asso-

ciated with the politics of refugee status, as much as the stigma of being an 

outsider or immigrant in more general terms and the implications associated 

with that status. Therefore, it is the dynamics and attitudes emerging from Aus-

tralia’s general immigration history and po liti cal under pinnings where I focus 

much of my analy sis.

The Emergence of Australian Multiculturalism

Australian immigration policy has changed from a postwar emphasis on “assim-

ilation,” which encouraged mi grants to adopt the cultural practices of the 

Anglo- Celtic majority, to a shift  toward “integration,” which supported mi grants 

to maintain more of their own cultural practices for a time before ultimately 

assimilating, and currently to a policy of multiculturalism and cultural diver-

sity. Multiculturalism was officially implemented in the early s and encour-

ages mi grants to preserve the cultural practices of their home countries (Hage 

, ). Assimilation, integration, and multiculturalism all engage to varying 

degrees with the notion of tolerance, and throughout Australia’s immigration 

history have been both controversial and racialized (Collins et al. ; Hage 

). Indeed, multiculturalism, in terms of both current immigration policy and 

as a broader social and moral framework, is deeply imbued with issues of racial 

and ethnic difference.

The varied attempts to restrict immigration based on skin color that have 

occurred alongside Australia’s large and robust immigration program— discussed 
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previously in relation to the White Australia Policy, the continuing po liti cal and 

public debate over refugee arrivals, and the general fear of cultural loss, which 

has arguably helped to prompt waves of discrimination against vari ous nonwhite 

immigrants throughout its history— may be characterized as nation- building 

exercises. Such policy and attitudes represent, as Hage and  others have argued, 

a construction of national belonging which is rooted in the establishment of 

whiteness as central to being Australian (Hage , ; Kapferer ).

In opposition to the popularly held view that Australia’s current immigra-

tion policy framework of multiculturalism marks a departure from nationalism, 

multiculturalism instead relies upon a distinct kind of nationalism (Hage ; 

Povinelli ). This is a nationalism that places whiteness as an implicit stipu-

lation of belonging from which the moral obligations of inclusion and tolerance 

are exercised. Most simply, whiteness represents the power and privilege afforded 

to  those who identify as white (McIntosh ). The sense of entitlement that 

allows  people the capacity to exercise nationalist practices rests upon the 

capacity to accumulate more or less whiteness—of which white skin color may 

function as only one example (Hage , ). In terms of how it is both sup-

ported and upheld, and how it is denigrated and torn down, multiculturalism 

at pre sent marks a crisis in white identity politics.

As I explore subsequently, it is the construction of whiteness that preserves 

the dominance by which race dictates the po liti cal and social bound aries of 

multiculturalism (Moreton- Robinson ). In the section that follows, I exam-

ine the par tic u lar manifestation of multiculturalism in the Australian context 

and explore its relationship to whiteness as well as what makes it similar to, and 

distinct from, that of other Western, settler nations. Issues of race, ethnicity, 

and whiteness inherent to the Australian multicultural context are at the core 

of the identity- making practices of young  people from refugee backgrounds.

Multiculturalism and Whiteness in the Settler Nation

Multiculturalism emerged in the po liti cal and popu lar discourse of the Austra-

lian context, particularly in relation to immigration,  after it was introduced as 

a policy framework by Al Grassby, immigration minister during the Whitlam 

 Labor government in the early s. Following the dismantlement of the White 

Australia Policy, Grassby () advocated from a po liti cal standpoint for the 

maintenance of cultural heritage and social identity among mi grants for broad 

social benefit. Since Grassby’s initial introduction, multiculturalism in the Aus-

tralian context has been a source of wide public controversy and intellectual 

debate (Jakubowicz , ).

When Australia abandoned the White Australia Policy, it became one of only 

a handful of Western nations to implement an official state immigration policy 

framework of multiculturalism (Joppke ). Along with Canada, Australia 
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provides one of the most prominent examples of nations with an explicit, policy 

backed approach to multiculturalism (Joppke ). Multicultural policy may be 

described as providing a framework for addressing vari ous forms of diversity in 

the context of universal rights and inclusion in a nation- state. As a po liti cal and 

social policy, multiculturalism has been widely theorized in demo cratic nations 

in terms of the extent to which it helps to define a “relationship between con-

stitutional democracy and a politics that recognizes diverse cultural identities” 

(Gutmann , ix).

The United States, on the other hand, provides an example of implicit mul-

ticulturalism. Multiculturalism in the U.S. context differs from that of Australia 

and Canada in both the po liti cal backdrop from which it was conceived and in 

the ways in which it is enacted. It does not emerge from a colonial mindset, and 

rather than being formalized through policy, multiculturalism in the United 

States relies instead solely on its moral impetus of inclusion and equality (Gunew 

). While implicit multiculturalism is deeply entrenched as an ideological 

framework in the United States, U.S. citizenship does not claim an explicit mul-

ticultural component such as is the case for Canadian and Australian citizen-

ship. While U.S. founding myths are based on the ideals of liberty, democracy 

and equality for example, British Commonwealth nations instead emphasize the 

pragmatic benefits of cultural diversity for what sociologist, Christian Joppke, 

describes as a “post- British nation- building commitment to multiculturalism” 

(Joppke , –).

Explicit multicultural policy in the Canadian context serves the primary 

“de- ethicizing” purpose of separating the dominant national language from the 

privileges of historically dominant groups (Joppke , ). Rather than being 

geared  toward minorities, the bilingual framework of Canadian multicultural-

ism is designed as having an integrative capacity for society. Australian multi-

cultural policy stresses further the limits of diversity and has an arguably more 

prominent nation- building agenda, with a par tic u lar focus on issues of minor-

ity integration, then pre sent in the Canadian example (Joppke ).

Australia’s National Agenda for Multicultural Australia, passed by the  Labor 

government in , states that “multicultural policies are based on the prem-

ise that all Australians should have an overriding and unifying commitment to 

Australia, to its interests and  future first and foremost” (Joppke , ). Aus-

tralia has, over time, loosened constraints in the naturalization pro cess that pre-

viously aligned more explic itly with racial selectivity, such as lowering the 

language requirements and expectations of full cultural assimilation. To that 

end, the Australian multicultural policy framework, despite its capacity to ignite 

debate, has been documented as contributing to the successful integration of 

immigrants to Australia (Collins ; Kymlicka ).

In its formulations as both purely implicit and ideologically imposed, as well 

as explicit and policy based, modern, Western multiculturalism is currently 
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 under intense scrutiny. The rise of multiculturalism over recent de cades through 

events like the demise of the White Australia Policy, the civil rights movement 

in the United States, and the opening up of borders in the Eu ro pean Union is 

now being reexamined (Taub ). The success, or lack thereof, of multicultur-

alism, in its many manifestations is marked by its ability to mitigate and manage 

diversity on the one hand, and to encourage and celebrate it on the other. From 

both perspectives, it is an emotionally charged  battle, evoking waves of pop u-

lism and a kind of turning point in white identity in the po liti cal epicenters of 

the Western world.

Donald Trump was elected president of the United States; the United 

Kingdom voted to exit the Eu ro pean Union; right- wing white nationalism is on 

the rise in a number of other Eu ro pean nations, including Norway, Hungary, 

Austria, Germany, and Greece; and Australia continues to strug gle with a per-

ceived crisis of refugee intake and integration (Bauman , ; Roger Cohen 

; Taub ). Each of  these movements is the result of their own distinct 

conglomeration of issues broadly encompassed by race, class and gender. What 

they seemingly share, however, is the centering of what is depicted as a prob lem 

with multiculturalism— and at the heart of that prob lem, the consequent grap-

pling with a perceived slippage of the status that a white identity once invari-

ably secured.

A major part of Trump’s platform relies on issues of immigration; the prom-

ise to deport large numbers of illegal immigrants and the practice of “extreme 

vetting” of refugees, especially from certain Muslim majority countries. The 

extent to which the popularity of this stance reflects economic disenfranchise-

ment versus racism per se, is the subject of much of the current debate in the 

United States. The most likely explanation is that the two are deeply entangled 

with one another. A focus on prob lems broadly framed as a part of multicultur-

alism, such as illegal immigration, loss of jobs, and increased crime, represents 

an acceptable way for  people to articulate their fear over what they perceive 

as a crisis for the white majority, without being accused of racism (Taub ). 

This rings true also for the current po liti cal debates on Australia’s refugee prob-

lem, in which arguments for stopping the arrival of refugees continue to resur-

face in terms of protection from  people smugglers and fairness to  those waiting 

in an imaginary queue (Roger Cohen ; see also Hage ).

In the United States, as in Australia, white  people are struggling with a sense 

of the loss of their foothold as the majority and all of the privilege that that 

entails. Although race is certainly part of it, the fear is better examined then 

easily dismissed with the label of racism or bigotry. As Taub () argues, “being 

part of a culture designed around  people’s own community and customs is a 

constant background hum of reassurance, of belonging.” With the perception of 

that hum of reassurance losing its potency, white  people are being forced to 
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contend with how they fit within the rapidly changing demographic makeup of 

their multicultural cities.

It would be inaccurate, however, to argue that all majority white populations 

strug gle with cultural diversity in this way. Many embrace the moral objective 

of the multicultural proj ect to promote diversity and an ethic of tolerance. So, 

let’s leave  behind, for a moment, the fraught po liti cal atmosphere in so many 

parts of the Western world where the legitimacy of multiculturalism itself is so 

hotly contested. Let’s assume that the broad goal of equality in the face of diver-

sity is established and accepted. And let’s turn instead to the deep story of the 

power dynamics at play in how multiculturalism is implemented, and indeed, 

how it is experienced by  those for whom it is most explic itly aimed at impact-

ing. To do this, we need to start by looking at how race and ethnicity are inter-

twined with national belonging in multicultural contexts. This demonstrates 

how the messages that emerge from multiculturalism can be analyzed as a 

nation- building exercise enacted through the position of whiteness and the priv-

ilege it affords.

Managing Diversity and the Multicultural Ideal

Multiculturalism is widely and implicitly understood as a black or brown issue, 

with whiteness placed squarely at the other end of the spectrum. In popu lar 

understandings, multiculturalism is about how to manage, incorporate and deal 

with “multicultural”  people— those of racial and ethnic backgrounds in need of 

management and inclusion— while whiteness is framed as the default norm. The 

inherent contradiction in this formulation in the Australian example, however, 

is in its implicit aim at nonwhite  people. It is an aim that serves to racialize at 

the same time as it seeks to underscore the inconsequence of race as a broad 

moral aspiration of the Australian multicultural proj ect.

Australian multicultural policy demonstrates this contradiction by provid-

ing a set of ideals that seek to both  counter the relevance of race in achieving 

“Australianness” on one hand, and on the other, and to celebrate diversity in an 

emphasis of Australia’s tolerance. The disconnect between the implementation 

and the expressed purpose of multiculturalism can be analyzed through the 

alternating messages, inherent to Australia’s broad multicultural discourse, of 

the impetus for integration of  those of nonwhite backgrounds and the need for 

tolerance among the white population. It is the more abstract sense of entitle-

ment represented by whiteness that allows for the hierarchy of power through 

which some may lobby for better integration or, alternatively, exercise tolerance 

in their engagement with  others.

The concept of whiteness is central to understanding both the messages pro-

jected through multicultural discourse and young  people’s engagement with 

 those messages in the Australian multicultural context. Messages urging for 
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smooth integration into what is broadly couched as mainstream, white Austra-

lian society, or alternatively, messages celebrating the perceived tolerance of that 

population are central to Australian multiculturalism. Such implicit messages 

are encountered at a discursive level in the terrain of young refugees’ daily 

experiences as well as in the more formal, policy- level articulations of national 

belonging they confront in the pro cess of obtaining Australian citizenship.

In my conceptualization, it is a power dynamic afforded by whiteness in the 

Australian multicultural context that generates the messages of integration and 

tolerance young  people of minority backgrounds perceive, engage, and reflect 

in their own articulations of identity and belonging. I refer to such messages of 

integration and tolerance emerging from Australian multiculturalism more 

broadly as the moral framework of multiculturalism. The varied and complex 

ways in which  these messages emerge and are perceived by young  people pro-

vides the ethnographic crux of the book and the subject  matter of the chapters 

that follow.  Here, however, I  will briefly unpack the discourses of integration 

and tolerance and how they surface in  these young  people’s lives through what 

I refer to as the broad moral framework of multiculturalism.

Integration, Tolerance, and Belonging

I locate the par tic u lar ways in which tensions emerge for young  people around 

the articulation of belonging as within the discourses, closely bound to multi-

culturalism, of integration and tolerance. Throughout the course of my fieldwork 

I became increasingly aware of messages, promoted in social discourse and 

broadly linked to multicultural policy, that sometimes ran  counter to the popu-

lar multicultural agenda of equality and social cohesion. The delivery and inter-

pretation of the messages of integration and tolerance can contribute to a sense 

of discord between the officially stated intention of multiculturalism and the 

varied ways in which it is experienced.

I take  these messages as a focal point from which I analyze the identity- 

making practices engaged by young  people. Messages of integration and toler-

ance operate at the national level of multicultural policy and the social and 

moral ideals it helps shape. They filter down to young  people in their daily school 

environments, as well as through the more unique experiences related to being 

a refugee or mi grant, such as that of the citizenship ceremony.

The discourses of both integration and tolerance serve to designate the need 

for social inclusion in national space. In  doing so, a distinction emerges between 

 those who  ought to belong— and how their belonging might be approached 

through explicit po liti cal and social aims— and  those who simply do belong. Mes-

sages of integration and tolerance are experienced by young  people of nonwhite 

minority backgrounds as a means by which to differentiate between  those whose 

difference is in need of governance and  those who are to do the governing.
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Integration and tolerance have come to encapsulate the abstract ideals of 

multiculturalism to foster universal rights and equality in the face of cultural 

diversity. They also represent the inherent contradiction in how multicultural-

ism is experienced by  those it is implicitly designed to impact. In the Australian 

multicultural context, the expectations and pressures placed on young  people 

from refugee backgrounds to integrate with the majority- white population and 

obscure their racial difference on the one hand, and to emphasize and celebrate 

it on the other, are paradoxical. The ideals of integration and tolerance are con-

flated with one another in the popu lar support of multiculturalism, reinforcing 

a power dynamic through which the bound aries of national belonging are 

established.

An article published in the Sydney Morning Herald (Megan Johnston ), 

citing Dunn’s Challenging Racism proj ect (–) began by posing (and then 

responding to) the question, “Is Australia a racist country? The answer to this 

troubling question turns out to be: overall, no.” But the details of this initial 

claim  were not so straightforward. The article went on to unpack the research 

findings, based on extensive quantitative data collected over a de cade, which 

indicated that the majority of  people surveyed  were found to be tolerant of cul-

tural difference, despite an undercurrent of “a prob lem with racism” in the country 

(Dunn, quoted in Megan Johnston ).

According to Dunn’s research, approximately one third of Australians sup-

port “multiculturalism” at the same time as “assimilation” (Megan Johnston 

). While  people broadly support multiculturalism in terms of a tolerance for 

the desirable ele ments of diversity, many still see assimilation and integration 

as necessary for social cohesion. As mirrored in the results of this vast study on 

attitudes  toward race, although current policies of multiculturalism and cultural 

diversity are characterized as breaking from the previous, less tolerant approaches 

of assimilation and integration, they contain a  great degree of ideological overlap 

(Ang ; Ang, Hawkins and Dabboussy ; Butcher and Thomas ; 

Hage ; Kapferer ).

The structural similarities of the seemingly contradictory ideals of integra-

tion and tolerance are at the heart of the broad nation- building ethic of the 

multicultural proj ect. As Hage argues, the “practice” of tolerance is itself a 

nationalist practice not dissimilar to the more obviously nationalist perspective 

inherent in an assimilationist or integrationist mentality. In alignment with 

Bourdieu’s conceptualization of “strategies of condescension” (Bourdieu , 

cited in Hage , ), Hage frames tolerance as “a strategy aimed at reproduc-

ing and disguising relationships of power in society” (, ). For Hage (, 

), “Multicultural tolerance, like all tolerance . . .  is a form of symbolic vio lence 

in which a mode of domination is presented as a form of egalitarianism.” That 

is, the very capacity to exercise tolerance relies upon a perceived position of 
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dominance and power in an imagining of the nation (Modood ). The mech-

anism that enables  people to practice tolerance is the same that enables  people 

to call for  others to integrate, or indeed, to practice intolerance.

Discourses of both integration and tolerance manifest in the everyday expe-

riences of young  people from refugee backgrounds in Brisbane. And in their 

self- conscious repre sen ta tions of self, through which the bound aries of belong-

ing are sought and policed, they hear, engage, and manipulate  these messages. 

Through an analy sis of their engagement with such discourses at school and in 

the broader national context, which is the subject of the chapters that follow, 

young  people’s identities emerge in dialogue with the multicultural agenda they 

encounter in their daily lives.

Integration and Tolerance in Context

Twenty of my in for mants became Australian citizens and attended a citizenship 

ceremony, seven during my fieldwork. The ceremony emphasizes that  those 

obtaining citizenship are lucky to do so and to be in a superior nation, by virtue 

of its demo cratic nature, than that from which they came. At a ceremony I 

attended in March , the lord mayor commented that  here  there are men in 

uniform to protect  people, while in many parts of the world from which many 

 people in the audience may be fleeing, this is not the case. He went on to state 

that “we are excited that you have a dif fer ent religion, dress differently, eat dif-

fer ent foods,” that in Australia every one  will be given a “fair go” and that ideal 

citizens should join a po liti cal party, and participate and volunteer in their 

communities in order to “promote understanding, tolerance, and a cohesive 

community.” At the ceremony, the benefits of multicultural tolerance and the 

cele bration of difference  were promoted in juxtaposition to the overriding mes-

sage of the impetus to integrate into Australia as a superior nation- state.

Sentiments of national pride, expressions of tolerance, and assertions of the 

need for new arrivals to integrate into their new society invoked in relation to 

citizenship are replicated in popu lar and media debate. They emerged most 

prominently for young  people in their local school environment, through anti-

racist rhe toric, and the alternating promotion of Australian cultural values and 

tolerance for difference.

The notions of integration and tolerance, formally invoked at the citizen-

ship ceremony and rooted in national immigration policy,  were indeed echoed 

at Paddington High, where I conducted a significant part of my fieldwork. It was 

 here that calls to integrate and the alternate promotion of tolerance  were most 

immediate and relevant to the lives and identities of  these young  people. As 

many scholars have argued, for young  people schools are sites where existing 

power dynamics and inequalities are learned and reinforced (Bourdieu and Pas-

seron ; Simmons, Lewis and Larson ; Willis ). In my research experi-

ence, schools served as a primary site where the discourses emerging in national 
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context  were perceived and engaged by participants with both positive and neg-

ative consequence.

Paddington High had a strong antiracism rhe toric and a policy of “main-

streaming” En glish Language Learner (ELL) students. On my first day of fieldwork 

in February , an ELL teacher told me that “race is not an issue at this school” 

and “ we’ve hardly ever had any racist incidents  here.”  There  were so many young 

 people with “dif fer ent issues” at the school, it was explained to me, that race was 

simply “part of the mix.” As the teacher went on to say, “This one has a disabil-

ity, this one’s in a wheel chair, this one  can’t read . . .  it’s like, ‘come on, what do 

y’got?’ ” In this teacher’s classification, race was akin to any other difference a 

student may experience— with difference positioned as an obstacle one must 

overcome in the quest for integration.

Race, for this teacher, was not used against fellow students, nor should it 

have been used by students to account for any aspect of their experience. Down-

playing the relevance of race, emphasizing the rhe toric of antiracism, and the 

mainstreaming of ELL students all represent the broader attempts of the school 

to promote integration within the student community. In contrast to promot-

ing integration, mobilizing the language of tolerance served to distinguish and 

celebrate young  people’s difference in reference to their ethnic identities, and 

indeed, their experiences as refugees.

An ethic of tolerance was promoted in the school environment through 

events that celebrated young  people’s ethnic backgrounds, such as “Multicul-

tural Night,” as well as providing a multitude of opportunities for them to tell 

their life stories or recount vari ous aspects of their journeys to Australia. Simi-

larly, tolerance was inherently promoted at another school where many of the 

young  people who attended Kedron Club  were enrolled. Instead of mainstream-

ing, at this school young  people  were segregated in an ELL learning stream. 

Within the discourses of integration and tolerance where the significance of skin 

color was explic itly denied, young  people  were also si mul ta neously singled out 

and bound to their refugee status in ways that  were not always in line with their 

own sense and repre sen ta tions of self.

The discourses of integration and tolerance act upon the lives of refugees 

and mi grants at the local, community and national level, while they are framed 

as both prob lems and victims based on racial signifiers (Rios- Rojas ). The 

young  people represented in this book  were defined through the ways in which 

they  were cast as other through the discourses of integration and tolerance 

invoked in the school and community environment. Conversely, race, as a defin-

ing feature of their ethnic identities was at the same time denied through the 

mobilization of the discourses of integration and tolerance. Consequently, young 

 people have to make sense of competing and contradictory messages, and as I 

 will explain in the ethnographic chapters that follow, in  doing so constitute their 

own sometimes explic itly racialized identities.
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My ethnographic focus is on how the tensions of creating a sense of iden-

tity and belonging surface in the lives of young  people in the context of their 

complex and often seemingly contradictory relationship with expectations and 

pressures emerging from Australian society more broadly. However, despite the 

degree to which it was or was not acknowledged by the young  people themselves, 

their migration is an undeniably formative experience. So, in addition to the 

influence of national policy frameworks, social discourses and local experiences 

in their host country, young  people also cultivate a sense of identity out of influ-

ences emerging from the pre- migration contexts of their lives. That is, their expe-

riences as members of other national spaces and their journey to Australia. It is 

to this contextual background that I  will now turn before moving on to my the-

oretical conceptualization in chapter , and the ethnographic material of the 

proceeding chapters.

Country of Origin and the Journey to Australia

The young  people represented  here contend with a number of unique influ-

ences on their lives related to where they came from, how and why, and the 

associated influences of home and  family, class and gender. This range of influ-

ences impact upon what it means for them to be refugees despite their appar-

ent disregard or general reluctance to self- identify as such. Ele ments of their 

lived histories and backgrounds, in addition to the influences of Australian 

sociopo liti cal frameworks and attitudes, form the backdrop against which they 

seek a sense of identity and social belonging. In the sections that follow, I pro-

vide brief introductory material to the ethnic backgrounds and countries from 

which  these young  people have migrated for readers unfamiliar with  these 

places, as well as detail certain aspects of their experiences as refugees. This 

material is intended to locate young  people’s experiences in the Australian 

context by providing relevant details of their pre- migration lives and their 

journey to Australia.

I provide this information with some hesitation however,  because such 

brief introductory material is inevitably simplistic, and  because, as explained 

in chapter , it was outside of the scope of my research design to conduct in- 

depth explorations of my participants’ lives before resettlement. However, ele-

ments of the pre- migration aspects of their lives that emerged as significant to 

their sense of self and identity are revisited in greater detail in the ethnographic 

chapters that follow. For more in- depth analyses of the information I only briefly 

touch upon  here, I refer the reader to the references cited throughout the sec-

tions that follow. I have or ga nized this material both geo graph i cally and topi-

cally to distil what I observed as the most salient aspects of the young  people’s 

experiences.
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African Participants

Before being resettled in Australia, a number of my Sudanese research partici-

pants lived in the Kakuma Refugee Camp in Northern  Kenya, some lived in the 

Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement in Uganda, and  others  were temporarily set-

tled in the urban center of Cairo, Egypt, where they faced racial discrimination 

and police vio lence. In addition to the twenty- three Sudanese participants, one 

participant migrated to Australia from Sierra Leone, via Guinea, and two from 

Uganda, via  Kenya. The majority of Sudanese refugees come from Southern Sudan 

and immigrated as a result of the twenty- two- year civil war between rebel groups 

in the South and government forces in the North (Duffield ; Marlowe ; 

Obongo ). Many spent years in refugee camps before being settled in the 

United States, Canada, Australia, and the United Kingdom  under humanitarian 

visa programs (Marlowe ).

Anecdotal information from teachers and the young  people themselves indi-

cates that many of my African participants spent some portion of their lives in 

refugee camps. However, life in refugee camps, and refugee status more broadly, 

was not directly or usually prominent in the represented identities of my Afri-

can participants. On the other hand, as I detail subsequently, the interim coun-

tries in which  these participants lived before coming to Australia  were a constant 

source of discussion, comparison, and sometimes rivalry between participants.

All twenty- six of my African participants  were Christian and the majority 

attended church (Anglican, Catholic, or Presbyterian) regularly with their fami-

lies. They came from several dif fer ent tribes including the Dinka, Nuer, Nuba, 

and Anuak of southern Sudan and the Acholi of northern Uganda. For some, dis-

cussing tribes was a regular source of amusement, camaraderie, rivalry, and 

general interest, while  others preferred not to identify in this way (at least not 

in my presence). All of my African participants had some formal education, 

although  there was, apparently, a significant amount of variance in how much 

and what kind.

Karen, Chin, and Burmese Participants

All eight Karen, one Chin, and two Burmese research participants  were  either 

born or spent most of their lives in refugee camps on the Thai- Burma border. As 

a result,  these participants have had very  little formal education. They share sim-

ilar stories of fleeing Burma for Thailand and the majority grew up in the Tham 

Hin refugee camp, on the Thai- Burma border, before coming to Australia. Many 

knew of each other from the camp before their arrival in Brisbane. Having spent 

so much of their youth in the camp and having similar stories of their lives in 

and journey to the camp,  these participants readily discussed and identified with 

their experiences of refugee camps, and they regularly shared news of friends 

and acquaintances still living  there.
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 There are over , refugees living in camps along the Thai- Burma bor-

der. A majority are from the ethnic minority Karen (Karen Buddhist Dhamma 

Dhutta Foundation). Karen  people are predominantly from southern and south-

eastern Burma and have endured six de cades of civil war (Australian Karen 

Foundation). The imposition of the Burmese government military regime in  

resulted in the persecution of ethnic minorities and gross  human rights viola-

tions that forced thousands to flee the country for neighboring refugee camps. 

The Chin  people of northwestern Burma, a population of approximately . mil-

lion, have endured a similar fate at the hands of the Burmese military regime 

(Bagnall ).

Most Karen and Chin refugees that resettled in Australia are Christian. All 

of my Karen and Chin participants  were practicing Catholics. My two Burmese 

participants  were Muslim. I discuss the vari ous and complex ways  these young 

 people address and downplay religion within their friendship groups in 

chapter .

The common experiences of research participants in terms of the pre- 

migration contexts of their lives arguably evoked varying degrees and dif fer ent 

forms of impact on their sense of self, identity, and belonging to their pre sent 

social context. While they are not an explicit focus of the research, I provide 

 these experiences and characteristics  here for a more comprehensive under-

standing of the background of research participants and to substantiate the 

claim that they contend with such a range of influences originating from beyond 

the bound aries of the Australian national framework.

Moreover, as I detail  later, the similar variability with which young  people 

identified with their refugee status itself is broadly mirrored in its fluctuating 

and arbitrary assignment through national and international frameworks. I con-

sider such broad defining experiences through which my participants’ lives are 

framed in the context of their host country (e.g., being from war- torn countries, 

having lived in refugee camps or alternative transitory settings, being of a par-

tic u lar religious faith and having  little to no access to formal education) in terms 

of the ways in which they gain shape and meaning in the lived contexts of their 

daily lives through, for example, the dynamics of  family life.

Being a Refugee, and  Family Life

All of the young  people discussed in the book  were living in some form of  family 

arrangement. Of the eleven participants of Karen, Chin, and Burmese back-

grounds, eight came to Australia with both parents and siblings, two came with 

only their  mother, and one arrived and lived with only an older  sister. Of the 

twenty- six African participants, fifteen lived with only their  mother or a “step-

mother” and siblings, eight lived with both parents and siblings, two lived with 

their grand mothers, and one lived with only older siblings. In the pro cess of their 

journey to Australia, the familial relationships of many of  these young  people 
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underwent a pro cess of restructuring (e.g., cousins  were represented and/or per-

ceived as siblings, aunts  were represented and/or perceived as  mothers, and 

 mothers  were represented and/or perceived as “stepmothers”).  Family dynamics 

 were of central importance to young  people’s sense of themselves and where they 

fit in their social environment, as familial expectations and discourses both con-

flated and clashed with local and national discourses, frameworks, and pres-

sures, as well as  those stemming from peer groups.

As my central focus is on the tensions of belonging that emerge between 

young  people, especially in the school environment, I explore the influence of 

 family dynamics and pressures as they arose and  were engaged by young  people 

in this context. Dating, for example, was a significant issue for young  people in 

which  family dynamics  were prevalent. As I  will expand upon in chapter , one 

of the more regularly occurring ways in which young  people expressed their 

desire to assert themselves as the same or dif fer ent from other young  people, 

usually based on some ele ment of race or ethnicity, was through dating. When 

this clashed with parental expectations, conflict arose.  Family dynamics form 

an impor tant backdrop through which young  people engage in a pro cess of con-

stituting belonging with one another and engage other defining aspects of their 

lives such as gender and class. Schools act as places where both young  people 

and their parents are forced to negotiate relationships with  people of dif fer ent 

cultural backgrounds and socioeconomic positions (Neal and Vincent ). 

Moreover, for  these young  people it was the  family that provided the most direct 

and relevant ties to their country of origin.

Unlike young  people from second-  and third- generation mi grant back-

grounds who also encounter intergenerational tensions but often have intangi-

ble associations with a “home” country, young  people from refugee backgrounds 

frequently have strong ties to their country of origin and members of their  family 

who still reside  there. Therefore, they may be faced with a range of challenges, 

such as retaining the language and culture of the country from which they fled, 

while becoming accustomed to the country to which they have fled (Guerra and 

White ). Contributing to  these complexities, young  people from refugee back-

grounds are more susceptible to high unemployment rates, low educational 

achievement, and the effects of trauma, post- traumatic stress disorder, loneli-

ness, isolation, and depression (Broadbent, Cacciattolo and Carpenter ; Mos-

selson ).

Due to  these complexities, much of the lit er a ture on young  people from ref-

ugee backgrounds takes a prob lem centered approach in which young refugees 

are portrayed as victims or in constant tension as they are “torn between two 

worlds” (Ngo , ; see also Guerrero and Tinkler ; Ngo ; Rajaram 

). I do not disagree that young  people from refugee backgrounds are indeed 

marginalized in ways that are unique to their refugee status, and that such mar-

ginalization often becomes deeply entrenched. I accept, as Mosselson contends, 
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that “refuge youth are rendered peripheral in their socie ties and have learned 

this marginalization in their new host countries” (, ; see also Badea, 

Jetten, Iyer and Er- rafiy ).

Despite  these challenges however, the young  people at the center of this 

book did not always perceive themselves as marginalized, and when they did 

this marginalization was not always or directly attributed to their refugee status. 

Instead, when discussing refugee status specifically, or marginalization gener-

ally, young  people would frequently slip into discussions of their race, ethnicity 

or socioeconomic positioning highlighting the importance of social class in 

the analy sis of multicultural perspectives (Neal and Vincent ). The term 

refugee was often used, even by young  people of official refugee status, to describe 

 others— they sometimes described living, for certain periods of their lives, “like 

a refugee.” This distancing from the category of refugee is likely at least in part 

the result of what Jackson (, ) notes as the phenomenon through which 

life, in experiences of rupture, crisis and trauma, “all but ceases to be warrant-

able.” The refugee experience of flight often erupts so profoundly out of context 

to the lives of  people before and  after such events, that it lacks the coherent 

framework necessary for its retelling.

Nonetheless, and while I did not actively pursue them, young  people did on 

occasion offer narratives of flight and trauma in association with the refugee 

experience. I interpret their narrative accounts as helping them to transcend the 

objective label of refugee. Through the pro cess of retelling stories of their expe-

riences as refugees,  those experiences are actively reformed in ways that might 

integrate their personal narrative with the ways in which they are externally 

framed (Jackson , ). I consider young  people’s overlapping narratives of 

their refugee experiences with the ways in which their lives are framed in the 

Australian context in the ethnographic chapters that follow.

In this chapter, my aim was to discuss the broader social and po liti cal con-

texts through which the young  people in my study engaged in the pro cesses of 

constituting a sense of themselves and belonging. I began by providing an over-

view of immigration history and attitudes  toward mi grants and refugees in Aus-

tralia and how multiculturalism arose out of this fraught context. Contested as 

multiculturalism often is in the modern, Western world, I identified the dis-

courses of integration and tolerance as emerging from the current policy frame-

work and moral landscape of Australian multiculturalism. In line with Hage 

() and Povinelli (), among  others, I identified both integration and tol-

erance as nationalist practices emerging out of a position of whiteness. I argued 

that discourses of integration and tolerance are demonstrative of the power 

dynamics which act as barriers in belonging to the Australian national space 

for  these young  people.

The vari ous contexts which constitute the ethnographic setting through 

which the book takes place— host country, country of origin, the experience and 
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status of being a refugee, and  family life— all offer (and exclude) some form of 

what can be described as symbolic capital (Bourdieu ). It is symbolic capital 

that permits the kind of cultural competence that ultimately allows for an 

enhanced sense of being or belonging in social context. While a primary focus 

of this chapter was on the vari ous ways in which a sense of belonging is both 

 limited and made available to  people in the Australian national space, the accu-

mulation of being and belonging is not simply a passive pro cess. Rather, it emerges 

as  people respond to and actively engage with the constraints and opportunities 

par tic u lar to the social contexts in which they arise.

In chapter  I  will establish the conceptual lens of youth responsiveness to 

sociopo liti cal context and examine relevant theoretical perspectives. In the pro-

ceeding ethnographic chapters, I examine young  people’s identity work with a 

focus on how the narrative framework of Australian multiculturalism affects 

that pro cess. It is their constitution and repre sen ta tions of themselves that 

emerges in response to the Australian multicultural context that is the key focus 

of the book and the subject of the central research findings in the chapters that 

follow.
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From early on in my fieldwork, it became apparent that race was a central frame 

of reference for the young  people in my study.  Whether they  were explaining to 

me how and why skin color was an essential component of their experience, crit-

ical to every thing from how they chose their friends to the development of their 

world view; or  whether they  were  doing the opposite and explaining how skin 

color had exactly zero relevance to their lives, they talked about it constantly. At 

the same time, it became increasingly apparent that race was a particularly 

loaded topic in the public moral discourses that framed their everyday lives.

As described in chapter , young  people’s experiences at school and in other 

aspects of their lives  after resettlement in Australia  were peppered with attempts 

 toward, and talk about, integration and tolerance. I frame the concepts of inte-

gration and tolerance as discourses emerging from a multiculturalism that 

manifested in young  people’s daily lives. Through messages of integration and 

tolerance,  these young  people  were called upon to both downplay the relevance 

of race for successful assimilation, as well as to emphasize and celebrate their 

racial and ethnic difference when called upon to do so.

Over time, I began to see  these two phenomena— young  people’s talk about 

race, and the ways in which race was treated or managed in their daily environ-

ments—as linked. Young  people’s sense of identity, of course, develops from a 

vast entanglement of influences, experiences and beliefs. Yet certain ways in 

which they represented themselves seemed to emerge in a dynamic relationship 

with the ways in which their status as minority and refugee youth  were addressed 

in the public and po liti cal sphere. In this chapter I seek to establish the mecha-

nisms through which the relationship between refugee youth identities and the 

Australian multicultural context arises.

In  doing so, I examine relevant theories of identity and develop my concep-

tual lens of dynamic responsiveness as a key ele ment of the identity work of 

Identity in Theory

Responsiveness and Belonging among Refugee Youth

3
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young  people from refugee backgrounds. I utilize the notion of dynamic respon-

siveness to explore the role of social context in the identity- making practices 

of  these young  people. Central to this conceptual lens, I explore the concepts of 

hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions of identity and how they are mobi-

lized by young  people in dynamic response to the sociopo liti cal backdrop of their 

lives. Also, of key significance to the ways in which young  people represent them-

selves, I explore Bourdieu’s () concept of “capital” and the role it plays in 

helping  these young  people establish a sense of belonging.

I conceptualize hybridity and essentialism as modes of self- representation 

which allow a kind of agency or participation in the ways in which  these young 

 people are represented in the Australian national context. I utilize the con-

cept of capital to highlight how young  people’s hybridized and essentialized 

self- representations demonstrate a degree of cultural awareness as they estab-

lish a sense of themselves and cultivate a sense of belonging in Australia. A 

note of warning, in unpacking  these overlapping and sometimes theoretically 

dense concepts, I shift between abstract analyses of their broad relevance to 

the anthropological lit er a ture, and explanation of their relevance to the iden-

tity work of  these young  people. I do so to locate young  people’s identity work in 

this ethnographic context, within the scope of scholarship on broader social 

pro cesses.

The often highly self- conscious repre sen ta tions of self that ensue between 

young  people can be understood at once as the inevitable consequence of social 

and historical contexts, and also as the work of partially knowing actors who play-

fully engage and respond to  these contexts with one another. As such, ele ments of 

structure, culture and agency converge in potent ways in the spaces where young 

 people approximate identity and belonging through responsiveness.

Young  people’s hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions of themselves 

emerged with reference to their sense of racial and ethnic identity. Before delv-

ing into my theoretical framework on identity and responsiveness, it is impor-

tant to briefly highlight the conceptual slippage between the terms race and 

ethnicity in sociopo liti cal usage, as well as in how they  were employed by my 

research participants and how I in turn use them in the analy sis presented  here.

Race and Ethnicity: Untangling the Terms of Conceptual Overlap

I use the term race to signify skin color explic itly where it was similarly mobi-

lized by participants. I use terms such as ethnicity or ethnic identity to indicate 

ele ments of language or culture, and the term racialized to signal the overlap 

between young  people’s references to skin color and ethnic heritage.

While  there is no standard definition of what constitutes an ethnic group-

ing, ethnicity is usually associated with (but does not require) a distinguishing 

name and other shared traits such as: past history, common heritage, language, 

religion, nationality or territory, world view, and aspects of physical appearance. 
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While ethnicity is decidedly rooted in culture, the concept of race has drawn 

much critical engagement from scholars in recent de cades due to its association 

with biology. It is now largely dismissed as a social construct with no biological 

basis.

To say the least, “race” is a highly controversial concept. In its ugliest form, 

it has been used to inaccurately categorize ge ne tic variation from which racist 

ste reo types and power structures have been justified. Most recent developments 

in ge ne tic research suggest pos si ble links between race and DNA but purport-

edly maintain that such links should not be used to support current racial ste-

reo types, and advocate for a new way to talk about race and ge ne tic difference 

that does not lend itself to racism (Reich ). As critics have pointed out,  these 

most recent attempts to resurrect the category of race as more than a social con-

struct, capitalize on geo graph i cally based ge ne tic variation but fail to demon-

strate a precise correlation with biological or social definitions of racial categories 

(Goodman and Darnovsky ). Social scientists largely maintain that a belief in 

innate difference between  humans based on decisive “racial” characteristics is 

not only theoretically untenable, but also a misconception with profound impli-

cations (Billinger , ). Careful attention to historical contexts and a range of 

sociocultural  factors demonstrate that race as a defining category must be 

analyzed primarily as a social construct. However, despite ongoing debate over 

the biological implications of race, as a paradigm upon which  human difference 

is often categorized, it cannot be ignored that race remains a dominant concep-

tual framework.

In theory, po liti cal institutions in Australia and elsewhere utilize the concept 

of race to describe observable physical characteristics such as skin color, and 

ethnicity for characteristics such as language and country of origin. However, 

in practice  there is a  great deal of policy overlap as racial and ethnic markers 

are often used interchangeably; for example,  people may be classified as of 

Eu ro pean heritage or white, or of African American heritage or black (Bucholtz 

, ; see also Omi and Winant ). Likewise,  there was a  great deal of con-

ceptual slippage among the young  people represented  here in their identifica-

tion with racial or ethnic markers— they defined themselves as African or black, 

as Karen or “not a white,” and as Burmese or “a brown skin.”

I utilize each of  these terms in the instances and ways in which the young 

 people themselves did so, and commonly indicate this through quotation marks. 

Of critical note  here, is my participants heavy use of the term “African” as a 

descriptor, and how this sits in contrast to the Karen young  people’s lack of 

use of the term “Asian,” despite its currency as a category of identification in 

Western nations. When using the term African to refer to themselves, my partici-

pants appeared to be establishing solidarity with one another through a trans-

national, diasporic identification in similar fashion to how they utilized the 

descriptor “being black.” Such positive and binding association with the 
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Western categorization of “Asian” appeared not to exist in similar fashion for 

Karen participants. Indeed, the only time I recall and recorded a Karen, Chin, or 

Burmese young person use the category of Asian as a descriptor was when Wah 

Wah described how she hoped to date an “En glish, not Asian boy.” Asian, as a 

category, appeared not to carry the cool or desirability of an African identity as 

young  people of Karen, Chin, and Burmese backgrounds opted instead for ethnic 

or nation specific terms to describe themselves. Their choices of identifying 

terms  here serve to further highlight the dynamic pro cesses of identification.

 These young  people perceived and experienced a kind of external labeling 

of their ethnicities which indirectly emphasized and alternately denied the sig-

nificance of race and ethnicity. It was in part in response to this external mark-

ing of their ethnicities that young  people emphasized hybridized and essentialized 

repre sen ta tions of themselves, often with significant reference to race. Moreover, 

their practice of alternately evading and inhabiting racialized identities serves 

to further highlight the inherent link between whiteness and multiculturalism 

and the subtle ways in which young  people may both resist and echo this nexus. 

That is, slippage between race and ethnicity in policy related and broader social 

narratives was also reflected in the complex identity- making practices engaged 

by  these young  people.

Let me now approach this complexity. In  doing so, I seek to establish my con-

ceptual lens of responsiveness by exploring some broad theoretical perspec-

tives of identity in the anthropological lit er a ture, through which I demonstrate 

how identity emerges in response to social environment. I  will then explore the 

concepts of hybridity and essentialism in the anthropological lit er a ture and as 

I utilize them in analyzing the identity work of young  people from refugee back-

grounds. I argue that hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions of identity are 

mobilized in response to the social and moral framework of the multicultural 

landscape, thereby acting as a form of capital which aids in the cultivation of 

belonging for  these young  people.

Identity through Dynamic Responsiveness

Cultivating a sense of identity is at its core a subjective, comparative pro cess. It 

involves emphasizing similarities to certain  people in certain contexts, and dif-

ferences to  others. Similarity and difference are not objective attributes of course, 

but rather perceptions and products of  people’s interactions with one another 

(Gilroy , ; see also Brubaker and Cooper ; Gilroy , ).

In a broad anthropological perspective, the cultivation of identity through 

an emphasis on difference manifests in socially established categories such as 

race, ethnic groups, or gender. Difference allows groups to define themselves 

in opposition to other, often dominant groups. A prominent example of this in 

the anthropological lit er a ture is Fredrick Barth’s () classic work on ethnic 
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identity. In it, he detailed the strategies and production of cultural forms 

invoked by ethnic groups in northwest Pakistan, for maintaining their distinc-

tiveness and bound aries in relation to other groups. Barth emphasized that 

establishing difference is central for the maintenance of a collective group 

affiliation (Barth ; Jenkins ). Likewise, Stuart Hall argued that a sense of 

groupness is constructed through defining who the group is not, rather than 

through defining who it is (, ). This pro cess of exclusion, as Hall also noted, 

emerges from the power dynamics of par tic u lar social contexts (Hall :)

Conversely, the cultivation of identity through an emphasis on similarity in 

the creation of community and solidarity, as notably demonstrated in the work 

of social theorists Benedict Anderson () and Michael Billig (), is also 

deeply po liti cal and results in such power ful ideologies as nationalism. In his 

conceptualization of “ imagined communities,” Anderson () argued that 

nations are not inherent groupings but represent socially constituted distinc-

tions in that the communion they imply exists in the minds of  those who imag-

ine themselves a part of it. While they may emerge as “ imagined” however, such 

ideologies do not merely function in the imaginary (Jenkins ). Instead, the 

cultivation of commonality can act as a power ful motivating force in  people’s 

lives with such far reaching implications as to define what constitutes a nation 

and why (Billig ). The creation of community through assertions of similar-

ity is an all but straightforward process— a pro cess, however, that for reasons 

difficult to define, is ever impor tant to individuals (Skey , ).

This pro cess of emphasizing similarity and difference that the work of estab-

lishing identity entails, represents, in effect, a response to social context. As I 

apply the concept of responsiveness to identity making, I seek to highlight the 

reactive and evolving nature through which a sense of self or group emerges. 

Identity is not objective, and it does not emerge in a  bubble. It is established 

against and in accordance with the predominant social stimuli of a given social 

context. Dynamic responsiveness is especially relevant when theoretically lev-

eraged in the analy sis of youth identities. It usefully captures the sensitivity and 

perception required to cultivate a sense of self- definition and inclusion in social 

context—an impetus at the heart of the pro cess of identity making. This drive 

for inclusion and a sense of self- definition is particularly salient for young  people 

at the transition into adulthood; a time when how we are perceived by  others is 

of  great consequence.

For my research participants, who  were effectively between national con-

texts and who constituted dif fer ent racial, ethnic, and language groupings, 

asserting sameness and difference in regard both to each other and to  others in 

the broad landscape of their social environments was particularly fraught, com-

plicated, and indeed, significant to their sense of self and social belonging. 

Young  people from refugee backgrounds are in between a number of identify-

ing categories and therefore have a range of choices in whom they may align 
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themselves with and differentiate themselves from, and for what purposes they 

may choose to do so (see also Badea et al. , ). For example, they are often 

viewed as dif fer ent in their host country due to vari ous racial-  and ethnic- based 

signifiers, yet they are also often viewed as dif fer ent within their own families 

(both in the host country and still residing in their country of origin), who see 

them entering and adapting to a new cultural space. They are not quite one, not 

quite the other.

How then did  these young  people create belonging by emphasizing same-

ness and difference, to dif fer ent  people and in dif fer ent ways, in their multifari-

ous self- representations? And how did  these identity- making practices act in 

dynamic response to their social context? In many ways,  these questions are at 

the heart of the content of the chapters that follow. In order to develop the con-

ceptual platform from which I interpret their identity work, however, I must pro-

vide some details of the ethnographic punch line  here.

In some instances, young  people articulated difference from the broader 

population and similarity to one another in the creation of a collective group 

identity and a sense of belonging with one another. They did so by emphasizing 

ethnic signifiers, such as skin color, through which they mobilized racialized, 

essentialized self- representations. On the other hand, they sometimes articu-

lated a sense of similarity to the broader population and difference to one 

another as they emphasized a sense of integration and connection with wider 

Australian society. They did so often by explic itly downplaying  those same eth-

nic signifiers and putting forth what they described in terms of a “mixed,” or, as 

I conceptualize it  here, a more “hybridized” repre sen ta tion of themselves.

Hybridity and essentialism are central themes related to scholarship on 

identity in social science research.  Here, I detail the broad emergence and appli-

cation of  these concepts as well as the critique they have drawn. In  doing so, I 

explain and justify my use of hybridity and essentialism for analyzing the com-

plex relationship between identity and social context among  these young  people 

from refugee backgrounds.

The Hybridized Response: Merging and Acknowledging Difference

Firstly, it is worth noting that the term hybridity has a loaded historical associa-

tion as it was used to signify “racial mixing” in colonial ideology (Papastergia-

dis ). In current trends however, the concept of hybridity has been largely 

shifted from this  earlier association. In the last two de cades, particularly in the 

fields of cultural theory and postcolonial studies, most prominently through 

the works of Edward Said (), Stuart Hall (), and Homi Bhabha (, ), 

the term hybridity has been used to demonstrate a kind of duality which can 

emerge in an individuals’ sense of identity. It was initially applied to analyze the 

dynamics of interchange between colonizers and colonized, and then extended 

more broadly to the current world context (see also Werbner b).
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Hybridity has come to represent the fluid and emergent nature of social 

selves as depicted in current theoretical frameworks and in the context of the 

global overlapping of ethnicity, race, and culture in local settings (Bhabha ; 

Papastergiadis ; Young ). The concept is now widely used in scholarship 

to connote a positive pro cess of merging, mixing, combining and overlapping 

dif fer ent repre sen ta tions of ethnicity and cultural identity in the creation of new 

repre sen ta tions. In its recent appropriation for representing ethnicities, schol-

ars use hybridity as a way of countering the  simple dualities of hyphenated 

identities and emphasizing the dynamic and complex nature of ethnic identity 

(Noble and Tabar ). Considering this evolution of the concept, Papastergia-

dis urges that “we now have the confidence that Hybridity has been moved out 

from the loaded discourse of ‘race,’ and situated within a more neutral zone of 

identity” (, ). It is in its relationship to self- understanding and identity 

making that the concept of hybridity is useful in approaching the complexity 

and multiplicity of the subjective positioning of young  people from refugee 

backgrounds. Even in this more productive application to understanding iden-

tity however, hybridity has still been subject to wide debate and critique— and 

rightly so.

While it is a useful tool for highlighting the degree to which identities are 

the result of overlapping cultural influences in the modern, globalized world, 

hybridity is an insufficient concept for gaining understanding about how spe-

cific identities emerge or how belonging is approached. As anthropologist, Hen-

rietta Moore () states, “Its advantage is that it appears to capture differences 

in reception and response to external influences of all kinds, but its weakness 

is that it gives  little insight or understanding into how or why  these specific dif-

ferences should be generated” (Moore , ). In other words, simply claiming 

that identities are “mixed” or “in- between” does not give us much analytic lever-

age. It does not help us to understand how or why or the pro cesses by which 

such mixed identities emerge.

Considering this shortcoming, I use the term hybridity not simply to repre-

sent a merging or mixing of cultural symbols in the pre sen ta tion of a new sense 

of identity, as it has been applied most recently to scholarship on identity. Instead, 

I reserve the term to capture  people’s own emphasis on the flexibility with which 

they constitute a sense of themselves and belonging to  others, albeit through a 

range of symbolic cultural resources. That is, I use hybridity to capture a kind of 

self- representation in alignment with mixing and merging, rather than to 

describe new formulations of identities through actions of mixing and merging 

as such.

In a footnote to her argument, Moore states that her aversion to the con-

cept of hybridity, in its application as an analytic framework, is related to hier-

archies of power in postcolonial contexts, not as it emerges in “ those social 

and national contexts where the concept of hybridity has been part of lived 
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experience and woven into nationalist discourse of identity and citizenship” 

(, ). As she goes on to argue, “hybridity as a sign and as a marker of cul-

tural identity has . . .  become part of a series of identifications and possibili-

ties for self- fashioning . . .  which also includes the use of cultural difference as 

a form of governmentality, as in policies of multiculturalism” (, ). I main-

tain that  unless demonstrated as relevant to and emerging out of  people’s self- 

identification, the concept of hybridity is without analytic merit. I offer justification 

for my use of the term hybridity in line with Moore’s exception. That is, hybrid-

ity has a specific, localized context of meaning for young  people from refugee 

backgrounds in Australia.

I use the concept of hybridity in terms of its “regional” value—it emerges in 

Australian multicultural discourse through the value placed on mixing and 

merging inherent to the notion of integration— and in terms of the doubling back 

wherein my in for mants employ flexibility as a foundational, explanatory ele ment 

of their self- identification. That is, I use hybridity as a way of demonstrating 

young  people’s own emphasis on their capacity for flexibility, rather than to 

depict ele ments of their fixed identities which I, as a researcher, have deemed to 

derive from a pro cess of mixing or merging. My conceptualization of hybridity 

refers to the ways in which young  people presented themselves as flexible, and 

the ways in which they emphasized an ability to bridge or incorporate difference 

in repre sen ta tions of themselves and thus fit their conceptualization of the main-

stream population.

The concept of hybridity is often depicted as positive and progressive in the 

scholarship on identity, as opposed to negative and regressive depictions of 

essentialism (Noble and Tabar , ). As Pieterse puts it, hybridity is con-

ceived as, “the antidote to essentialist notions of identity and ethnicity” (, 

). I do not celebrate hybridity as entirely emancipatory. And to be sure, in other 

contexts participants also emphasized their lack of tolerance for difference as 

they enforced (ever shifting) bound aries on themselves and one another through 

their essentialized self- representations. Let’s now turn to the scholarly roots of 

essentialism and my application of this concept for analyzing refugee youth 

identity.

The Essentialized Response: Merging Difference, Emphasizing Sameness

Scholarly opposition to essentialism, as it relates to cultural identity, is due to 

the fact that the concept is based upon the now widely discredited notion that 

cultural identities are fixed and immutable (Bhabha ; Noble and Tabar ; 

Werbner a). In its most common usage, essentialism is the act of applying 

given properties to an individual or group and carries the implication that such 

individuals or groups may be singularly characterized. Werbner (a, ) 

defines the act of essentializing as: “to impute a fundamental, basic, absolutely 

necessary constitutive quality to a person, social category, ethnic group, religious 
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community, or nation. It is to posit falsely a timeless continuity, discreteness or 

boundedness in space, and an organic unity. It is to imply an internal sameness 

and external difference or otherness.”

In this most basic form, when it is used as a mode of repre sen ta tion of one 

group, and applied by another, essentialism is an oppressive act. Moreover, as 

Werbner points out the objectification inherent in essentializing is as necessary 

in progressive po liti cal agendas such as citizenship rights and multiculturalism 

as it is for divisive acts of racism (a, ).

In response to oppressive acts of essentializing, particularly with regard to 

race and ethnicity, antiessentialism emerged as an intellectual trend in academic 

discourse (Werbner a). Antiessentialism provides an alternative to racist dis-

course, which seeks to apply precise defining attributes to race and ethnicity, 

and thereby seeks also to deny the fluid, open, hybrid nature and context driven 

modes through which  these categories are now commonly believed to be con-

stituted (Werbner a, ). However, as Werbner points out, essentialism 

should not itself be essentialized— that is, who is  doing the essentializing, to 

whom, and for what purpose must be considered in the essentialism/antiessen-

tialism debate (a, ). It is at the crux of this argument where essentialism 

is made relevant to the identity- making practices of  these young  people.

 There is a distinction between self- essentializing practices through which 

 people depict themselves as static and unchanging despite the flexibility through 

which such depictions are often created, versus external, racist essentializing 

practices in which the explicit purpose is to represent other  people in ways that 

do not allow for change or flexibility. As Werbner (a, ) states, “Self- 

essentializing as a mode of reflexive imagining is constitutive of self and sub-

jectivity. It is culturally empowering. But it is not, unlike racist reifications, fixed 

and immutable.” The term self- essentializing represents a positive act through 

which  people may create an “ imagined community” for some beneficial purpose 

(Werbner a, ). Such an  imagined community is often presented as 

unchanging and immobile, for the purpose of creating solidarity, and through 

emphasizing the commonality and similarity of its members.

“Strategic essentialism” is a term for self- essentializing that prominent social 

theorist Gayatri Spivak () first used to describe the ways in which marginal-

ized groups create and invoke solidarity in order to respond po liti cally to their 

marginalization. Spivak’s work illustrates that although it may be theoretically 

incorrect to represent marginalized groups in essentialized ways based upon 

race, gender, so forth, it is often the case that  those groups do just that them-

selves, and they do so often for specific po liti cal purposes (Hollinsworth ; 

Spivak ). The concept of “strategic essentialism” can also be applied in a crit-

ical understanding of how marginalized groups may adapt an essentialized oth-

erness in their everyday practices to create a sense of self and belonging (Noble 

et al. , ).
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While presented as static and unchanging, the defining terms of an essen-

tialized group may shift and evolve over time and across contexts. As Hollinsworth 

illustrates in reference to marginalized groups, “In the pro cess of demanding 

recognition,  these groups often come to depend ideologically and or gan i za tion-

ally on Essentializing that difference, denying any common ground with their 

category’s opponents” (, ). The category of “opponents” in acts of self- 

essentializing is also shifting and lacking in clear bound aries. As a result, rela-

tionships that infer sameness and  those that infer difference are dynamic and 

context dependent.

The concept of “strategic essentialism” as well as that of hybridity helps to 

explain the identification pro cesses of “switching between ‘same’ and ‘dif fer ent’ 

in multiple and unpredictable ways” (Hollinsworth , ). Both hybridized 

and essentialized self- representations evolve through a pro cess of merging dif-

ferences, however in hybridized repre sen ta tions that pro cess of merging differ-

ences may be acknowledged and in essentialized repre sen ta tions it is often 

denied.

It should be clear, then, that the concepts of hybridity and essentialism con-

tain a  great deal of overlap and are not entirely dichotomous or oppositional. 

Instead, as I employ them  here,  these concepts are useful in highlighting dif-

fer ent emphases in young  people’s repre sen ta tions of themselves and the ways 

in which they characterize their own pro cesses of identification with  others. 

Hybridity as a pro cess is evident in both essentialized and hybridized self- 

representations— the merging of some inherent differences is necessary in 

constituting a sense of self or commonality with  others. What I am interested in 

is the ways in which young  people acknowledged and maintained this initial 

merging of difference in their hybridized repre sen ta tions of identity or denied it 

in their essentialized repre sen ta tions. Taken together, the variability with which 

difference may be merged in the repre sen ta tion of cohesion and unity might, 

depending on emphasis, be described in terms of hybridity or essentialism. For 

 these young  people, hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions of identity  were 

almost always projected as they  either emphasized or denied the relevance of 

race and ethnicity to their sense of themselves.

Race, Ethnicity, Choice, and a Note on Intersectionality

To be sure, the conceptual terms I’ve discussed thus far are both fraught— 

hybridity, in its historical association with race and its imprecise characteriza-

tion of cultural mixing, and essentialism, in its simplification of complex and 

evolving racial and ethnic identities. Despite and even  because of their explan-

atory shortcomings,  these terms are both of par tic u lar relevance  here. As noted 

 earlier, I conceptualize hybridity and essentialism not only or exactly in terms 

of observations of young  people’s actions, but more precisely as a means of inter-

preting and analyzing their own reflections of how their sense of identity comes 
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to be. Such self reflections allowed for a kind of participation in the dominant 

scripts of the broader national context in which their lives unfolded.

Central to this dominant script are questions about race, ethnicity, and how 

to manage and live with diversity.  These young  people reflected alternating fixed 

and flexible repre sen ta tions of their sense of an ethnic and racial self in rela-

tionship to their perception and experience of a sometimes overt, sometimes 

more indirect, racialization of their ethnicity in the Australian context. Their 

ability to emphasize and deemphasize their racial and ethnic identities through 

hybridity and essentialism points to the concept of “ethnic choice” (Song ). 

Ethnic choice speaks to the complex ways in which  people from what are com-

monly conceived as ethnic minority backgrounds, can negotiate their own self- 

image and sense of themselves in the context of structural constraints or racial 

and ethnic labeling perceived as emerging from the broader community.

The notion of ethnic choice illustrates how, despite constraints,  people exer-

cise a considerable amount of agency in how they portray and represent their 

ethnicity for creating belonging in social life. As Song argues,  people engage an 

array of “strategies” to respond to the limitations and manipulate the meanings 

of externally assigned ethnic categorizations. Among  these strategies,  people 

may choose, in Song’s terms, “adherence to the dominant scripts” or “opting out” 

(, –).  These labels capture the degree of flexibility in how much one 

chooses to match the dominant repre sen ta tions of a par tic u lar ethnic group or 

demonstrate an alternative repre sen ta tion. Of course, the fullness of such 

“choices” concerning race and ethnicity must be tempered with the real ity that 

the expectations of other members of an ethnic group, or indeed  those outside 

of it,  will limit and police an individual’s ability to make choices that go against 

the dominant scripts.

Moreover,  people must contend themselves with a number of scripts that 

both inform and inhibit the extent of their ethnic choices. For the young  people 

represented  here, their status as youths as well as their gender, socioeconomic 

class, and migration status intersect in the formation and repre sen ta tion of their 

racial and ethnic identities. The concept of intersectionality captures such mul-

tiple positionings and the inherent power dynamics they entail (Carroll ). 

Mi grant youths in par tic u lar are faced with the dominant scripts of the main-

stream culture of their place of resettlement, as well as the often competing 

expectations of their families and culture of origin. This complexity is especially 

true as it relates to race and gender among young mi grants and refugees.

At the intersections of race and gender— both of which are relational, fluid, 

social constructs— the neatness with which young  people understand themselves 

as same or dif fer ent in comparison to broad, cultural expectations is disrupted 

(Cho, Crenshaw and McCall ). In other words, analyzing young  people’s racial 

and ethnic identity, as it intersects with other aspects of their identity such as 
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gender, complicates both their essentialized depictions of sameness and their 

hybridized depictions of difference to the broader population. Beyond this, the 

complex ways in which young  people may emphasize or vacate their racial iden-

tities may indeed be gendered. Are girls more likely to be urged  toward tolerance 

or integration than are boys? How does this affect their repre sen ta tion of 

hybridized and essentialized identities? While  these considerations are valid 

and indeed worthy of interrogation, the range of research in for mants repre-

sented  here did not reveal a definitive gendered component to their hybridized 

and essentialized repre sen ta tions of racial identity.

What was exceedingly clear throughout the course of my fieldwork, however, 

was that  these young  people represented themselves in dif fer ent and often seem-

ingly contradictory ways, in dif fer ent contexts through their near constant ref-

erences to race and ethnicity.  These ethnic and racial choices  were determined 

through young  people’s mobilization of what I have described in terms of hybrid-

ized and essentialized depictions of their interactive selves.

In other words,  these young  people cultivated essentialized repre sen ta tions 

of themselves in their daily interactions as they sought to fix themselves in rela-

tionship to one another often with reference to race and ethnicity. Paradoxi-

cally, the pro cesses through which they created a sense of fixed and immutable 

identities  were often heavi ly reliant upon hybridizing strategies. The ways in 

which they emphasized a sense of sameness to one another in their essential-

ized self- representations, or a capacity to incorporate difference in their hybrid-

ized self- representations, is indicative of a responsiveness to the po liti cal context 

of their lives. The oscillating hybridized and essentialized self- representations 

through which  these young  people cultivate a sense of identity ultimately act as 

a form of capital through which they respond to their social context and 

approach a sense of belonging.

Dynamic Responsiveness as Symbolic Capital

As Moore argues, “the interconnections between personal fantasies and social 

imaginaries have to be analyzed within specific social, economic and po liti cal 

circumstances” (, ). I interpret  these young  people’s choices in how they 

represent their sense of racial and ethnic identity as related to the ways in 

which notions of racial essentialism and hybridity are engaged in their broad 

social landscapes. Consequently, their own hybridized and essentialized self- 

representations reflect the perception and accumulation of a kind of symbolic 

capital which emerges in dynamic response to certain ideals of multicultural-

ism. To understand the notion of “capital” and how it relates to the identity work 

of  these young  people, it is necessary to briefly outline the emergence of the con-

cept in the work of prominent social scientist Pierre Bourdieu.
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Capital and the Field

First, I understand the Australian national space in ways that align with Bour-

dieu’s conceptual framework of “field” (see also Hage , ). The field repre-

sents a lens for analyzing individuals and groups as positioned within a 

relationally constituted structure, in which they engage in competition for vari-

ous forms of material and symbolic goods deemed valuable within the field 

(Bourdieu , ; Bourdieu and Wacquant , ). The Australian multicul-

tural context itself may be described as a “field”  because it represents a space 

where  people of diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds strug gle to define what 

constitutes belonging and how resources and rights are best allocated. As 

Harris describes, Australian multiculturalism represents “a dynamic, lived field 

of action within which social actors both construct and deconstruct ideas of cul-

tural difference, national belonging and place- making” (Harris , ). The 

Australian multicultural space may also be understood as an especially impor-

tant field for the domain of youth where power dynamics and individual agency 

converge in localized settings (see also Bottrell and France ). The field, in 

Bourdieu’s conceptualization, represents a space where “capital” is distributed. 

Resources, both symbolic and material, deemed valuable within the field, are 

considered “capital.”

Bourdieu’s formulation of cultural and social capital refers broadly to val-

ued preferences within a given field, in terms of embodied and dispositional 

characteristics (such as, in the national field, appearance, accent, preferences 

for be hav ior,  etc.) and material cultural goods (e.g., art, books,  etc.), as well as 

how  these resources equate to a sense of belonging and membership within a 

group (Bourdieu , –). The accumulation of social and cultural capital 

when recognized and valorized by  others is transformed into symbolic capital, 

defined by Hage as “the recognition and legitimacy given to a person or group 

for the cultural capital they have accumulated” (Hage , ). I utilize the con-

cept of “symbolic ethnic capital” to describe the ways in which young  people 

represented highly racialized depictions of their ethnic identity through per for-

mance in chapter .

The embodied and dispositional characteristics provoked in response to 

par tic u lar fields and in relation to symbolic capital is known in Bourdieu’s analy-

sis as “habitus.” Other wise defined as “a socially constituted system of cognitive 

and motivating structures” (Bourdieu , ), habitus reflects both a fundamen-

tally embodied practical sense or reading of social context (e.g., how one moves 

and carries themselves in par tic u lar fields), through the accumulation of sym-

bolic capital, as well as the generative capacity that practical sense allows for 

new thoughts and actions to emerge. While Bourdieu’s overall framework has 

been criticized as overly deterministic (Adams , ), the conceptual inter-

section of habitus, capital, and field is useful in reflecting the ways in which I 
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broadly frame the self- representations observed among participants as a kind 

of responsiveness to, or participation in, their current social context.

Refugee Youth and Australian Multicultural Capital

Cultural capital is traditionally regarded as controlled and distributed in the 

domain of institutions like schools and used by parents and professionals to 

the advantage of certain groups over  others (France, Bottrell and Haddon ). 

Attention to the “objectified nature of cultural capital” as it emerges through 

interaction in more informal settings however, can inform a sense of agency 

among young  people (France et al. ). In the Australian context, discourses 

promoting the value of effective integration on the one hand, and  those promot-

ing tolerance and the notion of antiracism on the other, are prevalent. I con-

sider such discourses as a form of capital in the Australian multicultural field. I 

use the term multicultural capital to refer to  those discourses and the broad moral 

ele ments of multiculturalism in the Australian space.  People from refugee and 

minority backgrounds may si mul ta neously be asked to develop fragmented iden-

tities for more effective assimilation or integration; treated as more or less one- 

dimensional in the name of tolerance; and both problematized and celebrated 

from both  angles. Young  people are aware of  these dynamics and engage with 

the ideals and messages emerging from Australian multiculturalism in terms of 

their use of multicultural capital.

Through messages of integration and tolerance, multiculturalism that young 

 people are exposed to in their lived experiences promotes both the irrelevance 

of skin color, and the cele bration of racialized diversity. As I observed them,  these 

messages alternated between a denial of “race” as a defining characteristic and 

the consequent emphasis on hybrid identities on one hand, and on the other, the 

promotion of diversity as distinguished by and essentialized through skin 

color and culture of origin. Young  people’s practice of inhabiting and evading 

racial and ethnic identity through hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions 

of themselves occurs in conjunction with  those messages of integration and tol-

erance inherent to multicultural discourse.

By constituting themselves and their sense of belonging through what can 

be described as hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions, whereby they speak 

to their own sense of identity, young  people effectively exercise their perception 

of, and response to, the multicultural capital that frames their lives. In  doing 

so, they figure themselves into the dialogue and approach a sense of belonging in 

the Australian multicultural field. For example, despite the tenuousness with 

which participants’ schools (and the broader community) often engaged with race 

through multicultural discourse, it was indeed one of the most salient aspects 

of their identities. Young  people’s essentialized repre sen ta tions of identity 

where skin color was made central emerged both in subtle opposition to mes-

sages promoting the ethos of integration and antirace rhe toric and in 
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accordance with the ethic of tolerance and celebrating and accentuating their 

difference, both of which they regularly encountered in their schools and com-

munity environments (Moran ).

Conversely, the same participants also regularly represented themselves in 

hybridized ways in which they demonstrated both the insignificance of the 

restrictive descriptors of race and ethnicity as well as their ability to mix and 

merge with young  people of dif fer ent ethnic and racial backgrounds. Through 

their emphasis on hybridity in their pro cesses of identification, young  people 

aligned themselves with integration rhe toric based upon the value of overcom-

ing difference, which was promoted at school and in the broader community 

(Moran ; see also Arkin , Bourdieu ). At the same time, through 

their emphasis on hybridity young  people subtly resist the school and commu-

nity emphasis on tolerance which locates their ethnicity as central and worthy 

of cele bration and accentuation.

But  here is the rub. How are we to reconcile the fundamentally habituated 

and unconscious nature of  people’s engagement with social context, as repre-

sented in Bourdieu’s conceptualization, and what I observed as the more delib-

erate hybridized and essentialized self reflections of young refugees in Australia? 

The notion of dynamic responsiveness helps us to do so. As  people’s sense of 

identity emerges in response to their social context, it is through some combi-

nation of both deliberate intention and less precise perception.

I principally maintain that the self- reflections or - representations I observed 

among  these young  people are the work of partially knowing social actors. What 

I explain largely in terms of a kind of participatory positioning in which young 

 people’s sense of identity reflects back on their perception of messages central 

to multicultural discourse points to both an internal reflection of  those mes-

sages and a more deliberate engagement with them.  These are not mutually 

exclusive phenomena— conscious self- representations are not  free of structural 

constraints that shape and provoke them, just as more subconscious and habit-

uated repre sen ta tions do not disallow any kind of reflexivity. A consideration of 

the agency inherent in self- representations, as well as the internalization of social 

messages, constraints and discourses that inform  those repre sen ta tions at a less 

conscious level, help to broadly explain the pro cesses through and conditions 

 under which  these young  people perceive and pursue belonging in national 

space.

Responsive Identity and Multiculturalism

At the start of this chapter, I outlined my aim to explore the mechanisms through 

which young  people’s talk about race and the ways in which race is approached 

and managed in Australian multicultural discourse are linked. At the heart 

of this link, I explored how young  people proj ect an alternating sense of 
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essentialized and hybridized racial and ethnic identity which acts as a form of 

capital. This allows young  people from refugee backgrounds to respond to the 

multicultural discourses (of integration and tolerance) designed to address race 

and ethnicity that implicitly frame their lives. In their responsive identity work, 

 these young  people sought an oscillating sense of belonging—to one another, to 

the wider Australian society, and to symbolic connections with global networks.

I began by conceptualizing identity in terms of assertions of sameness and 

difference in the search for belonging to social context. I outlined the concepts 

of hybridity and essentialism as reflecting the complex and seemingly contra-

dictory ways young  people engage in this pro cess. Their self- representations act 

as a form of capital which allows  these young  people to respond to and engage 

with the broad moral framework of Australian multiculturalism. They do so 

through the nuanced ways in which they claim belonging and “not- belonging” 

(Moore , ) to dif fer ent ele ments of their lived multicultural context, in large 

part through references to race and ethnicity in their everyday interactions with 

one another.

Young  people’s mobilization of race and ethnicity is meaningfully connected 

to their awareness of and engagement with the multicultural discourses they 

encounter in their daily lives. Conversely, their racialized identity practices are 

not formulated exclusively or even predominately through their experiences with 

racism and exclusion, which multicultural discourses are implemented to 

address. Indeed, their responsiveness to the discourses of integration and toler-

ance demonstrates a kind of symbolic or multicultural capital (Bourdieu ) 

related to the implicit moral framework of the Australian multicultural context 

(Moore , ).

Young  people’s experiences with multiculturalism are revealing for a num-

ber of reasons par tic u lar to their generation. Not only do they encounter diver-

sity and live with intercultural mixing at a rapidly accelerating rate, but they 

have also experienced an increasing backlash against multiculturalism (Harris 

). The ways in which multiculturalism is enacted and managed in this con-

text is intrinsically related to  these young  people’s cultivation and projection of 

their sense of identity. However, their emphasis and denial of race does not 

emerge solely from their capacity (or lack of) to navigate interethnic “multicul-

tural encounters” as established in the lit er a ture on “everyday multiculturalism” 

(Harris ; Werbner ; Wise and Velayutham ). Rather, such racialized 

identity work is also acutely related to the messages through which the moral 

fabric of multiculturalism itself is established within host communities of young 

 people from refugee and mi grant backgrounds.

The identities of  these young  people may indeed be described as “hybrid,” 

“in- between,” “fluid” (Bhabha ; Hall ), and “ambivalent” (Ngo ), but 

beneath this, it is not only their encounters with one another as well as the white 

Australian population which makes them so, but also their engagement with 
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the messages designed to manage such diversity. Young  people’s alternating 

assertions and denial of the significance of skin color through hybridized and 

essentialized repre sen ta tions of identity critically engage discourses of integration 

and tolerance to which “race,” however implicit and abstracted, is central.

Rather than conscious and deliberate strategies, a kind of subtle position-

ing or dynamic responsiveness better reflects the ways in which young  people 

grapple with choice and constraints in their pursuit of a sense of themselves and 

their social place.  These young  people had recently experienced the movement, 

loss, and restructuring of their lives inherent to the refugee experience; they 

expressed a pervasive awareness that racism and ethnic tension  were at least 

perceived to be significant issues in their lives; and they  were confronted by the 

fact that they looked so obviously dif fer ent from the broader population among 

whom they lived.

Throughout the remainder of the book I consider  these complex dynamics. 

In  doing so, I seek to demonstrate how young  people may mobilize or pre sent 

racialized depictions of their ethnicities in a kind of response which may echo, 

resist, or manipulate the ways in which they are implicitly racialized by the white 

majority in a multicultural framework. In the chapters that follow, I explore the 

identity- making pro cesses of  these young  people in the context of the everyday 

as well as the more exceptional manifestations of multiculturalism they encoun-

ter, and how in this context they are drawn to represent themselves in racial-

ized ways.

In  doing so, I seek to distil the lines of comparison between young  people’s 

self- representations and the broad moral discourses that frame their lives within 

the social landscape of Australian multiculturalism. Their dynamic responsive-

ness to the external framing of their lives in their cultivation of identity and 

belonging allowed  these young  people to begin developing an enhanced sense 

of control and certainty in their social worlds. Through playful banter exhibited 

in their everyday lives, as well as in formal performative repre sen ta tions and 

their engagement with the po liti cal context of their lives, young  people fixed one 

another in social place, asserted knowledge of who belongs where, and tested 

and manipulated  these bound aries of belonging.
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Social relationships, for  these young  people,  were foundational to describing 

how they saw and understood themselves. Justifying and defining their friend-

ships, arguably even more so than cultivating them, helped them to establish 

how they fit in social context. The social space outside of fixed ties to kinship 

groups and national territory is of marked relevance to young  people from 

mi grant and refugee backgrounds for whom  these relationships and ties to 

place have been dismantled through the experience of (forced) migration. In 

the hyperdiversity of the current multicultural context and following the rupture 

caused by their migration experience, peer groups are central to formulating a 

sense of identity for  these young  people.

Moreover, the degree of creativity, flexibility, and choice in constructions 

of friendship justifies such social relationships as deeply relevant to anthropo-

logical inquiry. Several scholars point to the period of childhood and youth as a 

time when establishing friendships is significant for creating, exploring, and 

maintaining a sense of oneself (Back ; Chen, French and Schneider ; 

Cheney ; Chhuon and Hudley ; Chikkatur ; Dyson , ; Mont-

gomery ; Wulff b). For the young  people with whom I worked, forming 

and justifying friendship bonds is a deeply impor tant endeavor that provides an 

ave nue through which they may respond to and find their place within domi-

nant power structures.

Not surprisingly from what we have seen so far, race and ethnicity—in terms 

of their centrality or insignificance— were central to the ways in which  these 

young  people justified their relationships. Notice I refer to their justifications 

rather than their choices in social relationships as key to establishing a sense of 

self and belonging. The extent to which they  were actually  free to choose was 

influenced by a range of social  factors including  family expectations and the 

extent to which their school structure fostered certain connections over  others. 

Everyday Identity

Self and Belonging through Friendship,  
Fighting, and Dating

4
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More accurately, it was the ways in which they described and justified their 

friendships and romantic relationships, and indeed the extent to which they 

emphasized the role of choice in establishing them, that provided the scope 

through which  these young  people engaged with the broader multicultural con-

text of which they  were now a part. The everyday dynamics of young  people’s 

social relationships and how they talk about them, as well as how  those rela-

tionships are tested and unsettled, is central to their everyday articulations of 

identity.

The par tic u lar ways in which  these young  people give reason for the who 

and why of their social relationships is itself a kind of social positioning through 

which they constitute themselves within, and in relationship to, the local con-

text of the school, their home and  family lives, and the broader Australian 

national space. The justifications they provided for who their friends  were, and 

why,  were not neutral. Instead, as in much of their identity making practices, 

the ways in which they describe their social relationships are intricately tied 

to the degree of significance they place on racial and ethnic background. The 

ways in which their friendships  were pursued, forged, negotiated and upheld 

provides a clear example of how young  people engage with and exhibit a kind 

of dynamic responsiveness to multicultural discourse in the context of their 

everyday lives.

What Makes a Friend?

At Paddington High, many of the young  people referred to their group of friends 

as “the Africans” and often accounted for their exclusivity as based upon “being 

black.” Samah, a fourteen- year- old Sudanese girl who had lived in Australia for 

four years, often answered my questions about  others in her class by saying, “Is 

he white? Then I  don’t know him. If he’s black, I know him.” The background to 

her mobile phone featured a big red heart and the words “I love being black.” 

She, with her close friend Vic, who was sixteen and also Sudanese, described how 

she made friends like this: “It’s being black. If you  don’t know someone, some-

one introduces you and  you’re friends. It’s easy to be friends with black  people . . .  

for me it’s hard to be friends with white  people. I  don’t know why . . .’cause  they’re 

not black.”

During another conversation which unfolded during lunch time at the Pad-

dington High courtyard, Nine, a nineteen- year- old Sudanese boy who had been 

living in Australia for two years, offered his insight into how friendships  were 

formed for himself and his peer group. In response to my questions about what 

he looks for in a friend he answered: “I  don’t like to . . .  I  don’t know how to say 

it, but I  don’t like friends from one country. It’s good to mix it up. You never know 

when you’ll need someone. At the studio and in the city, I  don’t work with Afri-

cans. I  don’t always have to be friends with the black  people.”
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Samah and Vic, who  were both pre sent for this conversation, shrugged and 

nodded in seeming agreement. A similar dichotomy existed among young  people 

at Kedron Club in discussions of how friendships  were formed. The vari ous expla-

nations young  people provided for what constituted friendship and how friend-

ships  were formed can be boiled down to two main and opposing categories 

broadly represented by the statements provided above. In some instances and 

contexts, young  people articulated that their friendships  were based largely 

upon racial or ethnic affiliation, and in other instances and contexts they 

claimed that race and ethnicity had nothing to do with who they  were friends 

with or why. The tension between  these two categories was addressed in con-

flicting depictions of the amount of deliberate thought or choice that went into 

their social relationships. Moreover, the dichotomous justifications of their 

friendships, and the degree to which they articulated the relevance of race in 

establishing them, highlights the imprecision of a binary understanding of 

young  people’s social networks as  either racist or inclusive. It also represents a 

useful entrée to analyzing their everyday engagement with broad multicultural 

discourse.

Sometimes young  people depicted their friendships as based upon a mun-

dane ele ment of happenstance or as the consequence of ordinary and casual 

friendly interactions. In  these instances, they downplayed the significance of 

race and ethnicity in forming friendships. At other times, they depicted their 

friendships as actively pursued based upon a shared conceptualization as cul-

turally, ethnically or racially “other” than the wider, white Australian popula-

tion. Most of the young  people I spoke with about their social relationships had 

accounted for them at separate times in both of  these manners. That is, ethnic 

identity was often evoked differently, from not at all, to very strongly, by the 

same young  people in dif fer ent instances. However,  there was a marked differ-

ence in the ways in which young  people at Paddington High talked about how 

they made friends versus  those at Kedron Club. As young  people described the 

ways in which they made friends based upon one or the other of  these broad 

explanations they called upon hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions of 

themselves that emerged in response to the multicultural landscape of their 

daily experience.

“Friends Is Friends”: Friendship Based on the Everyday

Atong, who was fifteen, Sudanese, and had only been in Australia for a year, told 

me her friends came from “Any country. Some from Africa. Some from this coun-

try. Some from other countries. . . .  Some near my  house. I just make friends 

with them. Talk to them.  These girls. And other girls.” Obama,1 also fifteen and 

Sudanese, and who had lived in Australia for five years, stated, when asked how 

he makes friends, “Talk to them . . .  mostly every one. All countries. Meet them 

at school usually.  People who like the same  thing. Like sport.” And Jessica, a 
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thirteen- year- old Karen girl who had lived in Australia for three years, said she 

made friends, “Mostly at school. On weekends. Sometimes on the train. One is 

Australian, and one is from Sudan. I like funny  people; anyone.” Atong, Obama 

and Jessica all attended the same school, down the street from Kedron Club 

where I first met them.

Like  those just described  here, many young  people, and particularly  those 

who attended Kedron Club, accounted for their friendships as occurring out of 

the mundane,  every day or matter- of- fact circumstances of their lives. This 

included being at the same school, being in the same year at school, and being 

of the same gender as their friends. In  these explanations of how they made 

friends, young  people deemphasized the centrality of their own choice. When 

friendships  were described as emerging naturally out of the local context of 

school and grade, young  people emphasized that they  were not actively sought— 

that they do not “choose” friends; they simply “make” friends. In arguing that 

they did not actively choose their friends, young  people usually referenced some 

ele ment of ethnic identity, such as country of origin or language, in terms of how 

 little it mattered to them, thereby implicitly downplaying the significance of eth-

nicity or race in the formation of friendships.

This proposed lack of choice in developing friendships allowed young 

 people to imply that they did not have any ethnic requirement for the  people 

with whom they socialized. As they explained, they  were instead able to create 

a friendship bond, or “make” friends, with whomever they met in their local 

context, and whoever displayed desirable friendship or personality traits. For 

example, when I asked Catalina, a sixteen- year- old Karen girl who had been liv-

ing in Australia for three years, at the after- school club, who her friends  were 

and how she became friends with them, without any provocation on my part 

 toward country or language on one hand, or her everyday environment on the 

other, she said, “Many friends. Same class at school . . .  they are all dif fer ent. All 

dif fer ent country. It  doesn’t  matter. They are all nice. Many are even En glish.” 

Similar responses to the same questions also emphasized everyday circum-

stance as central to friendship making as they actively deemphasized choice or 

requirements for ethnic identity. I spent time talking to several young  people 

during individual interviews about the following questions: “What do you look 

for in a friend?” and “How do you make friends?” Some of their responses are as 

follows:

The first day I was hanging out with them, they showed me around . . .  

my best friend Hugh, he showed me around that first day, now  we’ve been 

friends since primary. He lives around  here and  we’re still friends. He’s 

Australian. I can be friends with Australia or all dif fer ent places. (Mathew, 

, Burmese)
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I  don’t look for anything. We help each other out, we become friend . . .  It 

 doesn’t  matter. Anybody. Anybody can be someone’s friend.  Doesn’t 

 matter if you  can’t speak En glish. Friends is friends. (Jessica, , Karen)

Just talking to them. I usually like the ones who are not too good, not too 

bad, in the  middle. The ones that are not concentrating too much, not 

getting in trou ble too much. Like they get in trou ble like I do, but not too 

much. Not like  going to jail. They can be from any country. I  don’t chose 

that. (Santino, , Sudanese)

I  don’t  really pick. Like,  we’ll play sport on the same team and stuff. I got 

a lot friends and stuff. . . .  It  doesn’t  really  matter [where they are from]. 

Lots of dif fer ent places. But most are from Australia and stuff. If I go some-

where I meet some  people. [Local park or shopping center], or a lot of 

 people hang out in the city . . .  I  don’t call first, I just go  there and go to 

somewhere like [arcade] and just see them. (John, , Sudanese)

The first few weeks, few days, you  don’t know anyone. Then you get used 

to it. . . .  I go up to one of them and ask, “What’s your name?” Friends? 

 They’re always  there when you need them. My best friends? One is Japa-

nese, and one is Australia.  There are  others too. (Sam, , Sudanese)

Most of my cousins got other friends. They meet up with us and all of us 

become friends again.  There are some from school, some from basketball, 

I got heaps. . . .  Well, I actually . . .  if  we’re almost  doing the same  thing a 

bit and get along together, stay happy together sometimes. . . .   They’re all 

mixed up. Not just the Africans. (Aliir, , Sudanese)

In  these conversations I was careful not to probe concerning the relevance 

of culture, race, or ethnicity. Yet  these young  people, all of whom I first met at 

Kedron Club,  were careful to emphasize that their friendships  were not based 

on ethnicity, language or country of origin but rather on shared activities or 

friendly interactions (apart from some examples in which young  people empha-

sized the Australian- ness of their friends). In  these accounts young  people 

emphasized that they can be friends with anyone from anywhere and that the 

act of friendship can be negotiated between any two, like- minded  people. Lisa, 

when explaining how she makes friends, stated, “They can be from Africa, 

China. . . .  I never pick friends. I just make friends. I like being friends with every-

one. It’s just the same.”

By underlining circumstance as the key foundation upon which friendships 

 were built,  these young  people reflected a hybrid ele ment, capable of overcom-

ing differences, of their own sense of themselves. They did so by highlighting 

that they could be friends with anyone with whom they shared a local daily 
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context. In their proposed ability to identify with  people of vari ous backgrounds, 

they demonstrated that they did not have a restrictive, essentialized identity of 

their own, at least not in terms of racial or ethnic identity. Such hybridized repre-

sen ta tions of self emphasize young  people’s sameness with what they depicted 

as the mainstream, white Australian population. Their explanations reflected 

the multicultural ideal of integration and acted in opposition to the language of 

tolerance which serves to celebrate difference and evoke essentialized reflections 

of ethnicity.

On the other hand, some explanations young  people provided for their 

friendships point explic itly to ele ments of ethnic and racial identity. In  these jus-

tifications, young  people evoked essentialized repre sen ta tions of themselves 

through which a sense of otherness was central.  Here choice was emphasized 

and similarity to one another and difference from the broader population  were 

strongly maintained.

“We Are Them”: Friendship Based on Being “Other”

In reference to their friendships with young  people who  were not Australian, or 

who identified as members of their own racial, ethnic or cultural background, 

my participants explained their friendships as based on being other. When I 

asked some young  people in the school courtyard the questions “What do you 

look for in a friend?” and “How do you make friends?” Nine, who argued in a 

statement above that he does not need to be friends with “the Africans” or “black 

 people” and that he prefers to “mix it up,” told me, “it’s easier when  they’re from 

‘other’ countries. If it’s Australia it’s harder.  People not from Australia it’s easier. 

We understand each other. We’ve been in the same situation.” Similarly, Elijah, 

a fourteen- year- old boy from Uganda, responded, “Sometimes it  doesn’t  matter 

where  you’re from. It’s sometimes easier to get along with other  people than Aus-

tralians  because they have some similar background to you or something you 

experience.”

While young  people sometimes expressed that aspects of ethnic identity 

 didn’t affect their friendships, the same young  people also at times acknowl-

edged that friendship was more immediate or easy when it occurred between 

two  people who  were not from Australia. In  these instances, they projected an 

essentialized otherness through emphasizing similarity between one another, 

in a disassociation with the broader Australian population, without necessarily 

articulating that racial or ethnic affiliation with one another was necessary.

For example, Lisa, a Burmese Muslim, and many of the Karen girls  were 

friends with one another despite the national conflict between their ethnic 

groups in their countries of origin. The girls regularly mentioned their differ-

ences based on ethnic and cultural background, but they did so as they also 

deemphasized  those differences and forged a more united sense of identity in 

relationship to the broader Australian population. Around her Karen friends, 
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who  were all Christian, Lisa usually “forgot” to account for her school 

absences based on Muslim holy days, she often mentioned that her  father was 

Karen, and although she identified as Burmese based on her  mother’s nation-

ality, she regularly signaled that she was not born in Burma, but rather in 

Thailand.

Her friends obliged this plurality and similarly justified their friendship. 

Many of them made comments like Wah Wah’s that, “Lisa is OK  because her dad 

is Karen . . .  she does not hate Karen  people” and “Lisa is not from Burma.” Some-

times  those justifications fell short. As Jessica, a fifteen- year- old Karen girl in 

Lisa’s circle of close friends, answered in a casual conversation with me about 

making friends, “It’s hard to be friends with  people from other countries.  Because 

when it’s Muslim and  they’re hungry and you give them food they  can’t eat. It 

easy to be friends with someone from your own country, you speak same lan-

guage and you understand.” Conflict occasionally erupted between Lisa, her 

friends and members of her  family in relationship to a range of under lying  factors 

including ethnic, religious and language differences. I explore one instance of 

this  later. However, as Lisa emphasized her multiple identities (she is Burmese, 

but born in Thailand, her  father is Karen, although her  mother is Burmese,  etc.), 

and as her friends similarly accentuated this plurality, they also mobilized an 

essentialized otherness to the broader population.

My participants from Sudan, Guinea, and Uganda also often accentuated an 

essentialized otherness which trumped their many differences in background. 

Within their friendship groups at Paddington High they argued and teased one 

another with insulting ste reo types based on their vast differences ranging from 

ethnicity and tribe, to the route they took into Australia, such as when Vic told 

Zi, “Shut up. I’m not a Dinka and I’m not a Sierra Leone so leave me alone!” How-

ever, they just as often represented themselves outwardly as a unified and cohe-

sive group of “Africans” based on their identification as other than the broader 

population. As opposed to emphasizing the circumstantial ele ments of how they 

make friends, in  these depictions they emphasized the role of choice in select-

ing friends that helped to cultivate their sense of racial or ethnic otherness. For 

example, the following responses  were provided in one- on- one interviews when 

I asked a number of  these young  people, “Who are your friends?” “How did you 

first become friends with them?” and “Did it take a long time to make friends 

when you started at this school?”

My good friends are Elijah, Alex . . .  mostly the Africans, yeah. Mostly we 

get along at this school. The Africans get along . . .  I talk to  people . . .  

somebody to trust. A lot of times it’s outside of school; [local] park, or Afri-

can parties; basketball club. (Tino, , Sudanese)

I came to school and met more friends. It  wasn’t that hard. It  wasn’t that 

easy. It was easy with the Africans. We see each other and say hello. Even 
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if we  don’t get to be closer friends, we still see each other, say hello. (Nine, 

, Sudanese)

Not long, it was very easy. They come up to me and talk to me. It was easy 

to meet friends  because  there are some Africans  here . . .  and it’s easy to 

make friends with Africans. (Zi, , Sudanese)

Both [Australian and African young  people] are kind. But sometimes . . .  

I go to the Africans. It’s hard to explain,  we’re both the same. We are the 

same common. We are . . .  we kind of . . .  we have the same nationality. 

It’s hard to explain. We all love the same kind of  thing. We help each 

other. I  don’t know— it’s like being African. Some of the stuff you do, you 

just  can’t do to other  people. If it’s something weird in African, we get 

that. But if I tried to do the same  thing to someone  else they would say, 

“what are you  doing. I  don’t get it” . . .  It’s just what you fee [starts to say 

“feel” and trails off]. Sometimes you laugh, and you just keep laughing. 

We just enjoy each other’s . . .  how do you? . . .  we are them. It’s impossi-

ble for me to live without them. I need to be around them all the time. 

(Elijah, , Sudanese)

Elijah very clearly stated his sense of himself and his friendship group as 

other in relationship to the broader population in his statement “we are them.” 

He tried to formulate a notion of what it is that holds them together with one 

another and apart from the wider population. Being “them,” for Elijah, provides 

the basis for friendship. In this interview, he went on to articulate how friend-

ship with  people outside of his group of “them,” particularly with white Austra-

lians, was useful in highlighting the exclusivity of his own friendship group. In 

describing what it was like to have Lauren, the only white Australian in his 

immediate friendship group, as a friend, he said, “We actually enjoy having 

someone like them around. She says  we’re more fun than other  people. She says 

when you sit with them they just  don’t say anything.”

In their articulation of a sense of similarity and groupness based on a loose 

and variable sense of ethnic identity, young  people evoked essentialized repre-

sen ta tions of themselves as other through their descriptions and justifications 

of their social relationships. As differences  were cast aside in the creation of a 

fixed, essentialized “non- Australian” or “African” sense of self,  these young 

 people approached and manipulated their sense of an us/them binary. Self- 

essentializing through young  people’s descriptions of how they made friends 

allowed them to emphasize a sense of similarity between  those who identified 

as other, and as such allowed for a sense of community and solidarity in the con-

text of the change they had experienced, as well as social conditions over which 

they had  little control in their new environments.
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Many young  people from African backgrounds in Brisbane worked to carve 

out a space for this sense of community to thrive and flourish through their par-

ticipation in a network of under ground “African parties” initiated and attended 

exclusively by and for young  people.

African Parties: Being Together and “Being African”

African parties  were a big deal to a number of  these young  people. As Samah 

told me early in my fieldwork, “You want to get the good answers from me? Come 

to an African party, that’s where it’s gonna happen.”  These parties allowed young 

 people to establish and maintain networks of African peers— and through 

moments of playful exchanges and social drama, to define and revise their sense 

of “being African.”

African parties occurred approximately twice per month during my field-

work and drew crowds of up to one hundred African young  people. Most of my 

participants who attended  these parties  were students at Paddington High. News 

of the parties circulated throughout the city via text messages on mobile phones, 

and although Anglo young  people  were welcome and invited, their ethnic exclu-

sivity was marked in their being commonly referred to as “African parties.” 

Groups of African young  people chipped in to rent halls in community centers 

or pubs for the parties, and they would select, hire and pay a DJ to play  music at 

the event. Parties began anywhere between nine and eleven P.M., usually on a 

Saturday night, and continued into the early hours of the morning.

For African young  people who described their group of friends as being the 

result of active choice based largely on ethnicity, rather than the result of cir-

cumstance, African parties provided a venue from which to actively strengthen 

 those networks. Attendance at African parties also allowed young  people to 

articulate the significance of being African to the formation of their friendship 

groups. When I asked Vic about her school formal she explained, “It was good 

 because I went to an  after party. An African  after party so it was good. . . .  No, 

no one from school, it was all Africans.” In addition to adding substance to her 

school formal, Vic’s description of the party displayed her distinction between 

her school life and her identification with an African community— and the 

higher significance she placed on the latter. While she attended the party with 

her African friends from school, including Zi and Nine, when asked if  there  were 

school friends at the party she responded, “no one from school, it was all 

Africans.”

 These parties  were not, apparently, widely observed or noted by the broader 

community. They often occurred in out- of- the- way locations, such as in a com-

munity hall near a shopping center or on a side street surrounded by few  houses, 

and they occurred late at night. Teachers did not mention the parties and dur-

ing  those that I attended, or  were described to me during my fieldwork,  there 
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was no police presence or neighborhood complaints. According to the young 

 people who or ga nized and attended, it was essential that the parties remain 

unnoticed by the broader population. As they warned, when  these parties drew 

attention from the broader community they  were likely to be interpreted as sig-

nifying deviant be hav ior or pos si ble gang activity. As Samah explained, “When 

they see us all together— any time they see a group of Africans together, police 

come to our stuff.” That they occurred largely and purposefully outside of adult 

awareness reflects their import as places of re sis tance or refuge from broader 

social messages around the perceived danger of large groups of ethnic minority 

young  people socializing exclusively with one another.

The main activity at the parties occurred inside the hall and in the parking 

lot. The parking lot was usually heavi ly populated by between nine and ten P.M. 

and young  people filtered between  here and the hall throughout the night. 

When an African young person arrived, they circulated throughout the guests 

that  were already pre sent and wordlessly shook every one’s hand. Sometimes a 

smile, nod, or brief introduction was offered.  Music and dancing took place 

inside the hall and socializing, and some drinking occurred in the parking lot. 

Hip hop  music could often be heard throughout the parking lot and immediate 

surrounds, and when an Arabic song was occasionally played much of the crowd 

erupted in applause, song, and dance.

Community and belonging  were established at African parties for most 

young  people in attendance out of a shared sense of identity as a singularly “Afri-

can” group. While “being African” provided access and a sense of belonging, 

that phrase was contested and negotiated among the young  people of a wide 

range of ethnic and cultural backgrounds who ascribed to it. Indeed, a central 

endeavor at  these parties among the young  people who attended was to make 

constant reference and amendments to their ascription to, and interpretation 

of, what “being African” meant.

For example, at the first party I attended several young  people had thrown 

their first of many “fancy dress” parties, in which party goers  were encouraged 

to dress up in a costume of their choosing. Most of the girls dressed in a style 

one would not be surprised to find at a Western costume party among young 

 people of the same age— very skimpy and highly sexualized nurse, witch, and 

fairy costumes. When I met Vic and her cousin in the parking lot, they  were both 

alternatively wearing long colorful sheaths of fabric wrapped around their bod-

ies to form long dresses, small lacy hats, long lacy gloves, crosses around their 

necks, and both  were carry ing clutch purses  under their arms. We walked 

through the parking lot and they greeted their friends. When we entered the 

party, another friend ran over to them and said, “Are you Japa nese?! . . .  What are 

you?!” The girls shrieked with laughter and responded, “We are African ladies!”

The very meaning of “being African” was itself appropriated and manipu-

lated at African parties in an exploration of identity and African- ness. Parties 
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provided a space in which to define being African that was removed from the 

direct social management of African- ness initiated and stipulated by  others, 

such as at schools, where it might on the one hand be deemphasized, and on 

the other hand singled out and celebrated in specific, formalized settings (see 

also Forman ).

A sense of essentialized otherness that young  people cultivated in their 

attendance at African parties serves to create a sense of belonging in the Aus-

tralian context. A context through which  these young  people are confronted 

with vari ous structural inequalities and the appeals to integrate and assimilate, 

as well as the complexities and realignments of national ties and kinship and 

social networks. However, as demonstrated in their engagement with the notion 

of “being African” at the fancy dress African party, the constitution of an 

essentialized otherness is hybrid in practice— the bound aries of belonging are 

permeable, and differences may be discarded or evoked in dif fer ent contexts 

(see also Noble et al. , ). Likewise, Noble and Tabar (), in their study 

among a group of Lebanese young  people in Sydney, illustrate how vari ous 

essentialized identities may be articulated in dif fer ent ways in dif fer ent con-

texts as similarities and differences are highlighted and downplayed: “It’s not 

that  there  aren’t differences, or that they  aren’t impor tant, but at this level of 

identification they  aren’t that impor tant, just as, at another level, Lebanese- 

ness becomes less impor tant than wog- ness . . .  in opposition to ‘Australian’ 

students. . . .  This Lebanese- ness . . .  is a curious amalgam of essentializing and 

hybridizing ele ments. Essentializing in that it asserts a given- ness to Lebanese 

identity which naturalizes it; and hybridizing in that it throws together and 

subsumes at least momentarily often quite radical differences.” (Noble and 

Tabar , –)

By positioning themselves as an essentialized, cohesive group through their 

attendance at African parties and in their descriptions of how and why they 

make friends, young  people demonstrated a fluctuating notion of similarity to 

certain  people and difference to  others in relationship to vari ous aspects of eth-

nic identity. In  these instances differences  were cast aside, and the role of 

choice was emphasized in the constitution of a unified sense of otherness to the 

broader population. Conversely, young  people also presented themselves in terms 

of a kind of hybridity which allowed for the deemphasis of ethnic identity, and 

which was subtly articulated in accordance with an emphasis on easy integra-

tion with the broader population through the everyday circumstances of their 

lives.

While young  people, in some instances, described friendship as being based 

on the mundane ele ments of their everyday lives and explic itly denied ethnicity 

as being relevant, in other instances they pointed to ethnicity as central. Their 

emphasis on hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions of themselves through 

how they made friends both echoed and resisted the messages inherent in the 
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discourses of integration and tolerance emphasized in their schools and in the 

broader social environment.

Friendship and Identity Work

While their tendency to affirm or deny the significance of race or ethnicity can-

not neatly be divided along  these lines,  whether or not young  people emphasized 

skin color or country of origin in explanations of friendship making frequently 

differed in response to local context. Most students who attended Kedron Club 

 were enrolled in a school where they  were segregated from the broader student 

population in ELL- only classrooms.  These young  people projected a hybridized 

repre sen ta tion of their friendship making pro cess and frequently argued that 

“skin color  doesn’t  matter,” that they do not chose their friends, and that they 

like to “mix it up” in accounting for how they made friends.

On the other hand, the young  people who attended Paddington High  were 

mainstreamed with the broader student population and more directly exposed 

to a strong integrationist rhe toric which emphasized the supposed insignificance 

of race. The majority of the young  people who attended this school, as demon-

strated by Samah in the  earlier example, tended to distinguish themselves and 

their friendships choices as based almost exclusively upon an essentialized 

depiction of “being black.”  Here it can be observed that young  people’s affirma-

tion and denial of the relevance of race was mobilized in dialogue with the pre-

dominant ways in which they encountered multicultural discourse based upon 

integration and tolerance in their daily lives.

In their hybridized self- representations, such as demonstrated largely among 

 those who attended Kedron Club, young  people reflected a kind of symbolic cap-

ital whereby they demonstrated an understanding of the value of overcoming 

difference emphasized in the rhe toric of integration (Bourdieu ). However, 

as they maintained the irrelevance of ethnicity to their sense of identity and 

belonging, young  people spoke back to and subtly resisted a notion of tolerance 

that posits ethnic difference as something that should be accentuated and cel-

ebrated. In the emphasis of their capacity to merge and incorporate difference, 

assertions such as “I just  don’t think of it,” “race stuff  doesn’t  really  matter to 

me” and “we like to mix it up”  were frequently made in interviews with me when 

I asked them how they made friends.

 These assertions may be explained in part by the interview context itself. 

Young  people  were more likely to banter back and forth about skin color while 

talking with one another than they  were to openly discuss it with me in response 

to my follow up questions. Their reluctance to acknowledge the role of race in 

friendships again demonstrates an understanding that they  were not supposed 

to see race as a relevant issue in their lives. While visiting with Santino and his 

 brothers and  sisters in their home, they  were telling me who their friends  were 

and describing them as “Aussie friends versus “African friends.” When I began 
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to pursue this distinction and probe the significance to friendships of where 

 people are from, the direction of the conversation changed quickly, and they par-

roted back, nearly in unison in a tone verging on sing- songy, “No, skin  doesn’t 

 matter.” The trajectory of this conversation is exemplary of many  others in which 

young  people accounted for their friendships in racialized terms and subse-

quently denied the relevance of race in response to further questions.

Emphasizing a lack of significance of racial categories in forging friendships 

allowed my in for mants to demonstrate their often legitimate inattention to skin 

color in their personal relationships, as well as to subvert perceived racial bound-

aries and inequalities. However, such hybridized self- representations also allowed 

young  people to echo dominant discourse of how race  ought not to  matter to 

them. On the other hand, presenting their race and ethnic identity in essential-

ized ways allowed them to subtly challenge that claim and to forge a sense of 

community, solidarity and belonging.

“Being black,” when actively claimed by young  people, carried with it a pos-

itive feeling of inclusion based upon the cool and the re sis tance of a counter- 

white identity. Such self- conscious racial essentialism however, also emerged in 

a kind of subtle re sis tance to the integrationist discourse that was so heavi ly 

promoted at Paddington High. As I discussed in chapter ,  under the broad 

framework of multiculturalism, rhe toric at Paddington High sought to frame 

young  people as devoid of any po liti cally incorrect differences (such as skin color) 

that might threaten to distinguish them from the broader student body, thereby 

inhibiting integration.

When an announcement was made for “international students” during the 

school lunch period one after noon, I was rhetorically asked by Vic, “Why  aren’t 

we ‘international?’ ” She answered her own question, “ We’re not international 

 because  we’re the multiculturals.  We’re not supposed to be all about black, but 

 we’re the multiculturals.” Vic and her friends understood the subtle cues that 

they  were not supposed to emphasize their black identities in  favor of integra-

tion within the school environment outside of  those occasions when they  were 

called upon to do so. At the same time, in some aspects of their school experi-

ence,  these young  people  were characterized as eliciting a sense of tolerance 

through the cele bration of their cultural and ethnic difference. They demon-

strated an awareness of the complex denial of race while embracing cultural 

difference in their repre sen ta tion and justification of their friendships. Some-

times they countered the integrationist push with racialized self- essentialism in 

the form of near constant references to race and skin color as central to their 

social relationships. And sometimes they did the opposite.

That is, in their descriptions of how they made friends young  people empha-

sized hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions of themselves that both 

echoed and resisted the messages inherent in the discourses of integration and 

tolerance emphasized in their schools and in the broader social environment. 
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Furthermore, as they engaged with tensions of belonging, essentializing and 

hybridizing repre sen ta tions of themselves often merged, overlapped, and some-

times contradicted one another. As they oscillated emphasis between  these dual 

explanations for how they constituted social relationships they drew upon dif-

fer ent implications for their sense of self- understanding and social belonging.

The vari ous ways in which young  people sought and discussed boyfriends 

and girlfriends was similarly instrumental to their identity work. Opposed to the 

ways in which they at times justified their friendships as based on circumstance, 

however, dating was more explic itly about choice, and most often with par tic u lar 

reference to skin color. While they did “mix it up” by dating  people of dif fer ent 

racial and ethnic backgrounds, in the course of my fieldwork I never heard  these 

young  people argue that “skin color  doesn’t  matter” when it came to dating. 

Instead, they seemed to choose and justify their dating relationships with explicit 

and unapologetic consideration for skin color or other associations with race and 

ethnicity.

Ethnicity, Race and Romantic Relationships

For the Burmese, Chin, and Karen girls at Kedron Club, boyfriends  were an 

increasingly common and charged topic of conversation over the course of my 

fieldwork.  These girls especially referred to skin color and ethnic background in 

terms of who they “liked,” “loved” or wanted to date.  There was  great variance 

of racial and ethnic dating preferences, both between the girls and among indi-

viduals over time.

Eh Eh, was Karen and thirteen years old when we first met. She was from 

Burma but had spent the majority of her life in Tham Hin refugee camp in Thai-

land, before relocating to Australia only one year prior. Her current boyfriend, 

whom she was keeping secret from her  mother, was Karen as well. Jessica, also 

thirteen, Karen, and relocated from the same refugee camp two years prior 

explained, “It’s so funny, Eh Eh said ‘no Karen boy.’ But  after a few months she 

has a Karen boyfriend! She thought  she’d have Australian [thinking], no, Indo-

nesian boy.” When I ask what “type” of boyfriend she and her sixteen- year- old 

 sister Catalina, would like, Catalina joined the conversation and explained, “Me, 

only one. Karen boy. Just one.” She looked at Jessica laughing and went on, “She 

told me the other day . . .  she wants many.” Both girls continued laughing as Jess 

explained, “I want one Australia, one from another, then last one, Karen . . .  I 

want five!” Catalina added, “But last one, Karen. Last one.”

One day  after school at Kedron Club, Wah Wah, a fourteen- year- old Karen 

girl originally from Burma and most recently from the Tham Hin refugee camp 

was playing a fortune- telling game with Jessica. They traced their hand onto a 

piece of paper and labeled a dif fer ent category for each of their five fin gers: pro-

fession, wealth, transport,  house, and marriage. In the center of the hand, 
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dif fer ent options for each of the categories  were listed, such as, for the category 

of wealth: “rich, poor, not rich but a  little bit of money;” for marriage: “married, 

promise, boyfriend, lied to,” and so forth. The marriage category generated the 

most enthusiasm.

Wah Wah started to clap her hands and jump up and down upon learning 

of her results. She exclaimed, “It said I  will marry an En glish! I like En glish, not 

Asian boy . . .  this one is Australian.” Jessica too was excited  because according 

to her fortune, she  will “marry Karen boy.” Wah Wah explained, “Jess likes Karen 

boy! Yay! Cat like only Karen boy too!” They played this game for some time and 

continued to get excited about their own and one another’s results. Their pref-

erences in marriage partner  were always articulated based on skin color or some 

other signifier of ethnic background, and while  these preferences differed 

between the girls they  were aware and supportive of  these differences and of the 

specific preferences of one another.

Approximately ten months  after this game was recorded in my field notes 

most of  these girls had boyfriends for the first time— the topic of dating became 

ever more contentious and complicated, with race and ethnicity still dis-

cussed as central to their dating choices. Many of the girls, including Eh Eh and 

Wah Wah as well as Ce Ce and Jenna, both thirteen, Karen, and from Burma, 

had white Australian boyfriends, who at this time also began to regularly 

attend Kedron Club. This was the first time any white Australian young  people 

had attended.

Over a two- month period the girls continually broke up with and traded 

 these boyfriends between one another. Wah Wah began dating Jenna’s previous 

boyfriend and Ce Ce began dating the boy Wah Wah dated prior to Jenna’s boy-

friend. This boyfriend swapping did not appear to affect their friendships with 

one another— instead they continued to excitedly and playfully discuss dating 

options based on ever changing racial and ethnic preferences. During this 

period, the girls oscillated between their preferences for Karen or white Austra-

lian boys but giggled at the prospect of dating “African” boys. When her friends 

asked if she would choose an “Australian” boyfriend, Lisa responded that she did 

not know and provided the same response when asked if she would choose a 

Burmese boyfriend. However, when I followed up this line of questioning and 

asked if she would pick an African boyfriend, Lisa laughed, looked surprised and 

said, “African?” When I questioned this shocked reaction Jenna too laughed at 

the prospect and claimed that while  there  were “no rules” about dating African 

boys, she personally would not.

 Toward the end of this two- month period in which the girls showed the most 

interest in dating “Aussie boys,” a shift occurred, and many of them, including 

Jenna, began to express an interest in dating “African” or “black” boys. The girls 

started breaking up more permanently with their white Australian boyfriends 

and  these boys  stopped attending Kedron Club. Ce Ce explained why she ended 
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her relationship with an Australian boyfriend. She said, “I saw him do something. 

I saw him do  things like a girl. Squeal like a girl. And he  can’t dance. I saw this, 

and I just thought, ‘Awwwe.’ I was so disappointed. I  don’t like this. Now I  will 

go out with African boyfriend.”

Ce Ce  later explained that at her church she and some of her friends had 

been criticized for having Australian boyfriends rather than being interested in 

Karen boys and that this influenced her decision to date  people of many dif fer ent 

ethnic backgrounds and skin colors. She said, “Every one at church said we [Ce 

Ce, Jenna, Eh Eh and Wah Wah]  don’t love Karen, so now I’m gonna go out with 

black  people! I’ll go to New York city where they can dance!”

The African boys at Kedron Club  were not as vocal or direct around me, nor 

do I suspect with one another, about whom they wanted to date. They did, how-

ever, regularly make more indirect comments about how unattainable or unlikely 

it might be to date “white girls” or “Australian girls.” Stephen, a sixteen- year- old 

Sudanese boy, commented to Santino while discussing dating one day, “it would 

be funny if an African gets an Australian for a girlfriend. . . .  No, it  doesn’t  really 

happen man.” And Santino equated whiteness with beauty while watching a 

movie in which the two main characters  were white, but the man was depicted 

to be less physically attractive than the  woman. He said, “She’s white and beau-

tiful; he’s fat and ugly. How’s he ever gonna get her? Fat guy  can’t get hot white 

girl! Girls  don’t all like nice. They like face, body, arms. At my school the fat 

 people are nice, and they get nothing.” Conversely, at Paddington High, the Afri-

can boys lamented the fact that  there  were not enough “hot African girls” for 

them to date. As Tino quite regularly expressed, “ There  aren’t heaps of African 

girls at this school! We need African girls!”

“Next I  Will Go Out with African Boy”: Dating and Identity

All of the young  people, with whom I spent time throughout the course of my 

fieldwork, frequently discussed skin color or other signifiers of ethnic back-

ground in accordance with dating. Many spoke directly to their own and their 

friend’s personal preferences for the ethnic background and skin color of the 

 people they wanted to date. For some, the preference was to date a person of 

the same background and skin color as themselves. For  others, it was to date a 

person of a dif fer ent and specific ethnic background and skin color than their 

own, which often changed over time. Moreover,  there was an apparent gendered 

ele ment to young  people’s choices around dating and racial preference with 

girls acting more explic itly as consumers of the racial ele ments of their romantic 

partners.

While young  people at least some of the time argued that skin color was not 

relevant in their friendship choices, they almost never made this argument when 

describing their preferences in romantic relationships. Although  these descrip-

tions of sexual and romantic preferences have racist undertones and effects, 
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 these young  people did not appear to understand their social worlds in such 

terms in all realms of their lives or, indeed, in all of their social relationships. This 

variability demonstrates what Herron () describes as a “perverse cosmo-

politanism,” in which young  people can use racist terms to frame some domains 

of their lives and demonstrate inclusiveness in  others.

By seeking boyfriends and girlfriends of the same ethnic background as 

themselves they could maintain a sense of group solidarity and cohesion as well 

as appease parental pressures, while by seeking someone of a dif fer ent ethnic 

background to themselves they could challenge  those norms. An expressed pref-

erence for dating  people perceived as ethnically or racially “dif fer ent” may be 

employed by young  people to express a flexible and hybridized sense of self 

through association, while the desire to date  people perceived as ethnically or 

racially “same” may be conversely mobilized in order to express an  imagined 

essentialized sense of self and connectedness to a par tic u lar group.

I’m not suggesting that  these young  people invariably choose who they 

want to date (or, for that  matter, be friends with) for specifically self- conscious 

or strategic reasons having to do with some sense of who they are or who and how 

they want to be. More likely, like every one  else, they develop preferences and 

attractions to  people they meet and spend time with. Perhaps, as Ce Ce expressed, 

she  really did just want to date someone who was a good dancer and was not as 

interested in someone who was not. Instead my interest  here is in the ways in 

which  these young  people discuss, justify, and constantly refer to their relation-

ships in terms of skin color and ethnic identity. Such explanations not only dem-

onstrate their interest in and attention to ethnicity and race, but also allow 

 these young  people to speak back to structural influences or limitations to which 

they are exposed in their larger social environment.

Familial expectations, for the majority of  these young  people, dictated a 

strong preference for them to date someone of their own cultural and ethnic 

background.  There  were, of course, some exceptions, where parents expressed a 

desire for their  children to socialize with white Australian young  people for sev-

eral reasons, such as to foster integration, to enhance En glish language skills, 

and to avoid the negative social stigma of ethnic minority youth association with 

“gangs.” Young  people as well sought to assimilate and integrate into the domi-

nant culture and  were aware of messages to do so at the school, community and 

national level. Dating provided a means for  these young  people both to assert 

their own desires and to indirectly respond to  those messages.

Ce Ce initially wanted to date only white Eu ro pean or Australian boys and 

outwardly rejected boys of both Asian and African backgrounds. Conceivably, 

this preference was rooted in some level of desire to fit in with or become more a 

part of the perceived white majority population. While she did not apparently 

achieve this sense of inclusion within the white majority in the school context 

and was teased for her accent and her imperfect spoken En glish, she was also 
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 later rejected by members of her own ethnic background at the Karen church 

for not dating within that community. It was  after communicating this latter 

sense of rejection that she began to articulate an abandonment of her  earlier 

desire to fit in with the what she perceived as the mainstream majority popu-

lation and the desire to seek a sense of belonging elsewhere. For Ce Ce, rebel-

lion took the form of expressing a desire to date from another group that she 

perceived, based on skin color, as equally or even more marginalized than 

herself.

 These young  people experience the social pressures of defining how and 

where they fit both within their own familial and ethnic groups, and within the 

broad national context in which they live—an environment wherein they 

look dif fer ent to most of the population and where they perceive themselves to 

be directly and indirectly singled out, based on their skin color, and through 

the discourses of integration and tolerance to which they are regularly exposed. 

As they seek and define their dating relationships, they explore their own curi-

osity and interest in skin color. In  doing so, they may honor and reject the vari-

ous pressures around ethnic affiliation to which they are exposed as they define 

a sense of self and social belonging in relation to their peers.  After having explored 

the ways in which young  people’s descriptions of their friendships and their dat-

ing preferences are reflected in their complex and emergent sense of them-

selves, let me now turn to the role of conflict and what it means for such 

relationships.

Conflict and Resolution among Friends

I pre sent  here, three conflict situations that occurred over the course of my field-

work.  These periodic episodes usually manifested in an emotional outbreak, 

followed by a period in which participants generally settled into the same friend-

ship roles as prior to the conflict. Such moments seemingly allowed young 

 people to voice similarities and differences to one another, which  were some-

times masked in the outward projection of both an essentialized sense of group-

ness and the hybridized ability to get along despite cultural and ethnic difference. 

Moreover, the investment in the resolution of the conflict, among young  people 

not directly involved in the conflict itself, demonstrates the significance of a 

sense of group solidarity.

Nine and Tino

In the Paddington High courtyard during one lunch hour, a group of African boys 

 were playing a betting game that involved rolling change  toward a cement wall. 

Zi and Nine  were involved in the game peripherally but as far as I could tell they 

 were mostly just lingering by the wall and taking the money that  others threw. 

Samah was sitting with Tino and said to him, “Nine and Zi,  they’re bad  people 
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man.” Tino agreed, “Yeah, they have no re spect.” Their comments surprised me. 

Not only  were Tino and Nine cousins, but as far as I had observed up to this 

point, both Samah and Tino  were friends with Nine and Zi. Together, they called 

themselves “the Africans.” They sat together at “the African  table,” spent lunch 

times joking and hanging out, and attended African parties together.

 After a time Nine gave up his wall lingering and walked over to where 

Samah, Tino and I  were sitting and watching the game when Tino said some-

thing to him about cheating. Nine looked upset and confused. He said, “Was I 

even over  there?! Was I playing?! Why are you being like this to me man? What’s 

wrong with you?” Tino, quickly moving from mumbling and dismissive, to very 

angry and agitated, shouted back at him, “ Because you owe me money!” He then 

turned  toward Samah, gestured  toward Nine and said, “he took what is mine. It 

was $, and it’s been three months! I  don’t take what’s yours! You took what’s 

mine!” Zi, who at this point was standing with Nine and the  others attempted 

to lighten the mood. He said to me, motioning  toward Tino, “This guy is on drugs. 

I’ve never seen this guy act like this.”

Reconstructing the issue based on the accusations that  were made and the 

answers to questions I  later asked Tino, Nine and Samah, this is what I gathered. 

Nine borrowed a new microphone that Tino bought three months prior and 

failed to return it or reimburse Tino. During the fight, Nine initially argued back, 

addressing me, Samah, Zi, Tino, and  others in close proximity, “I told him I lost 

it!” To this Tino responded, “Then pay me back!” They argued back and forth like 

this, with Nine saying that he would pay Tino back and Tino doubting this claim 

and urging Nine to make it happen. Throughout their heated conversation, Nine 

kept bringing up that he  really was not cheating in the game, as Tino had origi-

nally accused him when the argument started and ignoring the microphone 

issue. Tino only responded by restating the microphone issue and ignoring the 

initial game cheating accusation. Nine acted bewildered as he stood above Tino. 

Shaking his head, he repeated, “Why are you being like this to me. What’s wrong 

with you?” Tino, also very upset and emotional, kept responding, “I  don’t give a 

fuck; you owe me money.”

During the argument, Zi had slipped away and was sitting nearby at their 

mutual  table of friends. The group was aware of what was happening and tenta-

tively and repeatedly looked over but did not interject. Samah tried to mediate 

and eventually Vic came over to join her. They addressed the dif fer ent topics 

Nine and Tino  were arguing over and concluded that Nine may not have been 

cheating at the game, but that he did owe Tino for the microphone. When Tino 

and Nine began arguing over  whether the microphone was $ or $, Vic told 

them to agree on $ and work on that basis, and Tino would only lose $. Then 

Vic said, “You guys are  family,  don’t be like this over money.” Tino responded to 

this comment with renewed heightened emotion: “I  don’t want to be  family with 

you anymore! I  don’t care about you! You took what’s mine!” Nine responded that 
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he would pay Tino back soon and the subject was dropped. Vic and Samah began 

talking about something  else and the boys continued to sit next to each other 

but did not speak for the short remainder of the lunch period. The  whole epi-

sode lasted for about fifteen minutes.

 Later that night, Nine and Tino  were hanging out near each other in a group 

at a school function and  there was no evidence of any tension between them. 

They posed for photos with their arms around each other and laughed at the 

same jokes. I asked Vic if they made up and she said, “Yeah,  they’re fine now . . .  

I  don’t know. They worked it out.” The next day when I asked Nine if they made 

up he said, “Nah, all I have to do is pay him back and I’m fine. Maybe he was not 

having a good day.”  Later I asked Tino if he thought Nine would pay him back 

and he said no. When I asked if he was still mad he looked away, smiled and qui-

etly said, “Yeah,  until I get my money.” To my knowledge Nine never paid Tino 

back and they never fought about the issue again. Their relationship remains 

intact.

Jenna, Ce Ce, and Atong

This conflict occurred between three girls at Kedron Club, and rather than being 

acted out in a brief upheaval, it lasted for several weeks before the relation-

ship between the main players was eventually stabilized. Two friends, Ce Ce, 

Karen and in eighth grade, and Jenna, Chin and in eighth grade, had a fight. 

When Atong, Sudanese and in ninth grade, took Jenna’s side, Ce Ce and Atong 

began to fight. As Ce Ce explained, the fight began when Jenna allegedly offered 

to read something aloud in class for Ce Ce’s friend Wah Wah  because Wah 

Wah’s reading was slow. When Ce Ce got angry at Jenna for “making fun” of her 

friend’s reading, the fight began. As Ce Ce explained:

I told her shut up. I told her shut up and now she mad at me. I  don’t care. 

OK, Wah Wah was reading and Jenna said, “Can I read that for her?” so I 

said shut up to her. See, sometime when we read we have broken En glish. 

So, when Wah Wah read, she make fun and I told her shut up. And then 

she get mad and she tell me I’m selfish. She tell me that she learned it 

that October  people are selfish. My birthday is October. Selfish mean you 

only care about yourself. When someone say something like this to me I 

 don’t forgive it. I get very angry. I never forgive it.

She went on to explain how Atong got involved:

I would be friend with Jenna again but not if she friend with Atong. She 

think she is the best! She told Jenna not to give it up if I  don’t say sorry. 

Why should I say sorry! She told me  she’d kill me! She told me if she was 

in Africa she just bring a knife to school and  she’d kill me! I said let’s try! 

If she kill me, I say thank you. Then I’d be a ghost. It  doesn’t  matter  because 
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if you die all your pain and prob lem just move on. It  doesn’t stay. She said 

 she’d kill me and I tell her let’s try! I’m not scared of her.

At the point when this conflict occurred two distinct groups  were forming 

at Kedron Club: one consisted of Jenna, Atong, and Lisa, Burmese and in grade 

eight; and the other consisted of Wah Wah, and Ce Ce who  were cousins as well 

as friends. Four other Karen girls, Jessica, Catalina, Paw Wah, and Eh Eh, floated 

between the groups.  These four girls  were pre sent when Ce Ce told me the story. 

They advocated for the fight to end and encouraged Ce Ce that her relationship 

with Jenna could easily be sal vaged. They did not mention Atong. Wah Wah, 

whose reading Ce Ce originally defended at the start of the fight, said, “They  will 

be friend again at camp. I know it. They  will be best friend.” Ce Ce repeated that 

this would not happen as long as Jenna stayed friends with Atong. Catalina 

added, “Yeah, I told her they  will be friends again. I know  because I fight with 

 people before and now we are friends.”

Ce Ce and Mathew

This final example is of a conflict that arose at a shopping mall between Mathew, 

Lisa’s younger  brother, and Ce Ce. Mathew and Lisa are Burmese, Muslim, and 

primarily speak Burmese, and Ce Ce is Karen, Christian, and primarily speaks 

Karen. Although  these differences did not apparently interfere in Lisa’s friend-

ship with Ce Ce, in this instance they erupted in conflict between Ce Ce and 

Lisa’s  brother, Mathew. Besides Ce Ce, Mathew, and Lisa, Wah Wah, Catalina, 

and her  sister Jessica  were at the mall when the conflict arose.

The fight began at the food court when Lisa and I went to buy food for the 

 others. When we returned, Mathew was crying with his head turned away from 

the group. Every one looked uncomfortable and no one spoke. Lisa talked to 

Mathew in Burmese and no one  else said anything or would answer my ques-

tions. Every one looked away and said they  didn’t know what happened. Lisa 

and Mathew privately bickered as Lisa tried to ascertain what happened. Even-

tually Mathew told me that Ce Ce spit in his face twice. He was glaring at her 

when he told me. Ce Ce said it was an accident and Mathew said it was on pur-

pose. Lisa rolled her eyes and looked frustrated. Fi nally, Ce Ce glared at Mathew 

and said, “I know all about you.”

When we left the food court, Lisa walked with me  behind the  others and 

told me that Ce Ce swore at her  brother but that she is saying he swore at her 

first. She went on to say, “I  can’t be mad  because I  don’t know the truth. . . .  But 

why does she say, ‘I know about him.’ . . .  She knows about him?! She  doesn’t 

know anything about my  brother; she  doesn’t know my  brother; she just met my 

 brother one time!” She then revealed that she “ doesn’t always like” Ce Ce, 

although they hang out together in the same group, and that Ce Ce can be mean 

and lies sometimes. Lisa reflected that maybe this is so  because “She  doesn’t have 
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a mommy and  daddy.” Lisa and Mathew walked together and held hands, and 

Ce Ce, Wah Wah, Jessica and Catalina walked together.

 Later,  after Lisa talked to the  others, she and Catalina told me that Ce Ce 

got mad at Mathew  because he was “speaking in Burmese language” and Ce 

Ce  didn’t understand it and thought he was “saying something naughty.” Lisa 

said, “He  wasn’t saying something naughty though, they just  don’t understand 

Burmese language.” When Lisa and Mathew left, Lisa hugged every one good-

bye, including Ce Ce. Lisa, Mathew, and Ce Ce  didn’t speak of the issue again. 

When Mathew and Ce Ce  were next together in a group they did not interact with 

one another directly and no further conflict episodes arose. Similarly, no explicit 

conflicts arose between Lisa and Ce Ce, although their relationship with one 

another did not appear to be as close as each of them with the other girls.

On the way home from the mall on the day of the fight, in the parking lot, 

Catalina and Jess told me their version of the story. Catalina explained:

I’ll tell you a secret. Mathew is very naughty. He was talking in Burmese 

language and Wah Wah and Ce Ce  don’t understand it, but I know a  little 

bit of Burmese language, so I know what he said. . . .  Oh, I  don’t want to 

say it; it’s too bad. . . .  He said that her parents  don’t take care of her or 

something like that. She  didn’t understand it, but she knew he was say-

ing bad  things, so she get mad at him. Wah Wah told him to shut up and 

he said, “I hate Christian.” And she is a Christian. But I am a Christian 

too. He said that in En glish. He said it twice. He said “I hate Christian. I 

hate Christian.”

When I asked who they thought was at fault they replied in unison, “both.” 

They explained that Ce Ce was also at fault  because, although Mathew said  things 

that place some of the blame on him, as Catalina explained, “She says  things that 

are mean and  doesn’t think not to hurt your feelings.” Jessica said that she 

thought Wah Wah started the fight  because as soon as Mathew began to speak 

Burmese she said, “Shut up.”

Identity at Work in Conflicts

In analyzing the implications of  these moments of conflict I’ll first point out the 

obvious. Sometimes a fight is just that— a fight. And conflict is no more signifi-

cant or unique to the relationships between  these young  people than it is for 

any other. However, within the heated exchanges illustrated above, moments in 

which young  people negotiated, revised and reinforced a sense of themselves and 

where they fit in relationship to one another  were brought to life, often with clear 

reference to signifiers of ethnic background, religion and language.

 These examples demonstrate how young  people’s emphasis on their simi-

larity to one another, in relationship to the wider population, may be called 

into question, allowing for the articulation of difference within friendship 
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groups. In other instances,  these fights demonstrate how young  people’s 

emphasis on their ability to merge differences of cultural and ethnic back-

ground may also sometimes be compromised. The conflicts represent moments 

when young  people’s outward projection of an essentialized sense of group-

ness, or a hybridized capacity to “mix it up” is momentarily disrupted, and 

when differences between young  people which are often downplayed are 

directly engaged.

Ce Ce, Jenna, Atong, and Wah Wah, all attended Kedron Club together and 

 were enrolled in ELL classes separate from the larger student body. Ce Ce’s ini-

tial anger at what she saw as Jenna’s transgression in highlighting Wah Wah’s 

insufficient reading abilities, points to the fragility of  these young  people’s sense 

of place and belonging, as well as the ferocity with which they might safeguard 

what standing they have. All of  these girls described their friendships as based 

largely upon circumstance rather than deliberate choice, and all regularly 

emphasized how  little racial or ethnic background mattered to the making and 

maintaining of their friendships. When they fought, despite their regular claims 

of the insignificance of ethnicity, they fell back on culturally ascribed and ste-

reo typical differences in fighting styles. When Atong threatened what she would 

do if she  were “in Africa,” Ce Ce countered by arguing that it would not  matter 

 because she would be a ghost. Atong  later relayed to me in her description of 

the conflict that, “ here we fight, but we fight with words not fighting.” As they 

established where they fit in the social context, their varied claims of similarity 

and difference to one another  were continually renegotiated through momen-

tary episodes of upheaval.

In their brief but intense argument, Ce Ce and Mathew addressed differ-

ences in language and religion which  were often brushed aside in their daily 

lives and in their outward repre sen ta tion of the insignificance of background 

and their ability to merge difference. Although many of  these young  people reg-

ularly emphasized the irrelevance of differences based on aspects of ethnicity, 

in the heated moments when conflict arose they differentiated themselves by 

drawing on the very differences which they downplayed or denied in other con-

texts. Conflicts allowed for the articulation of  those heavi ly laden differences 

between friends which  were most often articulated as hardly relevant to their 

relationships with one another.

While the conflicts of Ce Ce, Mathew, Jenna, and Atong  were all among  those 

who attended Kedron Club and outwardly reflected the ability to merge and over-

come difference through the description of their social relationships, the conflict 

that arose between Nine and Tino emerged from a dif fer ent foundation. Nine and 

Tino and their friendship group of “the Africans” all attended Paddington High 

where they  were mainstreamed, and where they regularly articulated their differ-

ences from the broader student body and an essentialized sense of groupness 

with one another. Momentary conflict allowed them to address disagreements or 
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ruptures in their relationships while maintaining their outward projection of an 

essentialized affiliation with one another.

 These conflicts, at least briefly, deconstructed a sense of essentialized group 

similarity or hybridized ability to disregard difference. When this happened, 

other  people in the friendship group often stepped in to ensure that  those in 

conflict eventually resumed their usual relationships and roles. Vic and Samah 

actively mediated to reach resolution between Nine and Tino, while the  table of 

boys disengaged but kept close tabs as the situation unfolded. Similarly, when 

Ce Ce and Jenna fought, Wah Wah and Catalina promised the continuity of their 

friendship.

The role of mediation  here demonstrates the importance of friendship and 

connectedness in  these young  people’s lives. This is also evidenced in their ten-

dency to voice issues or differences in moments of heightened emotional inten-

sity and subsequently allow the friendships and a sense of normalcy to resume, 

often despite the lack of an outcome which offers any clear resolution to the con-

flict. The importance of a sense of group connectedness is evidenced in  these 

conflicts, sometimes even over personal preferences. While Samah could observe 

in a casual and detached way that Nine and Zi  were “bad  people,” her friendship 

and affiliation with them was not affected or questioned despite this opinion.

While young  people may describe and justify their relationships in ways 

which allow them to represent themselves in multiple and sometimes seemingly 

contradictory ways, such moments of escalated emotion and tension can reveal 

a fragility in  those justifications— justifications which emerge in intimate rela-

tionship to the outward projection or denial of ethnic difference. The relevance 

of the wider group in resolving, moving beyond, or downplaying conflict dem-

onstrates a sense of collective investment in  those justifications insofar as they 

help to maintain a sense of group belonging and the established projection of 

the degree to which ethnic and racial background is relevant to friendships.

Relationships and Responsiveness in Context

Everyday social relationships, particularly for  these young  people who have been 

through forced migration, relocation. and the breakdown and realignment of 

vari ous kin and social networks that the pro cess entails, are essential in the con-

stitution of a sense of self understanding and social belonging. Both friendship 

and romantic relationships provided a platform from which young  people  were 

able to assert or deny a sense of racial and ethnic identity, through the ways in 

which they justified how and why they  were drawn to one another. An active 

emphasis on choice allowed them to embrace their sense of racial and ethnic 

identity while a passive emphasis on circumstance helped them to subvert the 

limitations of  those categories. Their emphasis on socializing outside their group 

versus inside, and  whether that was determined by choice, circumstance or some 
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form of coercion, provided a way to affect their sense of self and belonging in 

the everyday landscape of multiculturalism. The ways in which they described 

friendships and chose romantic partners reflects and rejects the language of the 

multicultural ideal as they encountered it in their daily lives. Moreover, an analy-

sis of the multiple lines along which young  people connect to, and differentiate 

themselves from, one another serves to highlight their diverse practices of both 

inclusion and exclusion in multicultural context (Harris and Herron ).

Young  people portrayed hybridized repre sen ta tions of themselves and their 

ability to “mix it up” and forge friendships with  others from “any country” 

through their explicit denial of the consequence of ethnic signifiers such as 

country of origin or language. In other contexts, they presented essentialized 

repre sen ta tions of themselves through the justification of their friendships 

largely based on being “African” or being “other” than what they perceived as 

the mainstream population. Furthermore, they actively sought romantic rela-

tionships with  others on the explicit basis of skin color. This allowed them to 

articulate a sense of affiliation and solidarity along with a cohesive and bounded 

group, drawn from markers of race or ethnicity, or, alternatively, to rebel against 

such limiting associations. In moments of conflict, the claims of sameness and 

difference to one another that young  people asserted in justifications of their 

social and romantic relationships  were momentarily called into question.

Young  people’s relationships with one another are constituted, maintained 

and redefined in the context of, and in dynamic response to, a range of outside 

and often conflicting social pressures. In this context, such social pressures 

range from the more intimate familial expectations, to the wider messages 

emerging from Australian multicultural discourse to conform and to integrate, 

or conversely, to celebrate ethnic difference. But does their emphasis on “mix-

ing it up,” versus mostly hanging out with “ people other than Australians” or 

“the Africans,”  really reflect the multicultural discourse to which they  were reg-

ularly exposed, or is it just a preference?

To my observations it was a  little bit of both. While the establishment of 

their relationships is certainly in large part related to  those indefinable nuances 

of affinity and circumstance, the ways in which they described them reflects a 

subtle engagement with the framing constructs of their lives. The justification 

and maintenance of their social relationships can act as a form of re sis tance or 

response to both social marginalization and to the popu lar discourses used to 

confront it. Justifications of their relationships provides a foundation for sociopo-

liti cal responsiveness by allowing young  people to perpetuate a sense of self- 

understanding based on skin color and ethnic identification, on the one hand, 

and providing a basis from which to articulate its lack of relevance and import 

to their lives, on the other.

The focus of this chapter has been on the everyday activities through which 

young  people from refugee backgrounds define a sense of self. Central to their 
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everyday identity pro cesses is the making and unmaking of social relationships. 

In the next chapter I  will step away from the everyday nuances of identity work 

and explore the more explic itly self- conscious and performative aspects of how 

 these young  people define a sense of self and belonging. In their performative 

repre sen ta tions of identity young  people engage ethnic capital to constitute a 

sense of affiliation with racial and ethnic groups, and to speak to the multicul-

tural discourses of integration and tolerance.
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Opportunities  were ample for  these young refugees in Australia to display, or 

more formally articulate, a sense of themselves in circumstances which I broadly 

describe as performative— those that stood apart from the mundane dynamics 

of everyday life. Social per for mance, as it emerged from several platforms includ-

ing activities initiated at Paddington High and Kedron Club, allowed for a more 

explic itly self- conscious engagement among young  people with how they con-

ceived of and sought to represent themselves. Through per for mance drawn from 

the intersections between memory, lived experience, and their personal imagi-

nary,  these young  people cultivated alignments and affiliations with cultural, 

ethnic, and racial groups.  Doing so allowed them to respond to the multicul-

tural discourses that framed their everyday lives in creative and sometimes 

paradoxical ways.

As avid consumers of commodities and ideas from resources that traverse 

national borders, young  people’s performative acts occur locally but increasingly 

derive meaning from global resources (Correa- Velez et al. ; see also Laura 

Moran ). Indeed, intimate relationships among young  people no longer 

emerge solely from within the bounds of the community in which they live, but 

increasingly develop through social media in the form of what Chambers () 

describes as “mediated intimacies.” Such mediated intimacies act as a kind of 

social capital and provoke public demonstrations of social connection which 

have arguably altered the meaning and experience of intimacy for young  people 

(Chambers ).  These virtual, transnational connections also aid in young 

 people’s exposure to and use of a range of transnational cultural commodities. 

However, the development of virtual personal bonds and the creative mobiliza-

tion of global resources that are often the result of such relationships emerges 

in relation to local narrative contexts and aids in the pro cess of cultivating 

belonging therein. In their assertions of belonging in local context, the 

Performing Identity

Capital and Connecting in Multicultural Context

5
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flexibility through which young  people cultivated a sense of themselves through 

diverse cultural resources was sometimes deemphasized in their performative 

projection of fixed and immutable identities.

Per for mance provides an ave nue for an especially deliberate engagement 

with multicultural context. While their everyday interactions demonstrate an 

oscillating affirmation and denial of the relevance of racial and ethnic identity 

in dif fer ent circumstances, performing identity represents a unique moment of 

particularly heightened, self- conscious intercultural exchange. Removed from 

the delicacy, nuance, and savvy so useful in everyday multicultural context, per-

for mance permits more pointed repre sen ta tions of identity. In performative 

moments, young  people engaged with what I describe as symbolic ethnic capi-

tal in ways that tended to represent a sense of their racial and ethnic identity in 

primarily essentialized ways.

In making  these claims I draw on Bourdieu’s () conceptual framework 

of symbolic capital as well as Modood’s () and Tabar, Noble and Poynting’s 

() work on ethnic capital to outline a concept of symbolic ethnic capital 

observed in young  people’s performative identity practices. Through per for-

mance,  these young  people used textual resources (Dimitriadis [] ) as 

capital in the construction of a shared and favorable sense of place and ethnic 

association around which a sense of belonging might develop. I frame their 

resourcefulness in this endeavor as a form of symbolic ethnic capital through 

which young  people negotiate the competing drives of cultivating racial and eth-

nic identity in conjunction with a sense of local and national belonging (see 

also Tabar et al. , ).

My analy sis of youth performative identity first requires the establishment 

of an analytic category of symbolic ethnic capital and its relevance to the Aus-

tralian multicultural context. From  here, I explore the vari ous forms of capital 

through which  these young  people engaged in their performative repre sen ta tions 

of self. Formal per for mances of what is broadly couched as “cultural identity,” 

as they  were elicited in the school context, and a hip hop song written and per-

formed by a small group of Sudanese young  people who attended Kedron Club 

allow for my analy sis of the relevance of per for mance in establishing identity in 

multicultural context.

I consider young  people’s performative acts beyond  simple mimicry or adap-

tation, but rather as indicative of agency and participation in globally relevant 

mediums that help them to define a sense of self and belonging in local context 

(see also Moore , ). The use of capital in per for mance helped  these young 

 people to construct a shared and favorable sense of place, to create positive asso-

ciations with their own black or “nonwhite” identities, and to negotiate and 

create meaning out of the displacement and marginalization they experienced 

in their lives.
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Capital and Per for mance in Multicultural Australia

In the opening vignette of the book, I observed Tino teasing Samah about “free-

stylin’ ” in reference to her merging of En glish, Dinka, and Swahili languages, 

while listening to hip hop  music and wearing “African clothes.” This scene 

unfolded as they waited outside of the school auditorium for their African dance 

per for mance to begin. The dynamic I sought to illustrate in sharing it— the merg-

ing and overlapping of vari ous cultural resources and ethnic symbols— was 

commonplace among my research participants. Playing with cultural signifiers 

in this way allowed them to communicate; to differentiate themselves from and 

to find common ground with, one another. They engaged in such playful banter 

over vari ous and sometimes conflicting cultural symbols as together they 

answered the call to perform ele ments of a collective cultural identity.

As Tino demonstrated in his exchange with Samah, in their self- conscious 

projections of identity, the authenticity of  these young  people’s use of ethnic sym-

bols and cultural resources was routinely scrutinized in their playful interac-

tions with one another. What I describe as symbolic ethnic capital captures 

young  people’s performative adaptation of global resources as they  were mobi-

lized in projections of identity. Symbolic ethnic capital allowed young  people to 

articulate a sense of self and belonging with one another, and through that 

endeavor to also engage and respond to the multicultural context in which their 

daily lives unfolded.

Capital or symbolic cultural resources, and particularly  those that involve 

pop culture, are central to young  people’s per for mance of identity. In their per-

formative repre sen ta tions of self,  these young  people utilized vari ous cultural 

resources, concepts, and associations from local and global arenas in ways that 

 were not always obvious or straightforward. They mobilized cultural resources 

as a kind of symbolic ethnic capital in per for mance as they sought to define a 

sense of where they came from, sometimes in alignment with an  imagined West-

ern other, in their proj ects of self and belonging in local context.

Symbolic Ethnic Capital

The relationship between ethnicity and social and cultural capital has been 

taken up by many scholars as a kind of negative capital (Bourdieu ; Hage 

). As briefly described in chapter , cultural and social capital in Bourdieu’s 

formulation refers to ele ments of personal characteristics and material goods 

that enable a sense of belonging in a par tic u lar group or social context (Bour-

dieu , –). Fundamentally,  people achieve status based on economic, 

cultural, and social capital. Bourdieu’s concept of symbolic capital represents the 

pro cess by which capital is recognized and given meaning in social context 

(Bourdieu , ; see also Hage , ). From this formulation, it was argued 
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that a lack of capital among ethnic minority groups resulted in vari ous forms of 

social exclusion and an uneven distribution of wealth and resources.

The concept of “ethnic capital” instead highlights a productive relationship 

between ethnicity and the accumulation of capital for the purposes of educa-

tional achievement and social mobility (Modood ; Shah, Dwyer and Modood 

; see also Collins et al. ; Nayak ; Reynolds ; Tabar et al. ; 

Weller ). As Modood explained in his conceptualization, young  people of 

nonwhite ethnic minority backgrounds in Britain demonstrated higher levels 

of educational achievement then their white working- class counter parts. He 

attributed this to a kind of ethnic capital whereby an ethos of high educational 

aspiration was transferred from parents to  children of ethnic minority back-

grounds (Modood ).

In the context of Australian cultural politics, ethnic capital has been defined 

as the resources and capacities, validated by the state, which are utilized by 

mi grants and their  children to  settle in Australia (Tabar et al. , ). As I 

employ the concept, “symbolic ethnic capital” emerges. not through familial 

parent- child relations, but through the transmission of attitudes, norms. and 

aspirations that emerge from young  people’s diasporic connections which are 

“self- fashioned” based on a highly racialized sense of ethnicity (see also Tsolidis 

and Pollard ). The mobilization of race and ethnicity as symbolic ethnic cap-

ital is particularly evident in the critical and often tense practices of identity 

making engaged by young  people as they mobilized what I have described in 

terms of their hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions of self.

As I have described, hybridity and essentialism are modes of self- 

representation that allow a kind of dynamic responsiveness to the ways in 

which  these young  people are represented in the Australian national context (see 

also Moore , ). As I demonstrate it  here, symbolic ethnic capital is mobi-

lized by young  people in the performative repre sen ta tion of a kind of self- 

racialized identity which serves as a rallying point for solidarity and a sense of 

belonging in the moral and po liti cal context of Australian multiculturalism 

(Moran ). In addition to enabling a sense of belonging with one another, 

symbolic ethnic capital allows young  people to engage with the ideals of multi-

culturalism as they encounter them in their everyday lives.

Their strategic use of capital in highly racialized and essentialized self- 

representations demonstrates young  people’s identity work at times as some-

what subversive. Rather than inserting themselves into the Australian multicultural 

context in terms of  either assimilation with white Australian peers or demon-

strating their ethnic heritage in ways that adhere to Australia’s multicultural 

agenda (Anthony Moran, ), young  people borrow from a range of cultural 

signifiers to define their ethnicity also in terms of a broadly conceived West-

ern other, or in terms of being black or not white (see also Warren and Evitt 

).
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Just as whiteness emerges as a form of symbolic capital in the Australian 

multicultural field,  these young  people may mobilize ethnicity as a distinct form 

of symbolic capital in the context of multiculturalism. In the school context, 

 those who conform to the norms of integration by downplaying their racial and 

ethnic identity and alternately, when asked to do so, perform their ethnic iden-

tities within the celebratory language of tolerance are held up as exemplars of 

what a “good” refugee can be. Symbolic ethnic capital captures the specific 

enabling capacities of young  people’s explic itly racialized ethnic resources in 

aligning themselves with  others in the context of Australian multiculturalism. 

By representing themselves in overtly racialized ways, young  people reflect essen-

tialism in ways that respond to discourses of integration and tolerance encoun-

tered in multicultural context.

The ethnographic detail that follows demonstrate young  people’s use of sym-

bolic ethnic capital in the construction of both an  imagined Western other and 

an abstracted sense of their cultural backgrounds. Following this, I demonstrate 

how such cultural resources aid in performative repre sen ta tions of home and 

belonging to place. I explore how one group of young  people forged alignments 

with an Americanized or African American other using hip hop culture and 

symbolism, and how  others performed essentialized repre sen ta tions of their cul-

tural and ethnic backgrounds as they  were called upon to do in the school envi-

ronment. Their use of symbolic ethnic capital in the performative cultivation of 

home and belonging, often through presenting racially essentialized depictions 

of themselves, allowed  these young  people to engage and respond to the multi-

culturalism they encountered in their daily lives in the Australian context.

Amer i ca, Africa, and Cultivating the Other

In a shopping mall with Catalina and Lisa, Karen and Burmese research partici-

pants respectively, Catalina enthusiastically grabbed Lisa’s arm and said, “I took 

another picture last night!” She pulled out her phone and showed Lisa a picture 

of herself leaning against a wall with her hair down, a serious expression on her 

face and wearing cut off denim shorts and a bikini top. Lisa squealed, “Oooh!” 

when she saw it. They began to analyze the photo graph. Catalina pressed, “How 

old do I look in this one? Do you think I’m looking twenty? I wanted to look twenty 

in this one? Twenty and Amer i ca [sic].”  After some continued discussion of this 

photo, who took it, whose clothes she was wearing, and so on, Catalina asked 

Lisa, “You taking many pictures, yeah?” to which Lisa said that she was and 

pulled her mobile phone out of her pocket.

All of the young  women involved in my research, and especially  those with 

Karen and Burmese backgrounds, used photo graphs taken with mobile phone 

cameras to create and share images of themselves with one another. For  these 

girls, taking pictures of themselves usually posing alone, often in sexually 
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suggestive positions while wearing Western style clothes and makeup, and then 

 later scrutinizing the results with one another, was an everyday practice. As 

Catalina explained to me, “Karen are always taking pictures. They like to. I 

 don’t know why. We did it in camp too. But not with camera like this.  Simple.” 

The girls took pictures with their mobile phones, shared them with one another 

and uploaded them onto social networking websites, such as, initially, Bebo and 

Hi, and increasingly, Facebook. This practice, as Hjorth argues, allows  people 

“the ability to document, re- represent and perform the everyday” (, ). 

And particularly for young  women, mobile phone cameras allow them to “ ‘per-

form’ conventional gender roles with a twist” (Hjorth , ).

Such self- representations often occurred in accordance with Western styles 

and imagery, and in par tic u lar, with the American hip hop culture and musical 

scene. All of the young  people with whom I worked asserted some sort of claims 

of knowledge about or association with American and hip hop culture. I inter-

pret their constant engagement with all  things American and hip hop as a form 

of symbolic ethnic capital. Young  people with African backgrounds played with 

and asserted claims of knowledge and belonging to vari ous ele ments of African 

culture which also reveal the role of symbolic ethnic capital. Similarly, Karen 

young  people participated in cultural events through which they portrayed what 

it means to be Karen, often in juxtaposition to the benefits of now being a part 

of the Australian multicultural tapestry. Their use of cultural references to an 

abstracted notion of Amer i ca or to their own cultural backgrounds act as a form 

of symbolic ethnic capital in that they elicit essentialized, highly racialized pro-

jections of identity which young  people mobilize in their varied assertions of 

belonging.

Young  people’s use of symbolic ethnic capital in self- conscious, performative 

ways carves out a space for a more deliberate engagement and a responsiveness 

to their social context that exists alongside the dynamics of everyday life. More-

over, the use of symbolic ethnic capital in per for mance allows for an ave nue 

through which young  people might negotiate the vulnerability and marginaliza-

tion that is a part of their lives in complex and unpredictable ways (Dimitriadis 

[] ).

Claiming Culture: “You  Don’t Even Know Amer i ca Man”

An abstract idea of Amer i ca forged an association to hip hop culture, and indeed 

a sense of opportunity and material wealth for many of  these young  people. In 

addition to their constant references to and expressions based upon the hip hop 

 music scene, American cultural references also emerged around young  people’s 

style of dress, their use of En glish and American colloquial language, and their 

assertions of their own and policing of one another’s knowledge about and con-

nections to Amer i ca.  Going to the United States was expressed as a deeply 

entrenched desire for many of  these young  people.
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Amer i ca as an abstract identifying reference point was reinforced by the fact 

that most of them had some  family members who had been resettled in the 

United States.  Because of this, many had visited Amer i ca or  were planning to 

visit at some point in the near  future. Moreover, checking the authenticity of one 

another’s claims to go, or have been to Amer i ca, was a common theme. Upon 

learning that I’m from New York State, Gabe insistently and incredulously asked, 

“So  you’re from the neighborhood of New York?! Are you telling me  you’re from 

the neighborhood of New York?!” And when Vic “discovered” that Gabe’s claims 

to have been to Amer i ca  were false, she excitedly reported to the rest of the 

group, “Ha! I proved Gabe  didn’t go to Amer i ca. I asked his  sister. That’s the big-

gest lie of all!”

In addition to regularly and per sis tently asserting their connections with 

and desires to go to Amer i ca,  these young  people also drew upon a style of col-

loquial language and dress commonly associated with American hip hop cul-

ture. One day, Catalina greeted Ce Ce upon her arrival at Kedron Club with the 

phrase “sup” (American slang for “what’s up”). Ce Ce, somewhat satirically, shook 

Catalina’s hand and responded with an overexaggerated “Suuuuup Maaaan!” 

Both girls laughed, and they never looked back.  After that first seemingly sud-

den, “sup,” I rarely heard  these girls, or their friends greet one another in any 

other way. Similarly, and around the time of the “sup” launch, they made increas-

ingly regular use of the word “man” to punctuate their sentences.

Many girls represented in the book experimented with Western makeup and 

dress, and many of the boys preferred clothing with prominently displayed 

American log os and brand names— sometimes in accordance with ste reo typical 

associations such as criminal activity and material wealth or the lack thereof. 

Gabe, when attending Kedron Club, dressed in jeans slung low around his waist 

and a thick black  belt with a large, gun- shaped rhinestone buckle, a baseball cap 

worn sideways, a white tank top and a lot of big silver jewelry, asked rhetorically, 

“Just  because I dress all gangsta does that mean I’ll whip out a gun and steal 

something?” In his creation of an Americanized “gangsta” image and its ste reo-

typical association with criminal activity, Gabe made frequent reference to the 

police even though he had apparently not ever been in trou ble with them. In a 

typical interaction, at Paddington High one lunch time he approached a  table of 

his friends who  were engaged in some school assignment related conversation 

and asked them, “What are we talking about? Police?”

In their projection of a sense of American- ness young  people referenced 

African American  people with whom they associated in playful, performative 

ways. For example, Obama, who claimed to have had this nickname long before 

he ever heard of the U.S. president, was called “black Obama,” in opposition 

to the then- president, whom he and his friends had nicknamed “half- black 

Obama.” Obama’s friends constantly referenced his nickname in association 

with the concept of “Amer i ca,” material wealth, and the president, such as 
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when Santino teased, “ You’re rich, Obama, go back to Amer i ca, go to your wife 

and kids.”

While such language and symbolic action demonstrates a playful and seem-

ingly inconsequential engagement with American colloquialisms and hip hop 

style, young  people’s interest in and use of “Amer i ca” as a reference point for 

their sense of self was significant and entrenched. The most prominent and wide 

spread example of the mobilization of Amer i ca as a form of symbolic ethnic 

capital emerged through young  people’s engagement with the hip hop  music 

scene itself.

The Centrality of Hip Hop

A  music genre born out of disadvantaged urban neighborhoods of New York City 

during the s, the use of hip hop  music for a sense of belonging and identifi-

cation among minority young  people is a widely documented and increasingly 

global phenomenon (Aidi ; Forman ; Warren and Evitt ). The global 

uptake of hip hop  music demonstrates an evolving “transnational black culture” 

positioned around ideas of brotherhood and re sis tance which provides scope for 

interpretation and the infusion of local experience (Patterson and Fosse ; 

Warren and Evitt ). “The progressive politics of rap,” as Moore describes it, 

engages with social exclusion, racism, urban vio lence, poverty and issues of 

power and dominance (, ).

As Warren and Evitt have argued in the context of Indigenous Australian 

young  people’s adaptation of hip hop  music, disenfranchised groups relate to hip 

hop  because it encompasses a “fusion between the traditional (language, cul-

tural stories, histories and dance) and con temporary (equipment, software and 

technologies)” and is “appropriated through transnational black networks, across 

diverse locations” (Warren and Evitt , ). As a medium of expression which 

is explic itly designed to respond to localized identity politics in urban contexts, 

hip hop  music provides an ideal platform from which young  people can con-

sciously engage issues of race and ethnicity as they emerge within the po liti cal 

and social climate of their own lives.

In reference to Sudanese refugees in Cairo, Forcier () argues that rather 

than a  simple adaptation of American hip hop style, young  people’s mobiliza-

tion of hip hop cultural references can be interpreted as the emphasis on themes 

of wealth over the abject poverty of being a refugee (see also Moore , ). He 

writes that this manifestation is not an attempt to mimic African American cul-

ture, but rather is a rejection of the proscribed refugee identity characterized by 

poverty and lack of opportunity in  favor of an identity that emphasizes material 

wealth and financial success.

The young  people represented  here, in addition to certain aspects of style 

and colloquial language, expressed an affiliation with hip hop cultural refer-

ences. They did so through their alignment with symbolic urban spaces such as 
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“the ’hood” and “the ghetto,” and through their constant policing of the authen-

ticity of what is “real” in terms of their own and one another’s connection to 

 these spaces (Forman , xviii). Associations with place, as well as the notion 

of “the real,” are treated with  great consequence in hip hop culture, which deals 

explic itly with issues of locality and authenticity (Dimitriadis [] , ; 

Warren and Evitt ).

The young  people in my study sought to identify with “real” black experi-

ence in terms of the cool, the re sis tance, and the  counter whiteness of an Afri-

can American identity (Laura Moran ). They forged  these alignments through 

essentialized, highly racialized repre sen ta tions of their identity and sense of 

belonging which drew on American and hip hop cultural references as a form 

of symbolic ethnic capital. While many of the young  women represented  here 

appropriated ele ments of American hip hop style and colloquialism, it was 

predominately the boys who more explic itly engaged with the messages of 

power, police and toughness emerging from hip hop. Their use of hip hop cul-

tural references allowed young men to use their masculinity, which, as young 

mi grant men, often acts to stigmatize and work against them (Pruitt et al. 

),  toward more positive associations. hip hop culture offered a nonwhite 

identity associated with power and belonging for  these young  people, and rap 

 music provided a medium through which to constitute and represent their 

own self- understanding and to engage with the everyday politics of their lived 

experiences.

In informal interactions and formal per for mances at their schools, young 

 people also utilized symbolic ethnic capital that they defined as emerging from 

their cultures of origin in defining a sense of self in multicultural context. Afri-

can participants established their sense of association with Africa through their 

assertion of knowledge and talk of  things decidedly “African” such as the tribe 

to which they belonged, the language they spoke and ele ments of a self- conscious 

and decidedly African image and sense of style.

Everyday Africanness: Tribe, Language, and Style

African participants engaged in assertions of what constitutes “being African,” 

as they emphasized their sense of Africanness and guided one another to do the 

same. They did so through teasing one another in a kind of playful, animated 

bravado. Just as in relation to American and hip hop cultural symbols, young 

 people  were interested in asserting claims of knowledge about and alignments 

to their countries and cultures of origin. Tribes  were of relevance as symbolic 

ethnic capital in asserting young  people’s connections to, and knowledge of, 

Africa.

Through playful teasing, young  people critiqued  either the characteristics 

of one another’s tribe or their lack of knowledge about their own or  others’ tribes. 

When Vic and Samah  were discussing a friend of a friend, Samah’s first 
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question was, “Is he Nuba, Dinka, Nuer?” to which Vic replied “No, he’s Nuer 

and Logbara.” When Samah asked, “What’s Logbara?” Vic replied, “It’s an Afri-

can tribe! What the heck.  Don’t you know your African tribes?” On another 

occasion, Joseph similarly scolded Vic for her lack of knowledge about her own 

tribe. During lunch hour at Paddington High, Joseph told me that the Nuba 

 were the first known tribe in Egypt. When I confirmed with Vic that she is Nuba, 

and as she said yes, Joseph interjected, “She  doesn’t even know the history of 

her own  people.”

African young  people also teasingly insulted one another about their respec-

tive tribal affiliations, and less frequently, their countries of origin. On one 

occasion Samah was teasing Vic  because Vic kept grabbing  things out of Samah’s 

bag. Vic was the only Nuba person hanging out with all her Dinka friends. Samah 

slapped Vic’s hand away and said, “What’s the  matter, you Nuba  people  can’t 

keep your hands to yourself!” Another day, when Nine and Zi  were obviously and 

mockingly talking about Vic and laughing from one  table away from where she 

was sitting, Vic shouted, “ Don’t say anything about me! I am not Dinka and I’m 

not Sierra Leone so shut up!” And  later, on the same day, Samah was teasing Zi 

about something and said, “You Sierra Leone.” They both laughed, and he asked 

her “What did you mean by that?” Vic  didn’t answer Zi’s question and he let it go 

without saying more.  Later, I asked Vic why she called him a Sierra Leone and 

she said, “That’s his place!” Zi then explained to me, “She’s just making a stupid. 

She  doesn’t know what she’s talking about.” Again, they both laughed.

Tribal and sometimes national affiliation provided a platform from which 

young  people asserted knowledge about being African that allowed them to both 

identify and disassociate with one another in dif fer ent moments. Through asser-

tions of knowledge about tribes as a form of capital, young  people both fully 

inhabited and vacated their sense of Africanness. Tribal identity was most often 

mobilized by African young  people for creating playful distinctions and one 

upping each other in their performative demonstrations of Africanness. When 

asked directly about tribes and their significance, however, they often said that 

tribes  were not very impor tant now that they are living in Australia. As Samah 

explained, “I  don’t think the tribal  thing is a big deal. Just in Africa. It’s weird 

how Australians  don’t have tribes. They are just one  people. . . .  That’s so 

boring.”

In their projection of a sense of African identity, young  people also playfully 

teased one another about their proficiency in African languages. The use of 

regional dialects indeed served a practical purpose— participants reported using 

Arabic, Dinka, or other languages than En glish in the classroom to comment 

about the teacher or other students without their understanding, and En glish 

with siblings and friends at home to have conversations without their parents 

understanding. However, language use also provided a means through which 

young  people asserted their superior sense of Africanness in comparison to one 
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another. On numerous occasions, participants teased one another about their 

lack of proficiency in African languages, usually in front of a group of other young 

 people, such as when Vic teased Samah, “You  don’t understand him?! He’s speak-

ing your language— how do you not understand!”; when Santino accused AJ, 

“This kid  doesn’t even know how to speak!”; and when Tino jokingly mocked 

a new student, “And this guy calls himself an African. Let me say it in African 

for you!”

In a final example of asserting Africanness as symbolic ethnic capital, Afri-

can young  people regularly assessed and critiqued how African one another 

looked depending on hair and clothing style. When Vic explained to her friends, 

during the school lunch hour that her straight hair look that day was not her 

real hair she said, “It’s not mine. No good African girl would have this hair.” Simi-

larly, when an Australian student approached wearing a hat tilted to the side, 

Vic told him, “You look like an African coming over  here with that hat on,” and 

every one laughed. On another occasion, Zi approached Vic and Samah one after-

noon, pulled out a blue tie, and said he was  going for a job interview. Vic and 

Samah burst out laughing and told him the tie was too big and in the wrong 

color. Vic said, “Since when did you start wearing colors like this anyway? You 

should be wearing yellow, or orange, or red. That’s what we wear! Give this  thing 

to a business man! It looks like  you’re a  little kid wearing a grown up’s clothes.”

Young  people engaged in teasing insults based on being African by critiqu-

ing one another’s Africanness in style and dress and asserting knowledge about 

Africa through tribal references and language use. This allowed them to police 

the bound aries of who belonged where and to constitute their own sense of 

themselves through identification and disassociation with one another. Symbolic 

ethnic capital, both in claims of Americanness and Africanness, was central to 

 these young  people’s sense of themselves and engagement with their local con-

text. In the section that follows, I  will explore how such capital was mobilized in 

formalized per for mances for the purposes of cultivating identity and belonging, 

and in engagement with the multicultural context in which  these young  people 

 were immersed.

Performative Constructions of Place and Home

American cultural capital, and particularly that gleaned from the hip hop  music 

scene, was utilized in the constitution of self and group identity for many of the 

young  people represented  here. In a primary example of this, an interest in hip 

hop  music translated into a proj ect in which I assisted a group of seven Suda-

nese participants to write and rec ord a hip hop song during my fieldwork. By 

strategically mobilizing American cultural resources as symbolic ethnic capi-

tal, the song the young  people wrote helped them to articulate and negotiate 

their sense of place within the vari ous racial constructions they inhabit in 
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multicultural Australia. As I’ll describe, young  people participated in equally 

noteworthy performative repre sen ta tions of their own cultures of origin, through 

which they also used symbolic ethnic capital in the cultivation of a sense of 

identity and in responsive relationship to their local context.

Africa as “the ’Hood”

The writing and recording of their own hip hop song helped this small group of 

Sudanese young  people to articulate and negotiate their sense of place in terms 

of their journey from Africa to Australia and their experiences as black  people 

in Australia  today. The participants in this proj ect  were Santino, his  sister Lola 

and  brother Omar, as well as Obama, Gabe, Omot, and Aher. I met with them at 

Kedron Club on Saturday after noons and during the summer break over approx-

imately three months to work on the song. The result provides an exploration of 

home, race, and racism through associations with common American hip hop 

references to poverty, crime, power, and toughness, primarily through their use 

of the terms “the ’hood” and “the ghetto.” In  doing so, they reveal the complex 

ways in which young  people utilized certain themes emerging in hip hop  music 

and culture—in their song lyr ics and in the interactions that ensued in the pro-

cess through which they  were constructed—to make sense of and represent their 

own lives.

The group constructed the lyr ics to the song on their own with minimal 

grammatical help from me, and with some adjustments by the studio’s record-

ing engineer to fit their lyr ics with an audio track. They structured the song so 

that each had an individual verse and all seven sang and wrote the chorus col-

lectively. Throughout the course of writing the song, references to “Amer i ca” 

 were constant. In the usual fashion, they regularly claimed they  were  going to 

Amer i ca soon while their peers would accuse them of lying. They danced wildly 

to Michael Jackson songs which they played from their mobile phones, and they 

went into the yard to play “American ball” during impromptu breaks.

When the group brainstormed ideas around what the song should be about, 

they came up with the following: “the ’hood,” “Africa,” “Sudan,” “basketball,” 

“President Obama,” “marijuana,” “MTV,” and “yourself.” They narrowed it down 

to “the ’hood,” “Africa,” “basketball,” and “President Obama.” From this initial 

brainstorming session, the American and hip hop references to “the ’hood,” 

“basketball,” “President Obama,” “marijuana,” and “MTV”  were utilized in accor-

dance with participants’ references to experiences that  were most salient and 

personal to their own lives: “Africa,” “Sudan,” and “yourself.”

When they began brainstorming lyr ics,  after an initial period of silence, the 

first line was called out by Santino: “ We’re poor!” In response to this, every one 

shrieked with laughter and shouted  things like, “You, not me!  Don’t write that!” 

Following this, every one joined in and came up with a series of lines including: 

“The hood in Africa was pretty hard,” “In order to survive we had to sell drugs.” 
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and “Moving with da thugs. Rollin’ faster than slugs.” The juxtaposition between 

their real experiences of poverty and living in Africa with associations of power 

and toughness through selling drugs and hanging out with “thugs” allowed par-

ticipants to subtly shift their self- representation  toward a sense of empower-

ment rather than poverty. The associations they claim to draw such links is based 

on a constructed and racialized sense of ethnic identity. In  these instances, 

“being black” carries value that transcends other cultural and ethnic alignments. 

I interpret the conceptual link  these young  people make between their own 

experiences of being young, black, African refugees with the power and the cool 

of the American hip hop scene as indicative of their creative employment of sym-

bolic ethnic capital.

In another proposed verse, which Aher teasingly directed at Obama, he 

sang, “Obama is a refugee. Refugee. Refugee,” and every one, including Obama, 

laughed. Throughout the song- writing pro cess, young  people engaged with 

what they saw as negative ste reo types about themselves (poor, refugees) and 

reconstituted  these to create a more positive and tough image associated with 

“gangstas,” “the ’hood,” and “the ghetto.” I explore this pro cess through an 

analy sis of specific verses of the song.

The chorus of the song, which all participants sang together, is as follows:

We  were born in Africa, Born young

Walking everyday in the ghetto place

We  were born in Africa, Hot sun

Walking everyday in the ghetto place

Came to Australia, Left the ’hood

Came to Australia, When we could

Now we wanna go back, To a better place

Make it all good, Make it all good

In this verse, Africa is referred to as “the ghetto place” and “the ’hood”— 

both references used frequently in hip hop  music and American slang to describe 

poor urban areas in U.S cities. The terms “the ’hood” and “the ghetto” in their 

usage in hip hop  music evoke racist ste reo types of crime, poverty, and drugs, as 

well as images of power, masculinity, and toughness. For my in for mants,  these 

terms are associated most acutely with a sense of belonging. An abbreviation of 

the term “neighborhood,” Forman similarly describes the use of the term “the 

’hood’ in hip hop  music as signifying, ‘quite simply . . .  a ‘home’ environment” 

(, xix).

When I asked the young  people what the terms “ghetto” and “the ’hood” 

meant to them, they described them primarily as references to home and a sense 

of community belonging with  family and friends. As Tino explained about the 

terms, “You hear it in songs, rap songs, it’s a good place— it’s  family, friends, 

where I belong— it’s a cool place where we all hang out, just hang out”; and Lola, 
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“It means you live in the poorest population . . .  but it’s alright  because it’s eas-

ier to find more friends”; Gabe, “It’s a place to go back to see  family and all that . . .  

it’s kind of anywhere”; and Aher, “I think it’s just leaving home and coming to a 

new place . . .  it’s a place where you live.” The terms “the ghetto” and “the ’hood,” 

represented finding a place of home, community and belonging, despite vari-

ous obstacles related to poverty. By using  these terms, young  people  were able 

to create meaning in their own experiences of displacement through an align-

ment with an image of blackness that in its pop cultural association reflects 

power and toughness as it depicts poverty and disadvantage. Obama’s verse 

reveals tension in a conceptualization of Africa as “the ’hood”:

I know this place hurts, but you can go back, back to the hood.

Where I live right now, it’s all good. All good.

Obama reflects a positive association with Africa in terms of home and 

belonging in his verse while acknowledging that the place he’s living now, 

although it does not provide such a sense of belonging, is in some ways a good 

place. Similarly, Gabe lamented the loss of Africa in an early version of his verse 

in the song, “I used to roll in the ’hood but now I can only roll in the suburbs.” 

The sense of loss experienced by participants in their transition from life in 

Africa to life in Australia was reflected throughout the song. Aher’s verse engaged 

this theme of leaving:

I never thought that I would leave this place.

Sitting in the plane, thinking about my fate.

The first school that I went to was so gay.

As they say, do the right  thing and stay safe.

I got a detention for saying one  thing.

I got all the attention that I need.

It’s a big wide nation, the next generation

Follow the operation or end up on probation.

In addition to his experience of leaving Africa, Aher’s verse provides an 

account of what happened to him when he arrived in Australia. It reflects the 

difficulties young  people in his position have, despite the notion of increased 

safety, in adjusting to Australian school systems, as well as the outcome (deten-

tion and probation) that they frequently experience. However, when I questioned 

Aher about this experience he responded, “It’s just a song, Miss!” Lola’s verse pro-

vides further commentary on the movement from Africa to Australia:

My name’s  Little Moon Man

Man, in the moon

Came to Australia  because of the war

Ran for my life
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Not too soon

Got on that plane

Had to survive

Tried to keep safe but I lost my faith.

In Lola’s verse about leaving Africa she evoked an image of survival with 

phrases like “ran for my life,” “not too soon,” and “had to survive.” Lola was five 

when she arrived in Australia  after a period living in Egypt as a Sudanese refu-

gee. When describing her migration in an interview context she said, “I  don’t 

know why, school, studying, education maybe.” Her depiction of Africa in the 

song did not involve the more positive associations with “the ’hood” of belong-

ing and power, but instead evoked a sense of war, danger, and flight, which 

 were not reflected in her lived experience as expressed in an interview context. 

The performative nature of the song- writing pro cess instead allowed Lola to 

engage in a reconstruction of her experience of leaving that did not reflect the 

same sense of loss as in the  others’ verses.

Santino’s verse is a departure from the previous verses which engaged 

explic itly with leaving Africa. He uses American and hip hop imagery in a reflec-

tion on the complexity of his experience in Australia:

Basketball is my favorite sport

I’m rolling with the President on the court

I got arrested and went to jail

They  didn’t give me any bail

So many nets it was a crime

Too many points in my time

See Obama in my court

Aussie girls messed me up

So, I just wanna go play ball

Kawaja, Africa

Santino relies on American cultural imagery in a depiction of his current 

life in Australia and in juxtaposition to the hip hop imagery of criminal activity 

and  going to jail. He describes playing basketball with President Obama in 

response to his experiences with “Aussie girls.” His final line points to a sense 

of the inherent juxtaposition of American hip hop symbolic repre sen ta tions, and 

a sense of identification with Africa, reflected throughout the song, but in this 

case in an explicit racial construction. Kawaja means white person in Sudanese 

Dinka. The juxtaposition of African and American symbolic references in the 

song was not always a straightforward association for all members of the group 

and sometimes caused controversy. In the construction of this verse, for exam-

ple, Gabe argued that he did not want to use the word Kawaja  because, he said, 

“It  doesn’t go. It’s not in En glish.” The  others liked it, so it stayed.
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In his verse, Omot explic itly engaged his experiences with race and racism 

as a black person in Australia:

I came from Africa, I’m too black.

I see  people white but I’m too black.

They eat Octopus and I eat vegetables

They eat fortude, but I eat fruit.1

They say my place is where I live  today.

But some day my place is where I used to live.

So many special memories

I bring along with me

and together they make my place.

Omot highlights the overt distinctions he notices between himself and the 

wider population upon arrival in Australia. Skin color was one of the most prom-

inent references in constructing the song. When the group sang the chorus 

together they would interchange, “We  were born in Africa, born young,” with “We 

 were born in Africa, born black,” further highlighting the overlap between eth-

nic identity and race as defined by skin color. Similarly, the group de cided to 

name themselves “B Unit,” short for “Black Unit.” The other names they came up 

with, including “the blackies” and “the fabulous black boys” further demonstrate 

the salience of their sense of themselves as black  people in Australia.

In reference to the proceeding line of his verse, Omot explained the word 

fortude to mean “morning tea.” His description of differences in diet, in conjunc-

tion with skin color, illuminates the sense of alienation that his first line por-

trays. Moreover, Omot’s verse demonstrates an acknowl edgment and ac cep tance 

of the pervasive implication that Australia is a “safe” place. His line about “place” 

being constructed “together” out of the dif fer ent environments in which he has 

lived was initially written at his previous school and reflects the sense of luck 

and opportunity in his migration promoted in the school context.

Omot alludes to his sense of alienation in juxtaposition to racial and eth-

nic references. Beyond this though, he is not only providing commentary on his 

experience of social division based on his skin color, but this sentiment sits in 

direct dialogue with the integrationist push to which he is regularly subject 

as he negotiates what “they say” in comparison to what he feels in terms of 

his “place.” Omot’s awareness of race as central to his sense of self and indeed his 

perception by  others, is evident in the first two lines of this verse. Yet he was 

equally aware of multicultural rhe toric that denies the relevance of race in its 

promotion of integration. As he states, “they say my place is where I live  today,” 

despite feeling a sense of belonging in the place where he “used to live.” This 

tension between what was broadly expected and what was actually experienced 

in terms of cultivating a sense of belonging was evident throughout the devel-

opment of the song.
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Gabe, who had prior recording experience, took his role as a rapper in the 

song very seriously. For this reason, and, it eventually became apparent,  because 

he could not read written verses proficiently he chose to “freestyle” and rap 

slightly dif fer ent lyr ics each time he performed. He would argue, “I  don’t write 

it, I  don’t read it, I’m all freestyle” and the  others would become frustrated when 

each time it was his turn he would stand at the microphone for ten minutes and 

say, “I got nothing” before starting to rap.

During one such confrontation between Gabe and the  others, Gabe strug-

gled with the dichotomy between positive associations with Africa and Ameri-

can hip hop symbolic repre sen ta tions. While standing at the microphone 

preparing for his verse he said, “I got nothing . . .  I only got gangsta stuff. I 

 don’t have Africa stuff. It  doesn’t go in this song. This song is about safe places. 

I only have gangsta stuff.” For Gabe, the relationship between Africa and hip 

hop associations of “the ’hood” and “the ghetto” did not always match up. The 

other participants who  were not as immersed in rap and hip hop culture  were 

looser with their associations, while for Gabe the distinction between gangster 

associations and Africa or Australia as “safe places” was impor tant. In the end 

result, Gabe conveyed a similar message to the other verses— that while he has 

experienced “the ’hood” in many places, he wants to go back to the hood in 

Africa where he might experience a greater sense of belonging. His verse is as 

follows:

I’ve been a lot of places, seen a lot of ’hoods

But I’ve never seen a ’hood just like this.

My homies in the back, my homies in the back.

I never wanna see them

Never wanna be them

I never wanna click, clack, bang

I’ve been to dif fer ent ’hoods

But I wanna go back to the ’hood.

The minor confrontation between Gabe and the  others illustrates the flex-

ible use of pop cultural references as a form of symbolic ethnic capital in young 

 people’s self- representation. Such references  were not simply adapted by young 

 people but reflected their individual imaginary as well as broader social dis-

courses. As such, inconsistencies  were reflected in the range of ways young 

 people used hip hop symbolism to make sense of their lives. “Africa” was often 

represented positively through associations with power and toughness portrayed 

in imagery of “the ’hood” and “the ghetto,” while for Gabe, Africa represented a 

“safe place” which was incompatible with his interpretation of the hip hop imag-

ery of “gangsta.” Despite dif fer ent interpretations of specific symbolic images, 

in its overriding messages, American hip hop associations  were used in the 

verses of the song to construct an image of home and belonging in association 
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with Africa. The final verse, which the  whole group sang together in a call and 

answer fashion demonstrates this:

We got the ’hood in this place,

But Africa’s the best.

In this verse, “the ’hood,” as it represented a sense of home and belonging 

for  these participants, could be detected in their current social environment, 

but was argued to be stronger in association with Africa. The mobilization of 

images of “the ghetto” and “the ’hood,” through symbols gleaned from the global 

arena, allowed for a positive and empowering negotiation of  these young  people’s 

experiences with displacement and marginalization, through which they 

asserted their sense of identification with Africa.

In the song they wrote, which in the end they de cided to name “Born in 

Africa,” hip hop associations with power, belonging, and toughness  were par-

ticularly instrumental in constructing a positive image of Africa as home. More-

over, through the medium of hip hop, young  people  were able to express their 

sense of loss over leaving Africa, as well as the difficulties and advantages asso-

ciated with their migration to Australia. Using symbolic ethnic capital in the cul-

tivation of their hip hop song, my in for mants sought to cultivate an oscillating 

sense of belonging—to one another, to the wider Australian society, and to sym-

bolic connections with global networks.

In addition to their use of symbolic ethnic capital related to American cul-

ture and the hip hop  music scene, the young  people represented  here mobilized 

cultural resources from their home countries as a form of capital. In  doing so, 

they also sought to define a sense of self and belonging in engagement with the 

everyday dynamics which framed their lives in multicultural context. Below, I 

explore formal cultural per for mances as they  were elicited through school. In 

 these examples of African and Karen cultural per for mances, both authenticity 

and flexibility  were emphasized in articulations of belonging to a sense of home 

that existed in young  people’s memories and in their personal imaginaries.

“What if an African Comes to This”: Multicultural Night  

and Navigating Authenticity

Both Karen and African young  people participated in formal cultural per for-

mances at schools, articulated a sense of im mense pride in  these productions, 

and commonly sought to make them as “au then tic” as pos si ble. “Multicultural 

Night” was a highlight of the year at Paddington High for my African in for mants 

who each year performed African dancing on stage for the student body.  After 

anticipation that began early in the school year, when the time for their per for-

mance came in the spring, young  people began to discuss and plan what they 

would do at length and critique the per for mances of previous years. In their dis-

cussions, it was made apparent that dance per for mances produced through 
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“mixing” dance styles from dif fer ent cultural backgrounds  were perceived to 

upset the preservation of authenticity and therefore deemed unsatisfactory. In 

previous years, a white Australian student dance group that called themselves 

“The Bring it on Dancers” utilized dance styles from many dif fer ent cultural 

groups in their per for mances. In one of their lunch hour planning discussions, 

Elijah expressed the opinion of many: “Bring it on Dancers are lame  because 

 they’re a mix of every thing.”

A group of eigh teen African research participants at Paddington High 

danced to the song “Karolina,” by Congolese musician Awilo Longomba at Mul-

ticultural Night. They practiced and choreographed their dance together during 

their lunch hour for weeks prior to the event. In the making of their African 

dance, despite their distaste for obvious “mixing” of dif fer ent cultural dances, 

my participants merged a number of distinct dance styles from the many tribes, 

regions, and nations from which they came into one generalized “African” style 

with the help of videos found on the internet. During this pro cess, they worried 

about authenticity. While we  were sitting in the school court yard the day before 

their per for mance, Samah commented to Vic, “ We’re  going to look so stupid, 

what if some Africans come to this,  they’ll be like, ‘that’s not how we dance, 

 you’re embarrassing us.’ ” Samah’s reference to “real Africans” demonstrates Afri-

canness for  these young  people as a performative, constructive pro cess rather 

than a fixed trait. Her worry about the legitimacy of their per for mance is indic-

ative of the flexibility with which young  people mobilize symbolic ethnic capi-

tal and the insecurity such flexibility can sometimes induce.

The same group of students performed a more traditional dance, which they 

referred to as a “Boro” dance, at a subsequent school event. Similarly, to their 

per for mance at Multicultural Night, in this dance the young  people merged dif-

fer ent tribal dances from the many dif fer ent regions from which they came and 

negotiated with one another about who would do what. In the pro cess they 

laughed, teased and played with dif fer ent ideas; as Joseph told Aliir, “You do the 

Nuba mountain part. I’ll do the other.” Tino, when critiquing a new student’s 

pronunciation of an African word, launched excitedly into the question, “Do you 

like African dance!? You should see us all do Boro dance! Next year  we’ll bring 

spears!”

Participants’ constant concern with authenticity in formal per for mances 

points to a tension between their own desires for self- representation and that 

which was imposed by  others. They  were concerned with what was “real,” what 

“real Africans” would think of their per for mance, and they occasionally strug-

gled with feelings of inadequacy in achieving the desired authenticity. That  these 

per for mances happened in school when they  were invited by  others in posi-

tions of authority to “perform” their culture, and si mul ta neously encouraged 

to merge and mix with other “cultural groups,” in the name of both tolerance 

and integration, indicates some inherent constraints on young  people’s quest 
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for authenticity. Moreover, while they sought to outwardly depict themselves in 

 these formal repre sen ta tions as an au then tic but cohesive African group,  these 

young  people had to exercise flexibility in their bound aries.

I was able to also observe formal cultural per for mances among Karen and 

Burmese research participants on a few occasions. During one such per for mance 

at their school seven Karen participants and one Burmese participant performed 

two songs together. One song was about Australia— how lucky they  were to be 

 there and how Australia had helped them— and the other was called “We are 

Karen” and was sung mainly in Karen. As in African cultural per for mances, 

the young  people  were proud to participate— they practiced all day at Kedron 

Club the day before their per for mance. However,  these young  people  were less 

outwardly concerned with authenticity then African participants.

Participants initially told me that they wrote the first song about Australia 

themselves but  were guided by the question from their teacher, “How has Austra-

lia helped you?” When I asked what they would have written about without this 

prompt Lisa said, “Friendship” and Jessica said, “Yeah, or friendship and Chris-

tian . . .  friendship, Christian and Country.” When I asked which country, Lisa 

yelled out “Australia!” Jessica said, “Yeah, Australia and Karen . . .  but not Burma.” 

Lisa quietly nodded. The second song, “We Are Karen” was performed by mostly 

Karen participants but included Lisa, my Burmese participant, who did not nor-

mally identify as Karen. Participants  were unconcerned about this apparent dis-

tinction and willingly included Lisa, as their friend, in this per for mance.

 These participants  were outwardly inclusive in their cultural per for mances 

and  were malleable to influences from the school they attended which framed 

their per for mance in terms of opportunity in Australia. Nonetheless, as this 

example of per for mance demonstrates, while cultural per for mances in formal 

settings provide an opportunity for self- representation in which young  people 

often take  great pride, such per for mances are often initiated and framed through 

relationships of power and dominance (see also Forman ; Van Meijl ). 

Cultural per for mances in this context emphasized the dominant national, cul-

tural ideal of diversity central to the moral and po liti cal framework of multicul-

turalism. And in so  doing such per for mance points to the critical distinction 

between  those who are empowered to impose and enjoy ethnic cultural diver-

sity, through their endowment with “the code, into which it is encoded” (Bour-

dieu , ), and  those who provide it (Hage , ).

Young  people’s demonstrations of flexibility as well as their policing of the 

bound aries of authenticity in per for mance indicates the intersections between 

self- representation, the cultivation of belonging, and an awareness of social 

context. African participants’ quest for authenticity in cultural per for mance 

allowed for the outward projection of a cohesive, exclusively African group. In 

their projections of Africanness young  people sought to blur distinctions 

between dif fer ent ethnic groups and they worried about the accuracy of their 
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repre sen ta tions. Karen participants’ alternate reliance on flexibility permitted 

a sense of inclusion which subtly shifted the focus of their per for mance from 

their own cultural backgrounds to the desirability of being a part of Australia. 

Both Karen singing and African dance per for mances, which occurred at dif fer-

ent schools,  were decidedly rooted in a multicultural context where the ideals 

of Australian inclusiveness and tolerance for diversity  were highlighted along-

side the cultures that young  people  were called upon to portray.  Whether they 

emphasized a strong concern with authenticity, or more openly demonstrated 

flexibility, cultural per for mances allowed the young  people to make use of 

symbolic ethnic capital for participation in their own self- representations and 

engagement with dominant discourses and relations of power.

Symbolic Ethnic Capital and Multicultural Belonging

To summarize, young  people approach a sense of belonging within the context 

of Australian multiculturalism through their use of symbolic ethnic capital— a 

pro cess reflective of Bourdieu’s conceptual framework of cultural and social cap-

ital and Modood’s subsequent work on ethnic capital (Bourdieu ; Hage ; 

Modood ). American style, slang, and hip hop cultural references, in addition 

to a range of cultural symbols from their own countries of origin, acted as forms 

of symbolic ethnic capital which  these young  people utilized in vari ous demon-

strations of self- conscious cultural per for mance. At the heart of their repre-

sen ta tions, young  people negotiated messages they regularly encountered in their 

school and community environments related to the complex ways in which their 

lives are framed in the Australian multicultural context. Most prominently, young 

 people’s highly essentialized, and often racialized, repre sen ta tions of self in per-

for mance reflect their perception and accumulation of capital which emerges in 

dynamic response to the ideals of multicultural tolerance and inclusion.

School multicultural per for mances, initiated by and performed in young 

 people’s schools, are reflective of how young  people mobilize performative repre-

sen ta tions of identity in juxtaposition to the messages of multicultural inclu-

sion and tolerance that they regularly encounter. The schools  these young  people 

attended called for inclusive cultural per for mances and referenced Australia as 

a superior nation- state, but such per for mances  were also premised on the impe-

tus to celebrate difference. In subtle engagement with  these messages, young 

 people couched their cultural per for mances through a range of concerns and 

priorities. In their African dance per for mance, a group of young  people used 

hybridizing strategies to draw upon a cata logue of cultural resources that 

allowed them to pre sent an essentialized and cohesive African identity (see 

also Noble and Tabar ; Tabar et al. ). As they sought authenticity they 

projected essentialized self- representations based on an overriding notion of 

being African through local webs of relationships and with symbols gleaned 
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from an array of global resources. Their fretting over the authenticity of their 

per for mance in the pro cess demonstrates the inherent power dynamic through 

which they are called upon to perform, against a pervasive backdrop created 

by an ethic of tolerance.

The cultural per for mance of a group of Karen young  people (plus one youth 

who was Burmese) similarly demonstrates how cultural repre sen ta tions are often 

engaged within or alongside repre sen ta tions of Australia as a symbol of the inclu-

sive multicultural ideal.  These young  people emphasized the flexibility and 

adaptability inherent in their capacity for inclusion through which modes of 

belonging  were also eventually asserted. Their per for mance of the song “We Are 

Karen” was developed across ethnic, cultural, and religious divides, and signifi-

cantly, in juxtaposition with a song praising the Australian multicultural ideals 

of inclusion and tolerance. While it does pre sent some evidence of awareness of 

multicultural ideals, their per for mance of “We Are Karen,” was something of an 

anomaly. While this per for mance allowed for flexibility, the much more com-

mon dynamic was that young  people asserted essentialized repre sen ta tions of 

themselves in per for mance through the hybridizing strategies of adapting global 

references for specific, localized contexts and meanings.

To further clarify the connection between youth per for mances of identity 

and multicultural context, I  will focus my analy sis on the hip hop song written 

by Santino, Lola, Omar, Obama, Gabe, Omot, and Aher. This example of per for-

mance bears one critical difference to the  others that emerged through school 

multicultural programs— the ideas for what the song would be about, the lyr ics 

for the song, the song structure, the decision to write and rec ord a song at all, 

 were entirely theirs. Emerging more in de pen dently, the song provides a useful 

example of how the self- conscious nature of per for mance allows for a particu-

larly deliberate engagement with social context.

As coordinator of Kedron Club at the time the song was written and 

recorded, my instigating role was solely to inform the young  people that we had 

some extra funding and could do with it what they chose. I suggested a field trip, 

they informed me  they’d rather rec ord a song. At the start of the proj ect I told 

them that the song could take what ever form they chose and that it could be 

about anything they wanted. I gave them no further guidance. Through their 

own words and ideas, as playful, light, and silly as they  were at the start, partici-

pants  were able to comment on their sense of loss at leaving Africa, the fear they 

experienced on their journey to Australia, and the complexity of their feelings 

of both exclusion and opportunity in making a new home, or a new ’hood, for 

themselves in Australia.

Not only do the lyr ics of the song engage with the discourses of integration 

and tolerance to which young  people  were regularly exposed, but they  were 

treated by the young  people themselves as being in some ways subversive. Their 

song lyr ics did not provide a foundation for integration with what they perceived 
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as the mainstream, white population, nor did they represent traditional African 

culture as they  were often called upon to do in cultural per for mance. Instead, 

young  people’s use of symbolic ethnic capital in this example allowed for them 

to reach further afield as they aligned themselves with African American notions 

of the ’hood and the ghetto in their repre sen ta tions of Africa as home. In  doing 

so, they aligned themselves with one another through images and references to 

a broader social context entrenched with agency, dominance and community. 

In addition, their association with a hip hop ethic of power and dominance 

allowed for participation in the broad cultural values of moral authority and 

material wealth (Patterson and Fosse ).

In addition to enabling them to adapt certain ideals of hip hop culture, the 

writing of their song allowed  these young  people to respond to messages that 

both celebrate and deny the relevance of race in multicultural discourse. When 

they initially discussed ideas for the song, Omot said, “Let’s make it about dif-

fer ent colors.  We’re not all the same colors so color  doesn’t  matter. Paint your-

self. Spray paint. Blue.” Lola echoed this broad sentiment of inclusion when she 

said, “yeah, let’s make it about the world.” While their gestures  toward the triv-

ial nature of skin color in their brainstorming session indicate an awareness of 

a kind of multicultural moral code to deny the impact of race, on the other hand 

they also demonstrated an understanding of race as central to their perception 

by  others. For example, when discussing with the group my own research, and 

the possibility of writing about their rap in one of our song- writing meetings, 

one of the young  people described my research to another as, “It’s about Austra-

lia stuff.  You’re poor,  you’re black, why’d you move  here.”

Their occasional claims of skin color as insignificant, juxtaposed to their 

alternate highlighting of skin color as central and defining to their sense of 

themselves, reflect the symbolic capital through which young  people demon-

strate their awareness of both the centrality of race and the distaste of racism 

in relation to popu lar multicultural discourse (Bourdieu ; see also Arkin 

, ). This is evident in the complex ways in which young  people grappled 

with the supposed irrelevance of race in the song- writing pro cess, but ultimately 

embraced its centrality in the final outcome of the song. Their explic itly racial-

ized ethnic resources in forging certain alignments demonstrates an engage-

ment with symbolic ethnic capital as a resource in cultivating a sense of 

belonging in the broad social and po liti cal backdrop of their experience (Modood 

; Tabar et al. ; Weller ).

Hybrid Youth and Essentializing Selves as Performative  

Multicultural Identity

In their more ordinary, everyday interactions, young  people’s pre sen ta tions and 

descriptions of their own sense of identity oscillated between flexibility and 

hybridity in certain moments, and rigidity and essentialism in  others. The highly 
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self- conscious nature of per for mance, however, allowed for their unapologetic 

effort to depict largely essentialized, often racialized, repre sen ta tions of ethnic 

identity. Hybridizing strategies are evident in the ways performative interactions 

unfold within the global web of  music and technology—my in for mants listened 

to Arabic, Karen, and American hip hop and pop  music; they connected with 

other young  people from across the globe via Bebo, MySpace, and Facebook; and 

they visited websites, looked at pictures and listened to  music emerging from 

the refugee camps where they used to live. Hybridity allows young  people to 

emphasize or deny both authenticity in their essentialized repre sen ta tions of self, 

and the inherent flexibility through which such repre sen ta tions are often con-

stituted. Through their performative engagement with symbolic ethnic capital, 

young  people from refugee backgrounds can complicate popu lar perceptions of 

the modern, hybridized youth (see also Arkin ).

However, young  people’s performative repre sen ta tions cannot be explained 

away as easily fitting within the conceptual categories of hybridity or essential-

ism. As Moore argues, “it is not just a  matter of appropriating images from else-

where, of mimicry, hybridity or even of re sis tance, but rather an active means of 

participation, a form of agency” (, ). That is, young  people’s use of cultural 

texts and symbolic ethnic capital suggests an active participation in global 

trends and self- representations. For example, hip hop as a medium of commu-

nication is a tool through which  people critique and respond to certain social 

conditions— research participants are no more adapting, hybridizing, borrowing 

than anyone  else. They are using tools and resources available, as do we all, to 

reflect the  whole of their lived experiences. The performative use of symbolic 

ethnic capital for  these young  people, especially considering the range of cul-

tural influences and social perspectives they have encountered throughout their 

lives, enables dynamic responsiveness to the multicultural context of which they 

are now a part. Through both informal performative interactions and literal cul-

tural per for mances, young  people sought to fix one another in social place— a 

pro cess through which certainty in belonging was asserted, sometimes chal-

lenged, and then reasserted.

Participants’ negotiation of a sense of belonging with and to one another in 

their performative acts and interactions was entangled with their constitution 

of racialized selves and their awareness of race and racism as prevalent issues 

in their broader social environment. In the following and final ethnographic 

chapter I explore young  people’s dynamic responsiveness in national context as 

they negotiate issues of racism, citizenship and national belonging. This chap-

ter illustrates their constant referencing of skin color as it emerges against the 

backdrop of their experiences and awareness of the treatment of “race” within 

the broader community. As they encounter issues around citizenship and nation-

ality, rather than seeking to bind one another to categories, young  people are 

explicit in their allowance of flexibility.
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Much of the identity work undertaken by  these young  people emerges with 

reference to some ele ment of their sociopo liti cal positioning. They regularly 

framed themselves with reference to race and ethnicity in terms of how much it 

does or  doesn’t  matter. As they described the ele ments that for them constituted 

friendship, they demonstrated the importance of being black, not white, or Afri-

can in their essentialized projections of identity. On the other hand, young 

 people sometimes rejected  those claims in hybridized depictions of the irrele-

vance of race and their capacity to “mix it up” in terms of racial and ethnic back-

grounds in friendship groups. In their more formal performative demonstrations 

of identity they largely favored essentialized self- representations which blurred 

differences between ethnic backgrounds in the pre sen ta tion of a cohesive and 

racialized  whole.

At the core of what I’m interested in exploring in this chapter, is why sociopo-

liti cal context plays such a foundational role in  these young  people’s projections 

and negotiations of identity. I hope to demonstrate that they engage with sociopo-

liti cal context, particularly in terms of race and ethnicity,  because their lives as 

refugees and as minorities, are overtly politicized according to  these categories 

in the Australian multicultural context. Whiteness, for them, is a po liti cal con-

struct through which “being white” functions as the default (majority) racial 

position. Falling outside of this construct, as  these young  people do, means that 

their race needs to be managed or at least addressed through calls for tolerance 

or integration in multicultural context.

I argue that their capacity for national belonging is both fostered and 

restrained through a kind of po liti cal repre sen ta tion or governance of their dif-

ference (Moore ) that emerges in response to their status as refugees, as 

young  people, and as racial minorities. I seek to demonstrate their lives as overtly 

politicized by exploring a range of defining categories in terms of both how they 

Politicizing Identity

Engaging Racism, Citizenship, and the Nation

6
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emerge and are treated in public discourse, as well the numerous ways in which 

they are engaged and perceived by young  people. The categories of repre sen ta tion 

I explore  here include citizenship, national identity, refugee status, definitions 

of home, and the treatment and management of racism. Among the strategies 

for confronting the ele ments of power inherent to multicultural discourse was 

the flexibility young  people allowed one another in their repre sen ta tions of 

national identity, including the extent to which they identified as refugees and 

how and where they defined a sense of home. Such flexibility, I argue, acts as a 

form of responsiveness to the governance of their difference.

Governing Difference, Identity, and the Politics of Repre sen ta tion

Henrietta Moore () describes the recognition and governance of cultural dif-

ference as a form of “politics of repre sen ta tion.” Cultural difference is governed 

by the ways in which differences are categorized and represented in po liti cal 

discourses and for what purposes. The governance of difference has been inte-

grated into government policy and institutionalized in many parts of the world, 

most notably from the s on, in policies of multiculturalism (Moore , ). 

I interpret both the management of racism and the ways in which citizenship is 

protected and attained as at the core of how difference is governed, managed, 

and represented in multicultural context.

As Moore notes, difference as a form of governmentality has emerged and 

is implemented in government policy, law, the media, through nongovernmen-

tal organ izations (NGOs), and through a wide range of social practices and rights 

movements. The governance of difference effects po liti cal and economic life as 

strug gles over the repre sen ta tion of group identities and needs are implicated 

in the allocation of resources and entitlements (Moore , ). One consequence 

of the governance of difference is the eruption of the notion of cultural diversity 

through which cultural claims to citizenship and national identity emerge in 

relation to cultural identity.

Defining citizenship and nationality in the Australian context has posed 

unique challenges and contradictions throughout its complex immigration his-

tory. Its relatively recent history as a nation- state, the diverse origins of its pop-

ulation, its largely symbolic ties to a foreign monarch and the lack of any 

historical event to mark its autonomy (Zappala and  Castles , –), under-

pin the vulnerabilities through which a sense of Australian national identity 

and consequent ideas around citizenship and belonging are  imagined. As dis-

cussed in chapter , claims of belonging in the Australian national field emerge 

in large part in relation to one’s ability to demonstrate their Anglo- Celtic heri-

tage as a form of symbolic capital (Bourdieu ; Hage ; Kapferer ). Offi-

cial multicultural policy and discourse, although premised to do the opposite, 

can serve to further distinguish  those who do not belong to this majority popu-

lation. Indeed, the term “multiculturalism” itself is most often reserved for  those 
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from non- English- speaking minority backgrounds (Gunew , ). Given the 

relevance of race in dictating degrees of belonging in multicultural context, both 

the ways in which citizenship is implemented and the ways in which racism is 

acknowledged and managed serve as ways of governing difference.

In the Australian context, as strug gles over the interpretation and repre sen-

ta tion of racism and citizenship are engaged at a po liti cal level,  these categories 

are perceived by young  people as coming from the wider world. Consequently, 

as I explore and analyze  here, the degree to which  these concepts resonated in 

young  people’s own sense of their identity was variable. Central to this variability 

are the ways in which the notion of racism is framed as an obstacle to national 

belonging.

Experiencing and Interpreting Racism

When Vic missed the first half of lunch period at Paddington High one day, she 

explained upon her return, “They asked me about racism again. They asked if 

I’ve ever experienced racism. Again! I said it happened once. . . .  Not  here. Not 

at school.” To say that  these young  people experience research saturation about 

the racism they experience is an understatement. It was commonplace for 

vari ous government agencies or university researchers, like myself, to visit the 

schools  these young  people attended with questionnaires about their experi-

ences with racism. The complex ways in which young  people both vacated and 

inhabited (Back ) a sense of racialized identity in their everyday practices 

and in performative moments (explored in chapters  and , respectively), is mir-

rored in the way racism as a significant issue is both affirmed and denied in 

popu lar multicultural discourse. All of my research participants reported hav-

ing experienced racism to some degree, and they had complex understandings 

and awareness of racist discourses across community and national contexts.

In my observations and conversations with them, young  people described 

their experiences and understanding of racism as primarily class specific and 

often conflated skin color with socioeconomic status. They  were acutely aware 

of the structural limitations placed on them, which emerged largely in relation-

ship to their economic vulnerability (see also Hage a, ) and they described 

their consequent perception of themselves as social outsiders in terms of their 

skin color. When a group of Sudanese participants listened to a radio interview 

about their hip hop song described in the previous chapter, and the interviewer 

referred to them as having “difficult backgrounds.” Santino, in a typical explana-

tion said, “Hey, is she calling us poor!  Because  we’re black? That’s what difficult 

background means! It means  you’re black!” Every one in the group laughed.

Though they apparently perceived this common assessment that they are 

black and therefore poor and understood that racism was believed to be a sig-

nificant issue in their lives, most of my participants maintained that they did 
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not experience racism in the contexts of their school environments and friend-

ship groups. In their descriptions of racism they often merged accounts of their 

own experiences with indications of a public perception of the role of racism 

in their lives. An awareness of racist attitudes was regularly evoked and enacted in 

mock demonstrations of racism and teasing accusations, exchanged between 

young  people, of being “a racist.” In such exchanges, young  people essentialized 

black identities in humorous interactions through which they exposed the con-

tent of vari ous racist ste reo types to mock and critically comment upon them (see 

also Back , ). In  doing so, young  people sought to elicit reactions and nod-

ded to the perception that racism looms large in their lives.

“I’m a Black Man and I’m Being Mugged”: Demonstrations  

and Accusations of Racism

I observed mock displays and playful accusations of racism through comments 

such as, “ Don’t do that,  you’re such a racist” or “Stop being such a racist and give 

me the ball” regularly throughout the course of my fieldwork. Young  people 

engaged in such exchanges with humor as they traded accusations of racism back 

and forth. The practice of playfully deliberating over what was racist and why 

was also pervasive. I once observed a group of four boys, two white and two black, 

laughing and jokingly discussing  whether the word “boy” was racist. A group of 

four black young  people on their way out of school at the end of the day  were 

laughing  later that day, pushing each other and shouting, “I’m not racist! I’m not 

racist!” Accusations of racism  were often aimed at one another in a teasing and 

mildly ironic tone, as if to indicate that being racist was not so much an option 

for them.

To provide just a brief sampling of mock demonstrations and accusations 

of racism over a range of circumstances: Obama argued with Santino over the 

computer at Kedron Club, pleading with me, “He  can’t go first, he’s a racist;” Vic 

playfully slapped one of the dancers who did not know her steps during African 

dance practice and said, “ You’re such a racist! Do it right;” Samah informed me 

that Vic  didn’t give her a  ride to her formal by saying, “No, she  didn’t bring me. 

She’s a racist. Racist, I tell you;” and Gabe yelled to me while laughing and wres-

tling with some friends at school, “Miss, miss! I’m being mugged. I’m being 

mugged by two white men. I’m a black man, I  shouldn’t get mugged!”

In addition to their mock accusations of racism, young  people engaged in 

the constant use of derogatory, racist terms. One after noon at Kedron Club a vol-

unteer was talking about Arnold Schwarzenegger, oblivious to the four African 

boys cracking up with laughter over the sound of that name. They thought the 

“negger” in “Schwarzenegger” sounded like that most nefarious of slurs and  were 

coaxing each other to “say it out loud if  you’re a man.” Through their near con-

stant use of this term young  people  were able to assert that they knew the nega-

tive and deeply racist sentiment it entailed, but they  were able to use it themselves, 
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and thereby subtly negate its problematic association. They did so for the pur-

pose of engaging racist attitudes, or in this case it seemed, for their  simple 

amusement as teenage boys. On two other occasions, Nine pointed out his 

friends to me by gesturing  toward Aliir and saying, “My best friends are this 

monkey and that monkey,” and Samah explained to Joseph why my baby was cry-

ing when he held her by saying, “She just  doesn’t like monkeys.”

Through their easy use of racist terms and their joking accusations of 

racism, young  people demonstrated their awareness of racism and indeed its 

perception as a significant issue in their lives, while at the same time they  were 

able to slightly invalidate racist ste reo types by making fun of them. In this way, 

their exchanges around racism created a sort of caricature in which the absurd 

content of racism was highlighted, and young  people postured that they  were 

not so deeply affected by it. I interpret young  people’s playful use of racist ste-

reo types and accusations of racism in terms of what Back describes as “parody-

ing” racism (, ). Through their joking engagement with constructions 

of racism, and as Back also observed among young  people from minority back-

grounds, “ ‘race’ ideologies  were subverted and ‘commonsense’ racism publicly 

ridiculed” by my in for mants (, ). Furthermore, as Back also describes, 

young black  people regularly engaged with racist name calling and racist terms 

and they did so not to hurt one another, but rather as a means of “exposing the 

content of [the] ste reo type and ridiculing its meaning” (, ).

That is, through their teasing use of racist discourse young  people  were able 

to strip such discourse of any real meaning. In addition to hinting at the fallacy 

of racist thinking and ideology and allowing young  people to demonstrate that 

they  were perhaps not so profoundly affected by it, they also demonstrated their 

ability to invoke racist discourse to their own advantage in par tic u lar and occa-

sional situations. For example, Zi explained to another African student how he 

might get away with wearing beads in his hair against school policy. As Zi 

explained, “All you have to do is say, ‘How dare you tell me not to wear  these, 

this is my culture, that’s racist.’ ” At Kedron Club Santino claimed to Obama, both 

African participants, that racism was the reason for his low exam grade. He said, 

“She gave me a B- , she’s racist. Racist to me only. She  wasn’t racist to you . . .  you 

deserve your grade.” And when I asked Vic why she left her previous school, she 

responded “It was boring Miss . . .  [and as an afterthought] they are racist.” In 

some instances, “racism” was used as the simplest explanation for a range of 

complaints which may or may not have been based in experiences with racism.

When an incident was perceived as having racist undertones but did not 

appear to demonstrate this decisively enough, it was also common for young 

 people to enhance the racist content in their retelling. In one prominent exam-

ple, a group of girls who attended Kedron Club  were at their school hanging out 

in a classroom and straightening one another’s hair during the lunch hour. I was 

 there too as their teacher stormed into the classroom and started yelling at the 
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students that they should not be straightening their hair during the lunch hour. 

The teacher told them they would have to pay for the electricity they used in 

 doing so and the girls  were clearly confused and did not realize that they  were 

breaking any rules. They  didn’t argue and immediately started packing up their 

hair  things to leave the room. As they did so, they mumbled quietly in Arabic to 

one another. The teacher’s agitation escalated, and she yelled, “ Don’t you use that 

lang-  [starts to say language] Arabic in my classroom!”

The girls left and as they debriefed and related the incident to the  others 

outside, the main girl involved said, “She’s a racist! She’s so racist! She told me 

‘ Don’t speak in your dingo languages!’ ” While this incident clearly had racist ele-

ments, such as the teacher’s refusal to let the girls use their languages and her 

stumbling over what to call it, and quite possibly her general contemptuous atti-

tude  toward them, the story was retold with statements that  were never made. 

While racist foundations  were likely pre sent in and affecting the encounter, 

the girls used their own experiences and interpretations of racism to more 

emphatically illustrate what they felt to be a racist attack.

This incident illustrates the juxtaposition of racism as an  actual and preva-

lent experience in young  people’s lives, with the self- conscious pervasive aware-

ness that racism is also perceived to be a significant issue in their lives— the 

latter a real ity that can be utilized and tapped into for vari ous purposes and to 

make vari ous points. By deconstructing their experiences of racism and engag-

ing racist ste reo types in playful verbal interaction or in exaggerated ways to 

make a point, young  people may become active participants in racist discourse 

and thereby affect its weight in their lives.

Racism and Belonging in Multicultural Discourse

In the context of Australian multiculturalism, Anglo cultural privilege, and eth-

nic minority disadvantage (in terms of, for example, public sector employ-

ment and media repre sen ta tion) exist in juxtaposition to the denial of racism 

in social and po liti cal discourse (Dunn and Nelson , ). This complexity is 

evident in the social practices of young  people represented  here.  These young 

 people recounted experiences of racism mostly in abstractions and sometimes 

claimed not to have experienced it at all, but nonetheless demonstrated a per-

vasive awareness of its significance as a social issue. They did so in their fre-

quent depictions of racist encounters and their sarcastic accusations of racism 

among one another. To interpret my in for mants’ engagement with racism more 

fully I now look to perceptions and treatment of racism as they emerge in 

broad public discourse.

Research on racism in Brisbane, and Australia more broadly, demonstrates 

a complexity of societal beliefs that both acknowledge and deny the existence of 

racism. Survey data collected for the Challenging Racism Proj ect (Dunn and 

Nelson ; Forrest and Dunn ), previously described in chapter , was 
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conducted in Brisbane and its outer suburbs via telephone interviews.  People 

 were asked  whether it was good for society to be made up of dif fer ent cultures; 

 whether and to what extent they felt a sense of security in the context of cul-

tural difference; and (to gauge their position on multiculturalism)  whether 

Australia is weakened by  people from dif fer ent ethnic backgrounds maintain-

ing their cultural traditions (Forrest and Dunn ). The results of this data 

 were that Brisbane is “tolerant” but that the “ac cep tance” of ethnic diversity was 

accompanied by pro- assimilation views (Forrest and Dunn :). That is, 

 people  were accepting of cultural diversity to the extent that ethnic groups 

largely adapted the cultural practices of the majority population— findings  were 

similar across Australia as a  whole.

According to Dunn and his colleagues’ research, intolerant attitudes mani-

fest through media repre sen ta tions of ethnic minority groups in outlets such as 

tabloid news and talk back radio (Forrest and Dunn , ). Despite evidence 

of intolerance, much public discourse denies the prevalence of racism. Dunn 

argues that the denial, deflection, and justification of racism as inevitable man-

ifests in the Australian context in a range of ways and is a prominent aspect of 

“con temporary racism,” or “new racism,” which, as Dunn describes, “is typified 

by denial politics, and discourses of deflection and absence” (Dunn and Nelson 

, ). The denial of racism manifests most strongly among po liti cal leaders, 

according to Dunn’s research, while  there is a much higher level of acknowl-

edgment of racism among the Australian public (Dunn and Nelson , ).

The deflection and denial of racism finds scope to manifest in the social 

context of current discourses of multiculturalism, which position racism as 

something that exists outside of or opposed to multicultural social policy. Indeed, 

a principal impetus for multicultural social policy is its potential to overcome 

the pitfalls of racism in an ethnically diverse society (Hage ). However mul-

ticultural “tolerance” allows for the subtle acknowl edgment of privilege in the 

context of belonging to a nation, while indirectly subsuming issues of race.

Moreover, as Dunn’s research outlines,  there is a positive association 

between reported experiences of racism and its denial which is closely tied to 

the degree to which  people from minority backgrounds perceive a sense of 

national belonging. That is, when  people perceive a sense of belonging to 

national space they are positively empowered to critique it (see also Hage ). 

As Dunn illustrates, when minority groups perceive a “lesser claim to citizen-

ship” this may manifest in “a reticence to state that  there is racism in Australian 

society” (Dunn and Nelson , ). Indigenous Australians are more likely to 

acknowledge their experiences of racism and perceptions of Anglo privilege 

than other non- Anglo minority or mi grant groups  because, as Dunn contends, 

“their [Indigenous Australians] belonging is less contestable, and therefore their 

right to make claims and sense of entitlement is stronger” (Dunn and Nelson 

, ).
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Likewise, the occasional lack of public acknowl edgment around issues of 

racism may leave  these young  people from refugee backgrounds disempowered 

to assert their own experiences with it. Conversely, their sense of belonging may 

be hindered precisely  because of the ways in which they are framed as affected 

by racist experiences, despite their claims that such experiences are not perva-

sive or significant. The slippage between discourses of multiculturalism that 

deny racism and  those that acknowledge, and even insist upon it as an issue in 

the lives of young  people from minority backgrounds, mirrors the duality of 

young  people’s intermittent denial, and playful depictions of their own experi-

ences of racism. While young  people’s acknowl edgment of racism in their lives 

was inconsistent, their humorous engagement with it was a constant. This 

allowed for them to participate in the ways in which their lives  were framed 

around issues of racism in a sociopo liti cal context that si mul ta neously denied 

racism and warned of its prevalence.

That their experiences with racism are absolutely real, and in many cases, 

pervasive, is not in question. Rather, what I seek to tease out by demonstrating a 

relationship between young  people’s creative engagement with racism and the 

contradictory ways in which it is treated in public discourse, is how the treatment 

and management of the concept of racism itself can act as a tool in the po liti cal 

repre sen ta tion of  these young  people’s lives. The identity practices through 

which young  people both proj ect and abandon racialized self- representations 

emerges in part as a kind of responsiveness to the po liti cal repre sen ta tion through 

which they are implicated in the management of racism. The vari ous ways in 

which young  people’s lives are framed through public discourse around citizen-

ship and nationality can also be examined as central to the governance of young 

 people’s difference. Their engagement with  these categories reflects a flexibility 

that similarly acts as a form of responsiveness to the po liti cal repre sen ta tion 

of their lives.

Belonging to the Nation: Citizenship, Nationality, and Inclusion

Citizenship and nationality carry specific and contextualized meanings and 

reflect a sense of belonging (and not belonging) to place. In the Australian con-

text  these categories are engaged most acutely, and perhaps paradoxically 

( Castles , ), through the current po liti cal and broad social framework of 

multiculturalism. My participants conceptions of nationality and citizenship 

demonstrate how they perceive and engage the vari ous connotations  these cat-

egories invoke in ways that often delimit their sense of social belonging. Their 

engagement with citizenship and nationality demonstrates a perception of the 

often racialized power dynamics inherent to multicultural discourse through 

their conflation of immigration status and skin color. For  these young  people, 

categories of nationality and citizenship acted in part as externally imposed 
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devices related to the treatment and management of difference in multicultural 

discourse.

 There is a congruence between what I have labeled as the discourses of inte-

gration and tolerance related to multiculturalism and multiculturalism as offi-

cial immigration policy dictated through the categories of citizenship and 

nationality. It is through the pro cess of designating and attaining Australian 

nationality and citizenship that the discourses of integration and tolerance take 

on broad social and cultural significance at the scale of the polity and the nation. 

The pro cess of recognition or repre sen ta tion of who belongs in national context 

serves to reinforce the superiority of the recognizers and thereby reproduce the 

social context in which such is required (Dalsheim ; Povinelli ).

In my interactions with them, young  people acknowledged the social organ-

izing categories of nationality and citizenship in two primary ways. First, they 

talked about Australian citizenship and national identity as being practically 

beneficial in terms of designating a status that enabled travel, especially to their 

countries of origin. Second, however, they understood and discussed citizenship 

and nationality as indicative of barriers to inclusion in the Australian national 

space which they often explained in terms of skin color.

Young  people grappled with citizenship through paperwork, tests and cer-

emonies and they  were confronted by articulations of national belonging regu-

larly in their school context. Below I examine the complexities reflected in the 

extent to which my in for mants implicated themselves in the discourses of citi-

zenship and nationality, and why. In  doing so, I’ll pre sent two key ethnographic 

examples. One details Vic’s internal conflict in taking up Australian citizenship, 

and the other explores Tino’s response to the everyday politics of nationality with 

which he was confronted at school.

Acquiring Citizenship: Reconciling the “Real Stuff” with the “Fake Stuff”

The pro cess of applying for Australian citizenship has been revised with changes 

implemented in April and June of  (Webster ). Among  these changes, the 

residency requirement for applying for citizenship increased from twelve months 

to four years, a formal En glish language test was implemented, and changes  were 

made to both the “pledge of citizenship” and the citizenship test (Webster ). 

The citizenship test was changed to include more questions to assess “good char-

acter” and to weed out religious extremism (Benson and Baxendale ). Spe-

cifically, questions  were designed to assess attitudes about vio lence against 

 women, forced marriage, and genital mutilation. In addition, applicants for Aus-

tralian citizenship are now asked to provide “evidence of integration,” includ-

ing employment rec ords, tax payments and  children’s school payments (Benson 

and Baxendale ).

The citizenship test is “designed to assess  whether you have an adequate 

knowledge of Australia and the responsibilities and privileges of Australian 
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citizenship” (Australian Department of Immigration and Citizenship [DIAC], 

n.d.- a). The test asks vari ous questions relating to the historical, po liti cal and 

cultural knowledge inherent in an Australian national identity, such as: “What 

do we remember on Anzac Day?,” “Which official symbol of Australia identifies 

Commonwealth property?,” and “Which of  these statements about govern-

ment in Australia is correct” (DIAC, n.d.- b). Upon obtaining Australian citi-

zenship through the completion of the citizenship test and other application 

materials, new citizens must attend a citizenship ceremony wherein they 

make a “pledge of commitment” to Australia. The current pledge reads: “From 

this time forward,  under God [optional], I pledge my loyalty to Australia and its 

 people, whose demo cratic beliefs I share, whose rights and liberties I re spect, 

and whose laws I  will uphold and obey” (DIAC, n.d.- c).

To fully adhere to the logistical procedures and paperwork requirements of 

the citizenship pro cess, young  people sometimes had to compromise aspects 

of their own sense of identity. They did so not always to achieve a sense of belong-

ing in the Australian context (although this was sometimes a primary motiva-

tion), but also for the more practical purpose of subverting structural barriers 

which allowed for the maintenance of connections to their countries of origin. 

During one lunch hour at Paddington High I helped Vic, along with her friend 

Samah, to fill out the initial paperwork in the pro cess of obtaining Australian 

citizenship.

When she came to the questions about her  family background Vic asked, 

“Do we have to have real stuff on  here or can it be fake stuff?” When we asked 

her what she meant, Vic became agitated and said, “I mean real or fake?!” Samah 

and Vic went back and forth like this for a while before Vic explained that she 

wrote the name of her “real”  mother’s name, who is still in Africa, on the citi-

zenship form. But on her paperwork utilized upon entry to Australia her “step-

mother,” with whom she currently lived, was listed as her  mother. I offered that 

the form says, “real or adoptive,” and Vic responded that her step  mother did 

not adopt her. Samah then urged Vic that for her citizenship to go through she 

had to fill out the paperwork with her familiar relationships exactly as they  were 

on the paper work she used upon entry, or alternatively, she could change that 

information first and then apply for her citizenship. Vic, at that point very agi-

tated, yelled, “I want to write my real  mother!  Because I just want real stuff! My 

real  mother! I  don’t want to have fake stuff!” Samah restated her argument and 

Vic responded, “Shut up Samah!  You’re annoying me now. Just shut up,” before 

leaving the room.

A few days  later I asked Vic if she finished with the citizenship paperwork 

and she responded, “No. I quit that. I  don’t want to be Australian. Not now.” A 

few weeks following this Vic approached me and excitedly told me, “I’m getting 

my citizenship on Tuesday!  Because it was easy. My mom just said let’s go down 

to immigration. Then they asked me a few questions and said, ‘You have your 
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citizenship.’ ” Vic attended the citizenship ceremony in a formal dress, and her 

“stepbrother” and two friends from school came to watch.  After the ceremony 

she told me, “It was so cool! For my  family, it felt good” and that she felt “a  little 

bit Australian.” I  didn’t ask her how she handled the discrepancy of how to define 

her  mother on her citizenship paperwork.

During my fieldwork Vic strug gled with vari ous immigration officers and 

 lawyers to work out a way to bring her “real”  mother, residing in Africa, to Aus-

tralia. She described this as essential to feeling at home and frequently said that 

she wanted to live in Africa but, “if my mom comes  here I’m gonna stay  here.” 

She would alternate between calling the  mother she lived with in Australia her 

“mom” and her “stepmom” depending on the state of their often volatile rela-

tionship. In the pro cess of filling out her citizenship form, Vic needed to com-

promise her deeply held feelings of familial ties to conform to the categories and 

definitions required. She did so, however, not necessarily to deepen her feelings 

of belonging to the Australian national space, but more immediately to close a 

gap of belonging to her country of origin by furthering the possibility of bring-

ing her  mother to Australia.

Vic’s desire for Australian citizenship, her adherence to the familial labels 

required for acquiring citizenship, and the extent to which her Australian citi-

zenship contributed to a sense of “being Australian,”  were unstable and contin-

ually revised and changed. The pro cess and outcome of becoming an Australian 

citizen, while ultimately a positive experience that allowed Vic to feel “a  little 

bit Australian,” served to maintain a feeling of being slightly outside of the 

bounds of social belonging in the Australian context. Moreover, many young 

 people recounted that, regardless of formal citizenship, skin color remained an 

obstacle to a complete sense of national belonging. In one telling comment, when 

I asked him if he considers himself Australian, Mathew, a Karen participant 

laughed, “Nah . . .  it’s skin color, not citizen. . . .  My  family, my grandpa and 

grandma.”

Not all of my research participants experienced this sense of conflict over 

citizenship choices as intensely as Vic. For many, the idea of citizenship was pri-

marily embraced as a form of practicality. When I asked them about acquiring 

citizenship, common responses included “If I want to apply to anything, like Uni 

or anything, it’s better if you get it,” “I want to get it, so I can travel around the 

world for soccer,” and “I could travel and go overseas with that.” However, for 

 those who  were intensely entrenched in personal conflict over the acquisition 

of Australian citizenship, like Vic, their lack of belonging in the Australian 

national space was emphasized through the very pro cess of becoming citizens.

As Hage argues, for many who have experienced migration, the intensity of 

emotion with which they negotiate the dynamics of national identity represent 

“guilt- ridden moves within a general moral economy of social belonging” (b, 

). Vic’s internal strug gle over becoming an Australian citizen reflects her 
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attempts to repay a symbolic moral debt to the country she left  behind, and the 

 mother she left  behind, as well as to the country that offers her the hope for a 

better  future (see also Hage b). Moreover, the complexity involved in young 

 people’s personal choices regarding discourses of repre sen ta tion, such as citi-

zenship, was broadly understood by their peers. As such, they often supported 

one another, as Samah did Vic, in the sometimes fraught task of navigating struc-

tural frameworks while maintaining their sense of authenticity. Young  people 

similarly encountered, and worked to manipulate, resist and sometimes substan-

tiate po liti cal repre sen ta tions around notions of national identity. In  doing so, 

they  were able to speak to their experiences of social belonging in Australia.

Defining Nationality: Flexibility and the Implications of Multiple Belongings

While young  people grappled with an abstracted notion of national belonging 

as they negotiated the citizenship pro cess, they  were more explic itly confronted 

with the task of “being Australian” in their daily lives, and particularly in the 

school context.  There was an annual competition at Paddington High in which 

students  were given a topic or concept they  were challenged to depict using 

choco late crackle (a sticky concoction made of rice cereal, marshmallow and 

cocoa powder) and other sweets in a sort of diorama. Most students and staff 

participated in and looked forward to this event. The topic for the competition 

during my field research was to create an image of an “Aussie summer.” Most 

students made dioramas of beach scenes, picnics, barbecues, and other typical 

Australian summer scenes, as did most of my research participants who attended 

Paddington High.

Tino, and three other of my African participants who attended Paddington 

High, worked together in the competition. They constructed a  giant hill- shaped 

mound of choco late crackle, with  little men made from biscuits strewn about as 

though dead and surrounded by lashings of red gummy sweets which appeared 

to depict blood. They called their entry “Somertime [sic] War.” Judges of the com-

petition walked around the entries with a clipboard discussing and noting the 

“Aussie- ness” of vari ous entries. They ignored Tino and his friend’s entry with-

out comment. Their ELL teacher complimented another African student’s entry 

while I was standing with him and exclaimed, “What was Tino thinking? He did 

war!? What was he thinking?” And then to me, sarcastically, “You’ll have to write 

about this; you better take a picture.”

When I talked to Tino about the proj ect the next day he said he  didn’t 

remember what his proj ect was. I asked him if it was called “Somertime War” 

and he said, “Yeah, something like that I think . . .   because  people think of sum-

mer and they think of happy. But in some  people’s lives it’s not as happy as in 

our lives.” While aligning himself with other Australians in his use of the phrase 

“our” lives, Tino critiqued the value and relevance for himself, and a portion of 

the students participating, of such a nationalistic topic. Their “Somertime War” 
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entry resisted the sharedness of identification with the tradition of “an Aussie 

summer.”

Like citizenship, young  people’s encounters with the externally defined cat-

egory of Australian national identity sometimes served to highlight their lack of 

belonging in the Australian national space. In  these moments, young  people 

expressed an inhibition to fully participate in, or an inclination to speak back 

to, nation building proj ects at their schools and in other social settings. How-

ever, embracing Australian national identity also enabled, for  these young  people, 

a straightforward way of identifying themselves which helped them to evade 

the more nuanced and complex range of national identities they might other-

wise inhabit or portray. That is, while in some circumstances, and for some 

young  people, the oversimplification inherent to vari ous politics of repre sen ta-

tion led to frustration and turmoil, for  others this oversimplification was pre-

cisely the draw. As Wah Wah exclaimed when I asked her what she considered 

to be her national identity, “Australia! Then if the person asks you where  you’re 

from you can say, ‘I’m Australia too.’ Just like that! And you can go to Thailand 

like that too.”

Moreover, young  people strategically chose to emphasize dif fer ent national 

identities in dif fer ent contexts and for a range of purposes. Lisa described her 

nationality as Australian during one interview with me. She explained, “ Because 

when I live in Thailand nobody said I’m Thailand. In Australia if you have citi-

zenship you are Australian. I want to be Australian  because I  don’t want to go to 

Thailand anymore  because it is my new life in Australia.” However, on another 

occasion while discussing her Burmese background, from which she often tried 

to distance herself, Lisa stated, “I’m with Thailand. And if they  don’t believe me 

and ask me more questions I can answer every thing. . . .  It’s not Burmese; I’ve 

never been to Burma.” As Lisa’s differing emphases on national identity demon-

strate, categories of national identity do not necessarily evoke a sense of belong-

ing but can instead reflect an inherent sense of not belonging, as they are often 

mobilized in response to the perception of needing to provide answers to the 

question about where they belong.

With each other my in for mants knew and understood the flexibility with 

which they might define themselves through one or another nationality. As such, 

they allowed each other to identify differently to one another and flexibility was 

normalized and supported. In a group interview I asked siblings Santino, Omar, 

and Lola  whether they felt at all Australian (or Sudanese, African, both, neither, 

 etc.); Santino immediately responded “No” while his  brother Omar said “Yep.” 

Santino responded to Omar by saying, “No  we’re not, we  don’t do anything 

like Australians. We  don’t eat the same  thing. All dif fer ent.” Omar responded, 

“We eat pizza, ham, lettuce.” Santino thought and responded, “No, I  don’t feel 

like Australian,” and Omar said, “I do.” Santino and Omar  were close in age, 

attended the same school, and moved within the same circle of peers. Yet they 
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often defined their sense of national identity in dif fer ent terms. And signifi-

cantly, they allowed one another to do so. While young  people often sought to 

fix themselves and one another to par tic u lar racial and ethnic categories, when 

asked to define themselves in terms of citizenship and nationality they allowed 

one another to diverge, consider, change, and manipulate.

Having lived at the borders of national identity for much of their lives, citi-

zenship and nationality as markers of identity  were neither bounded nor fixed 

for  these young  people. And they  were deeply aware of the complexity of ways in 

which their lives  were framed in public discourse with relation to  these cate-

gories. Through the emphasis of citizenship status and Australian national 

belonging each as something to achieve and work  toward,  these categories of 

governance highlighted participants’ social belonging as something in pro gress.

The categories of citizenship and nationality, in their establishment and 

maintenance, served to subtly propose that young  people could and should be 

full participating members of Australian society, but that they  were not quite 

 there yet— and that they would therefore indeed benefit from accelerated inte-

gration as well as the tolerance of the broader community. Refugee status as 

another aspect of po liti cal repre sen ta tion in  these young  people’s lives similarly 

evoked the messages of integration and tolerance implicit in multicultural dis-

course. Young  people perceived refugee status as something that was treated by 

the broader population as problematic in some way. And their identification as 

refugees was tenuous.

The Double- Bind of Refugee Status

Unlike discourses of citizenship and nationality intended to highlight who 

belongs and provide an ave nue to extend that belonging to  others, the po liti cal 

repre sen ta tion of refugee status explic itly distinguishes  those who identify as 

such to be social and national outsiders. The notion of being a refugee  didn’t 

appear to manifest in the everyday lives of my in for mants with the same fre-

quency and clarity as concepts of citizenship and nationality. Instead, “refugee” 

remained an elusive concept understood vaguely as something negative and 

something that hindered belonging to the broader Australian population. More-

over, their status as young  people from refugee backgrounds calls into question 

a matrix of further considerations around defining notions of home and 

belonging.

I conceptualize their classification as refugees as a form of po liti cal repre-

sen ta tion insofar as young  people’s personal identification as refugees was weak 

and variable, while the label carries po liti cal implications— which, as I explore 

below, young  people apparently perceived— that yield negative associations in the 

Australian context. The lives of  these young  people are regularly represented in 

broad sociopo liti cal context with both positive and negative connotations. As 
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young  people from refugee backgrounds they are framed by the predominant 

discourses of “dysfunction and failure” or “resilience and success,” as well as by 

the binary division of a generational culture clash which leaves them torn 

between cultures (Ngo , ). In addition they are perceived as lucky to have 

resettled in Australia but unlucky in their experiences prior; they are survivors, 

victims and sometimes freeloaders; they are both vulnerable and in need of pro-

tection, as well as dangerous and in need of correction. The real ity, of course, is 

infinitely more nuanced than  these binaries can capture. And like in their 

engagement of citizenship status and national identity, young  people allowed one 

another flexibility in  whether or not they identified as refugees.

Rather than intensely arguing over their refugee status, or perceived lack 

thereof, even siblings debated the issue in a decidedly dispassionate way and 

settled on one side or the other seemingly without a  great deal of angst or delib-

eration. Significantly, in negotiating refugee status they engaged with vari ous 

externally applied identifying categories through the language and conceptual-

ization of a dichotomy of “good” versus “bad” perceptions about their lives and 

experiences. Through their direct consideration of  whether refugee status may 

be easily conceptualized as “a good  thing” or “a bad  thing,” it is evident that their 

categorization as such gains meaning externally as a po liti cal and popu lar dis-

course of repre sen ta tion which emerges through the governance of difference.

Defining the Good and the Bad  Things

Young  people  were aware of the broad implications of their status as refugees 

and citizens as potentially contentious and publicly perceived through conflict-

ing positive and negative associations. Their perception of positive and negative 

connotations in association with their refugee status was particularly evident 

when I asked them open- ended interview questions based on their broad life 

experiences (e.g., “What is impor tant or significant to you in your life?”). Before 

responding they would regularly seek clarification by asking if I was  after some-

thing “good or bad.”

For example, when I asked Elijah what the word “refugee” meant to him, he 

answered, “Is it in a bad way or in a good way? I  don’t think it’s bad to be a refu-

gee  because it’s just a situation  they’re in.” When I asked Shalla, a fourteen- year- 

old Karen girl, “what is impor tant in your life?” she answered, “Like what kind? 

Is it something bad or something good?” And in an interview with Santino and 

his  brother, Ben, and  sister Lola, I asked them to describe something impor tant 

about their lives and Santino answered, “You want something bad? I  don’t get 

it . . .  I’m dif fer ent, I’m from somewhere  else.” To this Ben clarified, “Santino is 

lucky to be  here  because some  people  don’t get the chance,” and Santino 

answered back, “Why are you just saying my name,  you’re lucky too?!”

My question, which was intended to allow Santino and his siblings to define 

for themselves what was significant in their lives, immediately led to their 
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engagement with the idea of being outsiders. What is noteworthy is that they did 

so in direct association with a scale of public perception (of which I, as the inter-

viewer, for them embodied) by initially asking if I wanted “something bad.” Per-

haps this sense of internalizing is best captured by Mathew who would constantly, 

teasingly and provocatively use words associated with ele ments of his status as 

a refugee youth to anything and every thing— while riding in the car with him, 

his cousin and his friend one after noon, he said, “Who names  these streets? If 

it  were up to us we’d name this one ‘Vulnerable Street’ and that one ‘Violent 

Street.’ ”

Many of my in for mants associated refugee status most readily with poverty 

and needing financial assistance, or with living in a refugee camp. In Elijah’s 

interpretation of refugee status, he described it as “just a situation  they’re in.” 

Following his statement I asked Elijah directly  whether he considered himself a 

refugee. He responded, “Prob ably. I  didn’t actually have any trou ble  there. But 

it’s hard  because I  don’t want to say like, ‘I’m not a refugee,’ but I  didn’t have 

any trou ble.” Elijah states that technically he is “prob ably” a refugee but main-

tains a distinction between his situation and his understanding of “them” as 

drawn from associations in media repre sen ta tions and his perception of public 

understanding. He expresses si mul ta neously his reluctance to fully separate 

himself from the category, indicating that he feels that at least on some level it 

is one which technically applies to his life.

From his brief statement two key  factors may be drawn— both pointing to 

the broad perception, observed among most of  these young  people, of themselves 

as outsiders in association with their repre sen ta tion as refugees. The first, the 

term refugee is associated with trou ble of some form, and the second, young 

 people feel a sense of obligation to define themselves as refugees. In other words, 

they have not all experienced the difficulties typically portrayed as defining the 

refugee experience— not all have lived in camps or experienced a harrowing 

journey. But they do understand themselves to be on the outside of what they 

recognize as mainstream society, and they do understand that their lives are por-

trayed in association with the term refugee often enough, so that they believe 

they are most likely defined by it in some way.

The category of being a refugee, then, carried more meaning externally than 

it did to the young  people who  were labeled as refugees. Nonetheless, their broad 

perception of their association with the term refugee led young  people to debate 

and engage with one another to define the term and their relationship to it. 

When Santino and his  brother and  sister discussed  whether they  were refugees, 

an argument about what constitutes being a refugee ensued. In a group inter-

view I asked them what the word refugee meant, and Santino answered, “That 

means. . . .  Yeah, I know it. It’s a camp like. A place they help you before you come 

 here. I think I am one.” Omar thought this was absurd and said, “No  you’re not!” 

to which Santino answered, “Yes I am. Who give you the chance to come  here 
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and fill out  those forms? Refugee  people.” Omar reflected and offered no further 

comment.

Young  people would sometimes distance themselves from the term refugee 

by describing their situation of living in refugee camps or fleeing their country of 

origin in terms of being “like a refugee,” as though being a refugee  were some 

indefinable experience they could approximate but  were not quite classified by. 

As Wah Wah, who had spent much of her life in Tham Hin refugee camp described 

it, “Refugee is the  people who  don’t have a country. It’s when you leave, and the UN 

gives you food and a teddy bear at Christmas.” Moreover, many young  people who 

 didn’t spend time in refugee camps expressed greater ambivalence about their 

status as refugees. Obama, who had not spent any of his life in a refugee camp, 

was tenuous in his self- identification with the label refugee. As he explained, “That’s 

 people, when government treat them bad they leave to come to a camp. I  didn’t go 

to a camp. I went to Egypt then straight to Australia. I  don’t know if I’m one.”

Other Sudanese young  people, all of whom had refugee status in Australia, 

reflected similar ambiguity in their identification with the term refugee. When 

I asked him the meaning of being a refugee and  whether he defined himself as 

such, Gabe stated, “It’s  people who come out of a place that’s wrecked already. 

Like kids who are in war.  There’s a lot of trou ble in the town. I’m not  really one. 

Well I guess . . .  I think I am.” Samah stated, “I  don’t  really know. I am a refugee, 

but I  don’t know that much. I  don’t  really care about it. I  don’t know why I came 

 here. I reckon it was fun  there.” And Vic similarly offered, “Refugee, refugee . . .  

I  don’t know.  People say  you’re a refugee, but I never  really lived in a camp. But 

most of the kids in my school lived in a camp in Africa. I  don’t know if I am. I 

 don’t think so.”

While in some of their accounts a sense of wanting to evade negative cate-

gorizations with which they  don’t seek to identify was evident, young  people also 

expressed a sense that they genuinely  didn’t fully understand the term but 

believed that they  were implicated in it in some way. Bound up in this implica-

tion is the perception of opportunity and safety afforded to refugees. Indeed, 

young  people often externalized their experiences and understood the label of 

“refugee” to be for  others who they perceived to have had a worse experience 

than themselves. During a casual conversation at a shopping center in response 

to my question about why she thought some of the African students who also 

attended Kedron Club came to Australia, Catalina, a Karen participant who had 

spent most of her life in the Tham Hin refugee camp, explained: “They came  here 

 because they are poor like us— but more poor. Like they have no  water. I know 

 because I’ve seen shows on TV. But in Santino places [I ask where and she says 

Africa] more  people help them. I’ve seen it; all  people go and help them. Not 

where we come from.”

In her account Catalina distanced her own experience from Santino’s whom 

she described as having lived through “a more difficult situation” than herself. 
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Prompted by a question about refugee status, Catalina constructed a definition 

of “refugee” as somehow other than herself and her own experience. While Cata-

lina pointed out that her strug gle was indeed as severe as Santino’s, she si mul-

ta neously evaded the external definition of “refugee.”  These young  people  were 

generally aware of the associations with the term refugee as being a “bad”  thing. 

As such they avoided defining themselves by it to the extent that they could, but 

also portrayed their awareness that the negative connotation of refugee in some 

way applied to them. This may be explained in part with the extent to which 

refugee issues, in the Australian context, are focused around “boat  people” or 

 those who enter Australian shores unauthorized (see chapter ), while most of 

my in for mants arrived in Australia as approved humanitarian entrants. But I 

believe  there is more to it.

By identifying with the classification of refugee young  people aligned them-

selves with something they perceived as broadly and vaguely negative. However, 

their tendency not to identify as refugees seemed to evidence not only the reluc-

tance of identification with a category about which they perceived negative 

associations, but also a genuine disparity between the way in which they  were 

externally framed as refugees and the extent to which that label carried mean-

ing in their own lives and experiences.

Similarly to the variability with which they negotiated their citizenship and 

nationality, the degree to which young  people felt implicated in discourse around 

refugee status may be partially accounted for in their experiences of social 

belonging. While status as a refugee reflects a sense of being other than the dom-

inant Australian society of which they are a part, some of my in for mants, by not 

identifying as having refugee status as shown in the statement from Elijah men-

tioned  earlier, perceived themselves as not demonstrating a sense of belonging 

with one another. In this sense, identifying as refugees leaves young  people in a 

double bind. If they do not represent themselves as refugees they risk disassoci-

ating with one another in their broad perception as outsiders and, if they do, 

they risk alienation with the wider population. This sense of alienation from 

broader Australian society, in relation to their refugee status, is related in part 

to the po liti cal and popu lar discourse of being “torn between two cultures” with 

which young  people from refugee backgrounds are often represented.

Where Is Home: Po liti cal Discourse of the Culture Clash

The discourse of a “clash of cultures” or “being torn between two worlds,” mani-

fests in relation to the resettlement of young  people from refugee backgrounds 

and depicts intergenerational conflict and a strug gle to define home (Ngo , 

). For the young  people with whom I worked, the theory of a culture clash should 

be all the more prevalent, according to the narrative of strug gle between mod-

ern versus traditional or first world versus third world (Ngo , ). They had 

recently been through the pro cess of forced migration and resettlement in 
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Australia, and as such had much of their immediate  family still living in their 

country of origin or in neighboring refugee camps. However, rather than expe-

riencing a “clash” between two distinct cultures or being “torn between two 

worlds,” as they negotiated belonging, my in for mants expressed a sense of home 

in both the countries from which they  were displaced and in their place of reset-

tlement. And they did so in ways that appeared relatively unproblematic.

 There was a  great degree of flexibility and nuance based on individual cir-

cumstances and choice in the ways in which young  people characterized home, 

and this was understood and supported within peer groups. Thakin, a twelve- 

year- old Karen boy, responded to my question about where home is by saying, “I 

 don’t  really think about that. I just think of where I am right now. What I’m  doing 

right now.” Gabe said, “Home is first my  house. Then Sudan. I  don’t  really know 

if I miss  there. I’ve never  really lived a life  there,” and Elijah offered, “Australia 

is good. And if not Australia, Africa. Back to my village.”

Significantly, the ability of  these young  people to oscillate between dif fer-

ent conceptualizations of home did not appear to emerge out of confusion, frus-

tration, angst, or even a sense of nostalgia. Rather, it was apparently related to 

more practical considerations such as where “a good job place” might be. Based 

on their depictions and stated opinions about their lives both past and pre sent, 

neither  were characterized as entirely good or bad.  These young  people seem to 

have a sophisticated awareness of the positive and negatives of each, as well as 

a nuanced understanding of the inconsistencies between how aspects of their 

lives are popularly depicted and how they emerge in lived experience.

For example, I  didn’t ask Nine about vio lence in his previous home when 

he stated, “I was young when I was  there. I  couldn’t capture the vio lence. It’s bad 

and good. That’s what I always say. But I was used to it.  People say it’s bad now 

 because  they’ve seen something dif fer ent.” Nine’s comment captures the uncon-

flicted feeling with which  these young  people often spoke about notions of 

home in their country of origin. At the same time, it captures an awareness of 

the perception of difficulty through which their lives are often publicly managed 

and represented. Contrary to this public repre sen ta tion, as young  people con-

sidered their feelings of where and what home was, tension, confusion and frus-

tration  were observed only very minimally.

The concepts of home and familial belonging are not without complexity 

for  these young  people. A degree of culture and generational clash and frustra-

tion may, of course, have been evident in ways that I did not capture in my par-

ticipant observation– based fieldwork. “Culture clash,” along with the trauma 

young  people from refugee backgrounds often experience in the pro cess of relo-

cation and resettlement, often leads to serious  mental health concerns (Gifford 

et al. ; Correa- Velez et al. , ). I accept that feelings of nostalgia and 

longing for another home do occur and that  these feelings may lend themselves 

to conflicting emotions and turmoil. However, this experience appears not to 
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be nearly as dominant as the “torn between two worlds” discourse seems to 

suggest.

In the po liti cal framing of  these young  people as refugees, as in the pro cess 

of becoming citizens and becoming Australian nationals, the notion that they 

 were away from home was emphasized and the task of creating a new home was 

urged. Popu lar media accounts detail familiar stories of refugee and mi grant 

young  people confronted with wildly dif fer ent and conflicting cultures and 

struggling to reconcile the traditional cultural expectations of their parents’ and 

grandparents’ generation, with what it means to be a young person in Australia 

 today. Such illustrations help to distil and advance understanding of the momen-

tous changes and challenges faced by young  people of refugee and mi grant 

backgrounds (Ngo , ).

However, by framing their cultural influences in binary and conflicting cat-

egories, participants’ cultures of origin  were invariably framed as somehow 

developmentally  behind their modern Australian counterpart, if romantically 

exotic. Such binary distinctions in popu lar and po liti cal discourse relate to the 

governance of difference in the Australian national space and contribute to the 

push for mi grants and refugees to redefine a notion of home in relationship to 

Australia. Young  people’s perception that the fact of their refugee status is per-

vasive and problematic is at least in part rooted in the discourse of culture clash. 

In the pro cess of defining home they  were regularly exposed to pressures at 

school, home, and from the wider community to acknowledge the country from 

which they  were displaced, or another ele ment of their refugee experience.

At Kedron Club one after noon Wah Wah was holding my baby and cooed, 

“Hello. My name is Wah Wah, I come from [provided name of] School.” A staff 

member at Kedron Club then commented pointedly, “And where  else do you come 

from?” Wah Wah’s looked puzzled and her friend Jessica answered for her, “I 

know! She’s like me, she come from the camp.” The staff member looked at Wah 

Wah and said, motioning  toward the baby, “Then tell her that.” Wah Wah, with 

a confused look on her face complied and told the baby that she came from “the 

camp.” As this somewhat bizarre interaction illustrates, the tenuousness with 

which a notion of  these young  people’s “home” was treated among the broader 

community was not necessarily reflected in their own sense of their life experi-

ences. It is within  these social portrayals of cultural conflict and turmoil about 

home that young  people encounter the perception of their refugee status as an 

obstacle to belonging.

How young  people implicate themselves (or do not) in discourses of cultural 

clash, in defining the terms of their citizenship and nationality, or in their expe-

riences with racism, reflects their perception of  those categories as framing 

constructs in their lives. Indeed, I propose it was through the treatment of rac-

ism, citizenship, nationality and refugee status that young  people  were most 

explic itly confronted with a kind of outsider status and the broad public 
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marking of their difference. And, I argue, their identity work engaged with the 

ways in which their lives  were framed in po liti cal and public discourse.

Let me illustrate the tentative sense of belonging discourse around citizen-

ship, nationality and refugee status often evoked in participants with a final eth-

nographic anecdote. Omot could briefly shift his status as outsider to that of 

insider when he felt he had more claim on the Australian national space than I 

had. When he realized that he had lived in Australia for a longer period of time 

than I, Omot soon gave me a card to commemorate my first year of work at 

Kedron Club, which he signed at the bottom “P.S. Welcome to Australia.”

Politics of Repre sen ta tion, Pro cesses of Implication,  

and Dynamic Responsiveness

Discourses drawn out of the politics of cultural diversity around citizenship and 

nationality, refugee status, the management of racism and how to define home 

emerge in and have come to impact upon the lives of  these young  people. 

Through the governance of difference in the Australian context, young  people 

from refugee backgrounds are presumably offered a better  future as Australian 

citizens, refuge from their country of origin and the chance to create a new home; 

and they are also presumed to be subjected to racism.  These dynamics, I would 

venture, emerge similarly in other settler nations where discourses of opportu-

nity rub uneasily against current po liti cal trends  toward protection and isola-

tionism. Young  people in such contexts often engage with the broad po liti cal 

discourse that seeks to frame and manage their lives, highlighting the preva-

lence of youth as social actors in contexts of migration. In  doing so they are apt 

to make allowances for themselves and one another regarding how and to what 

extent they implicate themselves in  those discursive frameworks. As Ngo (, 

) states: “Identity thus involves a double action, where in one movement we are 

put in subject positions by  others who draw on available, power ful discourses 

to identify us; and in another movement we take up subject positions by draw-

ing on available discourses ourselves.”

So as Ngo () argues, young  people respond to the discourses and struc-

tures that frame their lives by manipulating, resisting, or reproducing them in 

their own sense of identity. The extent to which po liti cal and popu lar discourses 

around racism, citizenship and national belonging affected my in for mants cer-

tainly differed in intensity. As Hage (b) explains, the intensity of an experi-

ence has to do with “the extent to which a real ity is involving and affecting” 

(b, ).

The analytic tools of implication and intensity are useful in considering the 

degree to which  these young  people are affected by the conceptual categories I 

have outlined  here that frame their lives in popu lar and po liti cal discourse. Hage 

(b, ) links this notion of implication to Bourdieu’s concept of illusio, which 
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demonstrates the ways in which  people invest themselves in par tic u lar social 

realities in order to import meaning into their lives, and how this pro cess masks 

the fact that life is not intrinsically meaningful but rather meaning is derived 

through such investments (Bourdieu , ). One’s implication in a par tic u lar 

social real ity is dependent upon their sharing in the illusio of that real ity. Fol-

lowing Hage, I interpret the degree to which some young  people implicate them-

selves within the dominant discourses around racism, citizenship and refugee 

status in terms of social belonging.

As Hage argues, migration is often “a guilt- inducing pro cess” (b, ). 

For young  people who have left their country of origin at a relatively young age, 

the debt of belonging to their new community is likely to be felt as much as or 

even more strongly than their debt to the one they have left. By obtaining citi-

zenship the moral debts to each country might be illuminated while both are 

only partially reconciled. The intensity through which my in for mants implicated 

themselves in the discourses of opportunity reflected in the repre sen ta tion of 

Australian citizenship, in the notion that they are outsiders in the repre sen ta-

tion of their experiences of racism and as refugees, and in the idea that they have 

complex relationships to multiple symbolic homes, reflects their sense of social 

belonging, or lack thereof, in the Australian context.

I do not want to overstate young  people’s re sis tance to belonging in the Aus-

tralian national space— they desired it for a variety of instrumental purposes 

such as securing jobs upon graduation from secondary school, and more gener-

ally in terms of valuing aspects of Australian life and culture to which they some-

times sought a sense of belonging. Instead, I have intended to demonstrate how 

 these young  people engaged the multicultural discourses they encountered in 

complex ways that often reflected a subtle re sis tance to the power dynamics to 

which they contributed. Multicultural citizens in the current Australian context 

absorb the competing push  toward integration and national belonging and the 

pull  toward vari ous forms of transnationalism and maintaining and forging dia-

sporic connection. Such hybridities, as Carruthers () argues, challenge the 

capacity of modern multicultural nations to adequately recognize and engage 

 these new multicultural subjects. The negotiations of identity captured through 

young  people’s engagement with the dynamics of repre sen ta tion explored  here 

help to distil a relationship between their experiences and interpretations of 

the world, and the discursive frameworks to which their lives are subject.

The very ways in which young  people engaged, manipulated or denied the 

relevance of such discursive frameworks reflects their awareness of and respon-

siveness to the politics of repre sen ta tion. Lisa explained how she  handles, or 

indeed stops, questions and challenges to her identity in terms of citizenship, 

nationality, refugee status and home. She said, “If they ask me . . .  I just say I have 

a strange life in Thailand. But now I’m OK to live myself forward—to be who I am 

 today.” Friends pre sent nodded in approval. Lisa’s recognition of the ways in which 
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her life experiences might be framed around par tic u lar categories of po liti cal 

repre sen ta tion, and her reluctance to be defined in this way, resonated.

Indeed, my attempts during interviews to ask open- ended questions about 

the broad defining features of their life experiences often resulted in responses 

that seemed to implicitly deny the relevance of  those categories that take on such 

major significance in public perception. For example, Catalina and Jessica  were 

nearly constantly engaged with one another in discussions about being Karen 

(or Australian, or even African) and seemingly sought to define themselves 

accordingly. When I asked what they saw as the most impor tant  thing about 

themselves, Jessica answered, “It’s that I have straight hair. But a  little bit wavy,” 

and Catalina responded, “I have curly hair.” And when I asked the same ques-

tion of Gabe, for whom his association with Africa, African Americans, and 

“being black” appeared central to his sense of identity, he responded: “It’s just 

that I’m a trou ble maker. I like to start trou ble, but I  don’t finish it. To some 

 people it’s bad. To me it’s not bad or good. My life story is good I guess.  Because 

I’m living a good life. I got my ma with me, my  sisters with me. My  brothers and 

aunties are overseas in Amer i ca and I’m  going  there this year or something. I’ve 

played basketball my  whole life. I love  music. That’s about it  really.  There is noth-

ing  else.”

Gabe’s response si mul ta neously acknowledges the dichotomy of good ver-

sus bad connotations he perceives in externally imposed defining categories, 

while it challenges any pressure to adhere to or define himself by  those catego-

ries. An awareness of their po liti cal repre sen ta tion is indeed reflected in young 

 people’s tendency to resist definition through externally imposed categories 

related to the governance of their difference. Just as significantly, however, the 

self- definitions  these young  people do more readily adhere to, namely their sense 

of racial and ethnic difference, speak to the ways in which their lives are overtly 

politicized as refugees and as minorities in the Australian multicultural 

context.

Viewed through the lens of dynamic responsiveness, young  people’s iden-

tity work demonstrates an awareness of the po liti cal context through which 

their lives are framed, as well as a sophisticated engagement with the messages 

implemented by government bodies and other authoritative entities which ulti-

mately emerge to adjust and affect that context. The complex pro cesses through 

which the politics of repre sen ta tion and personal identity mirror one another 

indeed highlight the interrelatedness between broad social narratives and 

self- understanding.
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I began this book with a description of how my own assumptions about the 

young  people with whom I conducted research  were challenged as I embarked 

upon my fieldwork. Recent youth scholarship demonstrates young  people break-

ing down racial and ethnic barriers through their everyday practices and 

increased exposure to multicultural contexts (Harris ; Harris and Herron 

). This research stands in contrast to other studies of youth, which situate 

young  people as immersed in racial and ethnic conflict in contexts of diversity. 

It was the notion of youth everyday exposure to diversity resulting in pro gress 

and a sense of hope for the  future of multiculturalism that most strongly influ-

enced my thinking. It still does.

However, my bent  toward conceptualizing youth as agents of change and 

pro gress presented one core dilemma: why  were they so preoccupied with cat-

egories of racial and ethnic difference? The more immersed I became, the more 

I could see it. Race and ethnic background played a central role in how  these 

young  people from refugee backgrounds defined themselves. Race was central 

to how they accounted for the everyday dynamics of their social relationships, it 

informed the ways in which they presented themselves in more formalized cul-

tural per for mances, and it affected the ways in which they constituted a sense 

of national belonging.

I was also made more aware, through the course of my research, of the cen-

trality of race and ethnicity in managing and maintaining the moral landscape 

of multiculturalism.  These young  people  were constantly framed as racial and 

ethnic beings, in both the cele bration of their race and ethnicity and the denial 

of its relevance, through the messages they encountered in their everyday lives. 

Their constant engagement with a sense of their own racial and ethnic back-

grounds, I came to understand, developed at least in large part through a kind 

of responsiveness to the messages that framed their lives in multicultural 

Self, Belonging, and 
Multicultural Morality

7
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context. This notion of responsiveness became the central premise for how I 

made sense of what I was observing in the complex dynamics of how  these 

young  people defined themselves.

Through placing dynamic responsiveness at the center of how young  people 

formulate and pre sent their own sense of identity, a relationship between per-

sonal identity and broad social narratives of belonging and inclusion becomes 

explicit. It is this relationship which provides perspective beyond what young 

 people from diverse backgrounds are  doing in contexts of diversity— for exam-

ple,  whether they are breaking down barriers or building them— but why. The 

implications for the “why” of youth identity in multicultural context are vast. 

Dynamic responsiveness as a lens for interpreting identity allows us, in essence, 

to push beyond identity.

In the current world context, nationalist ideology and the moral condem-

nation of racism butt up against one another through the management of 

increasing migration and displaced  peoples. Debates concerning race and white-

ness, immigration and border control, globalization, multiculturalism, and 

assimilation are of paramount concern internationally. Central to  these concerns 

are the lives of young  people, who are influencing and being influenced by all of 

 these issues. My hope is for this research to shed light upon both the young 

 people represented  here (and  others like them) who must negotiate a sense of 

themselves in a fraught and complex social environment, as well as the  future 

of living with diversity and multicultural inclusion more broadly. My aim in pre-

senting the identity work of  these young  people through the lens of dynamic 

responsiveness is to provide a framework that allows us to explore how we for-

mulate a sense of who we are in engagement with influences from our social 

environment, and how this fosters a sense of affinity and connection. Also of 

paramount importance to me in presenting this research is to illuminate why 

such identity work  matters in terms of what might be necessary to advance and 

address the current crisis of multiculturalism.

My overriding concern, in other words, has been how young  people pursue 

and foster belonging, and in what ways belonging is, or is not, made available to 

them in the Australian national space. Indeed, the discursive frameworks that 

render national spaces vis i ble (in this case, multiculturalism) are both impli-

cated in and impact upon pro cesses of identity making. Through the prism of 

youth, self- conscious and increasingly immersed in diversity as it is, identity 

work in relation to social context is pronounced.

Before drawing together some of the major themes of the book in attempt 

to further elucidate the relationship between the range of identity- making prac-

tices I observed among  these young  people and the broader narrative frame-

works in which they are situated, I wish to add a final caveat. While it has been 

my aim to highlight the relationship between young  people’s self- representations 

and the social contexts in which  those identities emerge, I have tried not to 
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overstate the relationship. While the ways in which young  people racialize 

themselves in their intimate relationships with one another emerge in dialogue 

with public discourses concerning race, their racialization is not born from  those 

discourses. Their responsiveness does not reduce their actions to a mere form 

of mimicry, and we can, of course, still trust and take seriously both their expe-

riences of racism and the value they place on their racial and ethnic back-

grounds in contributing to their own sense of identity.

Identities indeed emerge from a constellation of preferences and predilec-

tions too vast to even begin to resolve  here; and of course, equally relevant in 

defining a sense of oneself, to the themes of race and ethnicity that have emerged 

as central in this context are gender, class, religion, sexuality, language,  family, 

peers, and so forth. The ways in which  people articulate their identities, how-

ever, is most revealing. By isolating responsiveness, the intention in the ways in 

which  these young  people describe their place in the broader social landscape 

is made apparent. That intention helps to highlight certain social dynamics and 

deemphasize  others. Young  people’s dynamic responsiveness plays a central role 

in defining ele ments of social context, and in so  doing may be conceptualized 

as allowing for their participation in the politics of belonging.

Responsive Identity and Why It’s So Dynamic

I have spent a lot of time throughout the book exploring how the work of mak-

ing and remaking identities is undertaken as  people respond to their social envi-

ronments and the po liti cal context of their lives. But why do I describe this 

responsiveness as dynamic? By qualifying responsiveness in this way, I mean to 

capture an ele ment of change. What emerges in local context, around which a 

kind of self- definition is elicited, is not static. In other words,  people constitute 

a sense of themselves, at least in part, in response to something— but the some-

thing is not the same for every one, and what it is changes. The young  people 

represented  here are exposed to a kind of sociopo liti cal management of their 

lives in multicultural context. Their racial and ethnic backgrounds in relation-

ship to their status as minorities and as refugees— even their youth— are part of 

the formula through which their lives are framed and managed. That sociopo-

liti cal management of their lives in relation to being refugees, to their race, and 

to their ethnicity is the something through which  these young  people define a 

sense of identity.

As they perceive the centrality of race to the multicultural context in which 

they live, young  people absorb, reframe, and engage this premise in their iden-

tity work. And as they encountered messages of multiculturalism in particularly 

constant and incessant ways, the specific cultural minutiae to which they 

responded through their identity work was realized. This demonstrates that our 

understanding of young  people’s self- representations must be pitched at the local 
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level, but must also consider what is significant, prominent, or pervasive in their 

broad sociopo liti cal landscapes.  These young  people’s engagement with popu-

lar and po liti cal discourses concerning race, diversity, and inclusion, which  were 

expressed most potently in their often humorous exchanges with one another, 

allowed them to have a voice in the broad social framing of their lives. To the 

sense of identity that they outwardly portrayed, and as reflected through the 

multicultural messages they regularly encountered, race was relevant.

Perceptions of Inclusion and Exclusion: What’s Race Got to Do with It?

Race and ethnicity, as they  were called upon by  these young  people, served largely 

as a means of inclusion. The ways in which they represented themselves through 

sameness and difference to one another, to the broader population and to 

networks outside of national context, often occurred through their emphasis and 

deemphasis of racialized characteristics and ethnicity. Through their varied and 

complex “ethnic choices” (Song ), they associated and disassociated with 

 people whom they described as having the same or dif fer ent ethnic backgrounds 

or racialized characteristics to themselves.

By representing themselves in racialized ways and alternately “inhabiting” 

or “vacating” their racial and ethnic backgrounds (Back ), young  people 

enabled a multiplicity of options for how and to whom they might assert a sense 

of belonging. Race and ethnicity provided them with a range of contexts through 

which to assert belonging, in part  because of the global diasporic connections 

it enabled for them. However, the ways in which young  people called upon a 

sense of belonging in relation to their wider connections to Africa, the Karen 

community, or sometimes Amer i ca,  were interpreted and invoked in relation-

ship to perceptions and discursive frameworks they encountered in local con-

text. Africanness, for example, was articulated and formally performed when 

young  people  were called upon to do so in school per for mances which framed 

such cele brations of ethnic diversity in terms of the triumphs of multicultural-

ism (Hage , , , ).  Whether emphasized or denied, racial, and ethnic 

signifiers  were well integrated into meaningful narratives for  these young  people.

In contrast to the ways in which race and ethnicity enabled a multiplicity 

of assertions of belonging in dif fer ent social contexts, categories of citizenship, 

refugee status, and nationality rather highlighted the ways in which participants 

did not quite or entirely belong to their national space. As such,  these catego-

ries  were not strongly integrated into young  people’s self- understandings or 

articulations of belonging to  others. Significantly, the stipulations for being pop-

ularly and po liti cally deemed to be citizens, refugees or nationals inherently 

emphasize a kind of pro cesses through which one might pursue and achieve 

belonging. By emphasizing belonging as in flux or in pro cess,  these categories 

 were imposed and perceived as primarily defining the terms of exclusion rather 

than allowing for a sense of inclusion.
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Central to how articulations of race and ethnicity  were made meaningful 

to them, young  people presented themselves in hybridized and essentialized 

ways that engaged with broad social discourses.  There is a narrative overlap 

between young  people’s articulations of belonging and the broader discursive 

frameworks that dictate its viability in their daily, lived social contexts. It is 

largely from within this overlap that I locate the multiplicity of self- representations 

I observed among young  people in terms of their participation in the broad social 

management of their difference.

Integrated Narratives, Hybridity, and Essentialism

As I argued in chapter , the theoretically fraught concept of hybridity is useful 

 here, not precisely in its popu lar current formulation to describe a kind of mix-

ing, merging, or mimicry of cultural references in the formation of new identi-

ties. Rather, for my purposes, hybridity captures the ways in which young  people 

justified and described their formulations of identity in terms of their denial of 

the limiting capacity of difference. As I use it  here, hybridity refers to young 

 people’s articulations of their capacity for flexibility made apparent in their abil-

ity to overlook difference, to “mix it up,” and to embody, encompass or include 

dif fer ent cultural frameworks in vari ous aspects of their lives. I conceptualize 

young  people’s emphasis on their own capacity for multiplicity (and the ways in 

which I have endeavored to capture it through the concept of hybridity) as 

responding to a broad narrative context central to the social fabric of Austra-

lian multiculturalism.

As Moore has acknowledged, the concept of hybridity carries explanatory 

power and is theoretically valid when demonstrated as emerging from and 

“embedded in popu lar culture and celebrated through vari ous mediations, and 

cultural and institutional forms” (, ). I have endeavored to demonstrate 

the conceptualization of hybridity through which I have framed my observations 

of young  people’s repre sen ta tions of identity, as emerging from and enacted 

within the narrative framework of multiculturalism in the Australian context. 

As discussed throughout the book, the popu lar narrative framework of multi-

culturalism urges the cele bration of difference, often in terms of ethnic and cul-

tural background, while it insists upon the ultimate irrelevance of cultural and 

ethnic difference for formulating relationships, for constituting a sense of self- 

together, and for being together harmoniously in community.

As young  people emphasized their ability to “integrate” with the broader 

population despite  those differences which  were si mul ta neously framed as note-

worthy, they both paralleled and contradicted vari ous attempts to govern cul-

tural difference that emerged through the social and policy framework of 

multiculturalism. The concept of hybridity captures the ways in which young 

 people asserted a sense of identity through their ability to overcome difference, 
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which allowed for articulations of belonging to what they perceived as the main-

stream Australian community. And while messages emerging from the broad 

narrative framework of multiculturalism fueled young  people’s position that dif-

ference was of  little significance to them in their hybridized repre sen ta tions of 

self on the one hand, their essentialized repre sen ta tions of self ran  counter to 

 these claims.

When they expressed their sense of identity in terms of being explic itly, 

exclusively, and unwaveringly African or Karen for example, they represented 

themselves in essentialized ways. I have sought to demonstrate essentialized 

self- representations also in relationship to multicultural discourse, through the 

language of “tolerance,” wherein difference is upheld and revered. Through self- 

essentializing young  people emphasized characteristics that created a sense of 

belonging between one another in local friendship groups, and in relation to 

global networks of young  people or pop cultural icons representative of the dia-

sporic communities to which they also sought a sense of belonging.

Young  people engaged the contradictory messages emerging from multicul-

tural discourse in a sometimes paradoxical relationship to how they framed 

their own experiences and identity making practices. That is, hybridized and 

essentialized repre sen ta tions of identity for  these young  people  were enacted, 

in dif fer ent moments and contexts, in ways that both reinforced and contra-

dicted messages of integration and tolerance that emerged and framed their 

lives in their daily social environments. Moreover, their emphasis on sameness 

and difference through hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions was not 

static. As they engaged with tensions of belonging, their essentialized and hybrid-

ized repre sen ta tions often merged, overlapped, and occasionally contradicted 

one another. And in their use of a range of cultural preferences in the pre sen ta-

tion of themselves as a cohesive, essentialized group,  these young  people  were 

at the same time engaging in hybridizing practices.

Evoking hybridized and essentialized repre sen ta tions of self allowed young 

 people to create a sense of belonging through asserting sameness to certain 

groups and difference to  others. Hybridized self- representations allowed for 

young  people to demonstrate sameness across differences in an attempt to over-

come essentializing perceptions of their marginality. In their emphasis on 

sameness in hybridized repre sen ta tions they acknowledged inherent differences 

while emphasizing their ability to overcome them and thus assimilate into what 

they saw as the mainstream population. Alternatively, in their emphasis on 

sameness in essentialized repre sen ta tions they denied inherent differences and 

thereby asserted a sense of belonging and solidarity with a group of insiders des-

ignated from a perceived position of marginality, in opposition to the broader 

population, and in a kind of re sis tance to assimilation or integration. This 

allowed young  people to emphasize ste reo typical and racialized repre sen ta tions 
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of ethnicity on the one hand and a lack of concern for or acknowl edgment of 

racial or ethnic difference on the other (Noble et al. , ).

Although hybrid and essentialized repre sen ta tions may not likely or usually 

be invoked so deliberately as to warrant their description as strategies, they allow 

for a subtle yet certain positioning through which young  people may call upon 

dif fer ent repre sen ta tions of themselves in relation to the varied messages, frame-

works, and influences they encounter. As such, hybridized and essentialized 

repre sen ta tions of self may be interpreted as a kind of symbolic capital in the 

Australian national field (Bourdieu ; Bourdieu and Wacquant ). Such 

self- representations may be leveraged as capital in terms of valorizing both flex-

ibility in demonstrating one’s ability to integrate on the one hand, and the cel-

ebratory aspect of difference on the other. As they constructed a sense of self 

and identification with  others and played with the discourses that came to frame 

their lives, they did so as partially knowing social actors. They  were not absently 

framed by external narratives, nor  were they always consciously or explic itly stra-

tegic in their response to them.

The result of their oscillating racialized identities, and indeed the diverse 

contexts in which their everyday lives unfold, reflect diverse intercultural 

social bonds. As Harris and Herron’s () work on everyday multiculturalism 

among youth from diverse backgrounds in Australia also highlights, the multi-

plicity of alignments and differentiation among  these young  people represent 

“dynamic ‘entanglements of ethno- racial difference’ ” (Harris and Herron . 

quoted in Johns, Noble and Harris , ). In their vari ous affiliations, every-

day racism and cross- racial friendships indeed exist alongside one another 

(Harris and Herron ). The ways in which young  people of diverse back-

grounds constitute a sense of themselves with reference to race and ethnicity, 

however, reflects something more complex than the fact of their increasing 

exposure and consequent responsiveness to intercultural contexts. In addi-

tion, their racialized identities emerge from their responsiveness to the ways in 

which  those intercultural contexts are perceived, managed, and talked about 

more broadly.

The ways in which young  people pursue a sense of belonging and inclusion 

through both their embracing and denying their own racialization is deeply rel-

evant to the social and po liti cal context of Australian multiculturalism. That is, 

while  these young  people are constantly exposed to messages dictating where 

and how they fit in the Australian multicultural context, their identity- making 

practices effectively figure their own voices into the dialogue, at least on an inter-

personal level in their daily lived environments. A significant implication of 

their identity work, then, is to offer reflection and consideration of how and to 

what extent the po liti cal and broader social framework of Australian multicul-

turalism fosters plurality and inclusion, as it purports to do.
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Nationalism and the Multicultural Promise

Australian multiculturalism is fundamentally related to discourses of national 

belonging. A formal multicultural framework informs immigration policy and 

the path to citizenship in the Australian national context. The social and moral 

framework of multiculturalism, for the young  people with whom I worked, 

emerged through overlapping and sometimes contradictory messages of integra-

tion and tolerance.  These messages—to which they responded in paradoxical 

and sometimes oppositional ways— were encountered at their schools and in the 

broader community spaces through which they traversed in their daily lives.

Through  these messages, it was indirectly maintained that young  people 

might seamlessly fit within the mainstream school and community population, 

as race and ethnic background  were of  little  actual relevance. At the same time, 

ele ments of their ethnic background  were celebrated  under the label of tolerance 

through festivals and cultural per for mance. While par tic u lar ethnic back-

grounds are celebrated in such events, cultural per for mances are also framed 

as validating the accomplishments of the host community for their demonstrated 

tolerance and for their accumulation of a kind of multicultural capital in terms 

of ethnic food, dance, art, and so forth. (Hage , ). Despite its explicit 

aim of inclusion, certain discourses of multiculturalism resulted in an uncom-

fortable tension in young  people’s perceptions of belonging to a national 

space where ele ments of nationalism are centrally, though silently, linked to 

multiculturalism.

Multiculturalism is advanced as moving away from nationalism to a more 

inclusive social and moral framework, but through its articulation and promo-

tion it is certainly not  free from formulations of national belonging. Indeed, both 

nationalism and multiculturalism are premised upon, and protective of, the 

starting point that the “we,” in discussions of how we Australians  ought to 

 handle difference, refers to  those of white Eu ro pean heritage. This starting point 

does not change  whether “we” express pride, indifference, or intolerance to all 

of the nonwhite  people included in the Australian national space. The proj ect 

of maintaining this sense of entitlement is pre sent even in articulations of tol-

erance through which the majority population asserts that yes, the minority 

population  ought to have entitlements and rights as well. When racism is only 

recognized through its most overt and ugly manifestations, or worse still, when 

it is altogether denied, we risk side stepping a deep rooted casual racism that 

can be just as insidious (Wise ). That is, what is labeled as racism and what 

is labeled as tolerance are dif fer ent ends on a spectrum— inherent to the po liti-

cal and moral framework of multiculturalism—of national belonging (Hage , 

).

But I want to be careful  here not to classify nationalism as an evil, back-

ward, or inherently destructive force. And defining multiculturalism as the 
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progressive antithesis to nationalism is not simply ideologically flawed. Even if 

it  were accurate, such a comparison advances us no further in terms of a more 

meaningful approach to inclusiveness. Feelings and expressions of national 

belonging are, for what ever reasons, deeply entrenched across social contexts 

and local and national space. Moreover, both ethnic majority and ethnic minor-

ity populations are equally capable of both nationalist and racist acts and atti-

tudes (as well as  those which may be understood as tolerant). It is more productive 

a goal to understand nationalism than to simply dismiss it; what does it mean 

to  people? How is it constituted? From where does the fear of its loss emerge and 

how might  those suffering from such a fear themselves be integrated into a 

deeper, more inclusive multiculturalism (Skey )?

In other words, in what ways does the majority population, too, strug gle 

 toward a sense of inclusiveness, belonging and a life in which they feel a level of 

comfort (Hage , )? The answers to such questions are beyond the scope of 

this research. However, they are necessary to ask  here, if only to highlight that 

the culture of fear that so clearly motivates the more abhorrent acts of national-

ism is also pre sent in the nicer or more po liti cally correct attempts at inclusion 

promoted in multicultural policy and discourse (see also Hage , ). That is, 

nationalism and multiculturalism are not mutually exclusive, and neither can 

claim complete moral superiority or inferiority as unequivocally good or bad. 

Moreover, both evoke discourses of inclusion and discourses of exclusion.

 These under lying dynamics, however, should not detract from the fact that, 

in my experience, the vast majority of professionals, ser vice providers, and com-

munity members with whom young  people interacted on a regular basis cared 

profoundly about the degree to which  these young  people realized their own 

sense of belonging. Indeed, the schools and other programs young  people 

attended might be described as not only concerned, but quite heavi ly burdened, 

with the task of creating such a sense of belonging. My aim  here is not to criti-

cize the limits of multiculturalism or its prac ti tion ers, or to draw lines of com-

parison between it and nationalism (or, more alarmingly, racism) to no avail.

Instead, by demonstrating the complex ways in which a small group of young 

 people experience the nuance of multicultural discourse in ethnographic con-

text, I hope to highlight the ways in which it works (see also Clyne and Jupp ), 

but also to flag the need to keep striving where multiculturalism for them 

appears to have missed the intended mark. Hage (, ) urges “a deeper com-

mitment to a more far reaching multiculturalism” that opens the space for a 

robust politics of negotiation between equals. In a similar vein, Gutmann () 

describes Habermas’s contribution to her influential edited volume as propos-

ing that the ideal multicultural framework would not only dictate our  legal 

equality, but also foster a shared agreement that “we must also be able to under-

stand ourselves as the authors of the laws that bind us” (ix; see also Habermas 

).
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Such a shift in owner ship over the premise of Australian multiculturalism 

would necessarily require that government policy move beyond an emphasis on 

tolerance or recognition of cultural difference— a shift from living with or toler-

ating diversity, to living in diversity (Modood ). It would require a move 

 toward an enhanced scope and ability to incorporate the diverse ways in which 

all  people seek for themselves a meaningful life (Hage , ). And while mul-

ticultural policy must equally validate the plurality of both minority and major-

ity perspectives and pursuits of inclusion, comfort, and belonging, it should also 

compel a greater acknowl edgment of Anglo privilege where racism could be 

more freely named when observed and experienced (Dunn and Nelson ).

However, for a more comprehensive and inclusive multicultural framework, 

race and racism should not be conflated. While the management of racism is 

appropriately within the scope of what multicultural policy must confront, the 

terms in which  people express and embrace their own racial and ethnic iden-

tity are not. Individuals  ought to have freedom to place value on the relevance 

of race and ethnicity in their own lives; a preference that should not merely 

underscore or become a requirement for the condemnation of racism.

The identity making practices in which  these young  people engaged in social 

context help us to understand multiculturalism in its current form, as it is expe-

rienced by  those it inherently seeks to address. A more stable sense of belong-

ing among  these young  people might be approached if, as a starting point, their 

difference was not at times si mul ta neously preserved through the celebratory 

language of tolerance and denied through gestures  toward the simplicity of inte-

gration. Through depictions of their varied and sometimes seemingly contra-

dictory self- representations, it becomes evident how contestable belonging is for 

 these young  people in the spaces where multiculturalism is, for them, enacted. 

And beyond this, the varied and multiple ways in which  these young  people rep-

resent themselves in engagement with the po liti cal, social, and moral framing 

of their lives reveals a kind of adaptability through which they have a say in 

defining to whom, to what, or where they belong.

Multiple Belongings: The “So What” of Dynamic Responsiveness

The relevance of the multiplicity with which  these young  people represent them-

selves both individually and collectively, then, is twofold. Their capacity for 

responsiveness and flexibility of identity reveals a strategy of resilience whereby 

young  people may act in both subversion and accordance with the po liti cal and 

moral under pinnings of multiculturalism. The pro cesses of identity making 

undertaken by  these young  people provides scope for a responsive engagement 

with messages inherent to multicultural discourse that both foster and inhibit 

their sense of belonging. Their oscillating emphasis on hybridized and essential-

ized ele ments of their racial and ethnic identity effectively permits  these young 
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 people, at least partially, to define and address their own sense of belonging or 

alienation. The identity practices of  these young  people are equally relevant to 

an understanding of the social context in which they take place.

It is my contention that by paying attention to  those  things that young 

 people reference and comment upon in their depictions of who they are— those 

 things to which they are responding in their identity work—we shed light upon, 

not only their personal preoccupations, but also the  things that  matter col-

lectively. That we all proj ect a sense of self in response to some ele ment of our 

social environment is, on the surface, quite obvious. But if we center our analy-

ses of the ways in which  people proj ect a sense of self, on what they are  either 

openly or implicitly addressing, we can isolate par tic u lar social dynamics. Decon-

structing identity in this way engages the perennial anthropological tension 

between structure and agency, the par tic u lar and the universal.

The national story we tell about the importance of multiculturalism is one 

that seeks to  counter the framing lens of in equality, and consequently, the rel-

evance of race and ethnicity. However, the messages used to foster a harmoni-

ous multicultural context paradoxically emphasize an imbalance of social and 

moral entitlements. The premise of multiculturalism is that race does not  matter, 

but the messages of integration and tolerance with which it is framed and exe-

cuted, show that it does. For  these young  people, an emphasis on their inherent 

need for tolerance and integration is felt and interpreted as an indication of 

in equality related to their ethnic and racial identity. Their identity work 

seeks to reframe or engage the messages we tell about them in the context of 

multiculturalism.

In this study, we saw  these young  people respond to the multicultural ideal 

of the irrelevance of race by projecting a sense of racial identity and empow-

erment in their creation of a hip hop song. Through the song, they aligned 

themselves with the resilience, the re sis tance and the cool of an essentialized, 

counterwhite, African American identity. In  doing so, they subtly resisted mes-

sages that dictate their need for tolerance and urge their integration. Similarly, 

we saw them reframing the multicultural emphasis on their status as national 

outsiders in need of inclusion, in their relative disregard of the importance of 

citizenship and national identity and embracing of a racial difference that 

instead provided a sense of collective belonging. And on the other hand, as they 

sometimes described and accounted for their social relationships in their every-

day lives through a denial of the relevance of their racial identities,  these young 

 people affirmed the multicultural ideal that race does not  matter and embraced 

the benefits of integration.

By detailing minority negotiations of ethnic, racial, and national belonging, 

I have sought to demonstrate how the po liti cal and moral framework of Austra-

lian multiculturalism can act, sometimes paradoxically, as an instrument of 

inclusion or of exclusion. My aim has been to demonstrate how a sense of social 
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belonging might be approached by  those who are popularly understood, through 

broad social policy and moral frameworks, as being somehow outside of the 

national context, in a pro cess of becoming, and in need of inclusion. By illus-

trating the complex identity making practices undertaken by young  people from 

refugee backgrounds, I have attempted to show how multiculturalism in the Aus-

tralian context, and its emergent messages of (national) belonging, is felt and 

engaged by  those it most explic itly seeks to address.

So, what do the responsive, multiple identities of  these young  people reveal 

about Australian multiculturalism? Young  people appear, at times, to self- 

essentialize, or self- racialize in response to the ways in which public discourse 

racializes them. Yes, their emphasis on flexibility, hybridity, and the irrelevance 

of race can be read as emerging in response to the same dynamic. But what does 

this mean practically? Of course, their responsiveness to the ways in which they 

are racialized by  others does not mean that their experiences with and inter-

pretations of race and racism are any less real. Does it mean that race should be 

treated differently in po liti cal and social context in order for it not to be so con-

suming for  these young  people? Would that work, does it  matter, and is their 

overidentification with race and ethnicity even limiting?  These questions are all 

relevant and better explored with detailed attention to youth engagement with 

social context. But  these questions are not the limit of what youth identity work 

can reveal.

Interpreting identity through responsiveness highlights that the ways in 

which we constitute a sense of ourselves considers, and responds in both opposi-

tion to and reinforcement of, the ways in which  others see us. This information 

ultimately helps us to understand how broad social messages are perceived— 

how they work and how they sometimes need to be addressed and adjusted for 

vari ous purposes, such as fostering a deeper sense of inclusion— and how  people 

may collectively and individually respond to such messages. The identity work of 

 these young  people, and how it emerges in response to multicultural context, 

provides us with a deeper understanding of the complexity of young lives in 

changing circumstances.

It takes us past the “what” of how they are behaving and interacting with 

one another and with their broader social environments and provides us with a 

crucial ele ment of “why.” The ways in which a group of young  people from refu-

gee backgrounds represent their identities—in the everyday dynamics of friend-

ship making, in the more spectacular dynamics of cultural per for mance, and in 

their engagement with the po liti cal dynamics through which they are broadly 

classified in national context— demonstrates the weight of public discourse on 

personal narratives. Their identity work may thus ultimately be conceptualized 

as a kind of participation in the politics of belonging to social context.

The interplay between broad social narratives and  people’s feelings and 

expressions of who they are and how easily they fit or belong in relation to  those 
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narratives, carries grave implications for the effectiveness of inclusion in mod-

ern, multiethnic socie ties.  These implications in turn have much to reveal about 

how  people may participate in and affect the social pro cesses that come to frame 

their lives. Belonging is contestable—it was constantly approached, denied, and 

manipulated by the young  people represented  here in their everyday social envi-

ronments. The limits and possibilities for belonging must therefore be consid-

ered in relation to the dynamic ways in which personal identities and discourses 

that govern broader national spaces respond to one another.
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APPENDIX



Pseudonym

Country of origin and 

route to Australia

Time in Australia  

at start of study Year at school; age

Primary identified 

tribal affiliation or 

ethnic background; 

language

Other participants 

identified as relatives or 

close friends

Aher Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Arabic, En glish close friends— Omot, 

Santino, Obama

Alex Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Arabic, En glish

Aliir Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Dinka; Arabic, Dinka, 

Swahili, En glish

Atong Sudan via Egypt  years year ;  years old Dinka; Arabic; 

En glish

close friends— Lisa 

and Jenna

Benjamin Sudan via Egypt  years year ;  years old Anuak; Arabic younger  brothers—  

Omar and Santino; 

younger  sister— 

 Lola; cousin—  

Obama

Brian Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Sudanese, Filipino, 

Spanish

Key Research Participant Backgrounds



Catalina Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Karen; Thai, Karen, 

En glish

younger  sister— 

 Jessica; younger 

 brother— Thakin; 

close friends— Lisa 

and Paw Wah

Ce Ce Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Karen; Thai, Karen, 

En glish

cousin— Wah Wah

Cordica Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Arabic, En glish older  sister— Vic; 

older  brother—  

John; close friends—  

Elijah, Alex, Sam, 

Tino, Zaki, Aliir, 

Nine

David Sudan via Uganda  years year ;  years old Nuba; Arabic

Dombai Sudan via Egypt  years year ;  years old Dinka; Dinka, Arabic, 

En glish

Eh Eh Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Karen; Thai, Karen, 

En glish

close friends— Jessica, 

Wah Wah and Ce 

Ce

Elijah Uganda via Sudan, 

then  Kenya

 years year ;  years old Acholi; Arabic, 

En glish

older  brother— Sam; 

close friends— 

Nine, Tino,  

Samah, Vic

Gabe Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Arabic, En glish close friends— Elijah

Jaymaya migrated from Papua 

New Guinea

 years year ;  years old Papua New Guinean close friends— Lisa, 

Atong and Catalina

(Continued)



Pseudonym

Country of origin and 

route to Australia

Time in Australia at 

start of study Year at school; age

Primary identified 

tribal affiliation or 

ethnic background; 

language

Other participants 

identified as relatives or 

close friends

Jenna Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Chin close friends— Lisa 

and Atong

Jessica Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Karen; Thai, Karen, 

En glish

older  sister—  

Catalina; younger 

 brother— Thakin; 

close friends— Wah 

Wah and Eh Eh

Joseph Sudan via Egypt  years year ;  years old Dinka; Arabic, 

Egyptian Arabic, 

Dinka, En glish

cousin— Samah; close 

friends— Zi and 

Sam

Lauren Australia  whole life year ;  years old Anglo- Celtic 

Australian; En glish

close friends— Vic 

and Samah; 

boyfriend— Thomas

Lisa Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Burmese; Karen, 

Burmese, Thai, 

En glish

younger 

 brother— Mathew; 

close friends— 

Catalina, Jessica, 

Wah Wah, Eh Eh, 

Ce Ce, Atong, 

Jenna, Paw Wah



Lola Sudan via Egypt  years year ;  years old Anuak; Arabic older  brothers— 

 Omar, Santino, 

Benjamin; 

cousin— Obama

Mathew Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Burmese; Karen, 

Burmese, Thai, 

En glish

older  sister— Lisa; 

close 

friend— Thakin

Nine Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Arabic, En glish close friends— Zi, 

Sam, Elijah

Obama Sudan via Egypt  years year ;  years old Nuer; Arabic cousins— Santino, 

Benjamin, Gabe

Omar Sudan via Egypt  years year ;  years old Anuak; Arabic older  brothers— 

Santino and 

Benjamin; younger 

 sister— Lola; 

cousin— Obama

Omot Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Arabic, En glish close friends— Aher, 

Santino, Obama

Paw Wah Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Karen close 

friend— Catalina

Sam Uganda via Sudan, 

then  Kenya

 years year ;  years old Acholi; Arabic, 

En glish

younger  brother— 

 Elijah

Samah Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Dinka; Arabic, Dinka 

dialect, En glish

cousin— Joseph; close 

friends— Vic and 

Lauren

(Continued)



Pseudonym

Country of origin and 

route to Australia

Time in Australia at 

start of study Year at school; age

Primary identified 

tribal affiliation or 

ethnic background; 

language

Other participants 

identified as relatives or 

close friends

Santino Sudan via Egypt  years year ;  years old Anuak; Arabic older  brother—  

Benjamin; younger 

 brother— Omar; 

younger  sister—  

Lola; cousin—  

Obama

Shalla Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Karen; Thai, Karen, 

En glish

 sister— Wah Wah; 

cousin— Ce Ce

Sunday Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Arabic, En glish

Thakin Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Karen; Thai, Karen, 

En glish

older  sisters— Jessica 

and Catalina

Thomas Sudan via Uganda  years out of school; 

 years old

Nuba; Arabic, Nuba 

dialect, En glish

younger  sister— Vic; 

younger 

 brother— John; 

girlfriend— Lauren

Tino Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old Arabic, En glish close friends— Elijah 

and Alex



Vic Sudan via Uganda  years year ;  years old Nuba; Arabic, Nuba 

dialect, En glish

younger  brother— 

 John; older 

 brother— Thomas; 

close friends— 

Sarah and Lauren

Wah Wah Burma via Tham Hin 

refugee camp

 years year ;  years old Karen; Thai, Karen, 

En glish

 sister— Shalla; 

cousin— Ce Ce; 

close friends— 

Jessica and Eh Eh

Zaki Sudan via  Kenya  years year ;  years old

Zi Sierra Leone via 

Guinea

 years year ;  years old close friends— Nine 

and Sam
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CHAPTER 1   FIELDWORK AND RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS

 . See the Appendix, which details background information about the key research 

participants.

 . The Cronulla riots  were a series of race riots and social unrest between white and 

Lebanese youth in Sydney, Australia. For an in- depth coverage of the Cronulla riots, 

see Johns, Noble and Harris ().

CHAPTER 2   MULTICULTURAL AUSTRALIA AND  
THE REFUGEE EXPERIENCE

 . Although Burma was officially renamed Myanmar in , my participants, and 

therefore I, refer to it  here as Burma. The majority of refugees currently residing in 

Australia who identify as Burmese are officially classified as Bamar po liti cal refugees.

CHAPTER 4   EVERYDAY IDENTITY

 . This pseudonym is a nickname developed and used by the student’s peers. It further 

reflects the engagement, among  these young  people, with American cultural symbols.

CHAPTER 5   PERFORMING IDENTITY

 . Arabic word spelled phonetically and translated according to the in for mant’s 

description.
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